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DUCTION T
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THE BASIC ENGINE
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THE &A IC ENGINE
Small engine‘sare classified as being eitfwr vertical or horizontal Glai‘i types.
This identitication refers to the position of the crankshaft of the engine.
Most rotary lawnmowers use a vertical shaft engine.
The smdl engine is matfe up of severafsystems. Tfle basic systems are as
f”ll”ws:
f
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fuel and carburetion
Ignition
tnbricaticl
Cooling
Exhaust

These systems all work together to convert air and Fuel into mcchunical energy
Each must serveits own Function and be timed properly to the other systems
as well as to the piston-crankshaft assemblies.
The FUEL and CARBURETION system provides the proper air-fuel mixture
for the engiw to operate under all conditions. Proper opemtion of this system
is dependeni upon a supply “I‘ clean, FreshFuel in the tank and p;“per adjustmeats at the carburetor.
1
The IGNITION system must provide the voltage necessaryto jump the spark
plug gap at exactly the right time. For this system to do its job, the spark plug,
wires, and all other electrical components must be in good condition and properly adjusted.
The LUBRICATION system delivers oil to all moving parts inside the engine.
The oil in the crankcase is either circulated by a pump or splashed through the
engine. The lubricating oil sealsthe rings in the cylinder, removes some heat
from the piston, crankshaft, and valve train, cushions the shock experienced
by the bearings, cleans particles and dirt from the bearings and the cylinder,
and reduces friction. The importance of keeping the engine properly filled
with clean oil is apparent.
The COOLING system removes the excessheat from the engine. The flywheel
causesair to circulate over the Finsof the engine where the excessheat is removed. This system requires periodic service becauseacwmulated dust and
grasscan cause the engine to overheat.
The EXHAUST system removes the burned gasesfrom the engine and muffles
the noise of combustion. On most units the exhaust system consists of a muffler attached to the engine block. A clogged or internally collapsed muffler can
cause a loss of power and poor engine performance.
D
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PRINCIPLES OF COMBUSTION
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1
Combustion is defined most simply as burning. Combustion in the internalcombustion engine refers to burning which takes place inside the engine.
The fuel stored in the fuel tank represents potential energy. This means that
while in the tank little or no energy is released. If a drop of the fuel is placid
in a pan and ignited, kinetic energy, or energy which has been released,is
formed. The burning fuel gives off heat and light.
F’orr f&t (gasoline) will provide heat when burned. If, however, the fuel is
mixed properly with air to form a gas>it will give off more heat or hum more
efficiently.
If heat is applied to air in a confinement, the air expands. If a balloon is placed
over a heat duct. the balloon becomes “larger” becauseof the “expansion” of
the air within. Burning the mixture in the cylinder in like manner expands the
goes in the cylinder.

1

In the internal-combustion engine the fuel is mixed with the air by the carburetor. Approximately four gallons of air are mixed with each tablespoon of
gasoline. The mixture en~:s the engine as a mist and changes Taoa gas or vapor
when it reaches the hot port area of the engine. The mixture enters the engine
because the piston creates a partial vacuum (suction) as it moves aownward on
the inrake stroke.
At the end of the intake stroke, the intake valve closes trapping the gasesin
the cylinder. As the piston moves toward TDC (top dead center), the trapped
gas is compressed.
The compressed gas will bum more violently than if it were not compressed.
The violent burning creates heat, which causesexpansion of the gas in the cylinder. The expanding gas exerts much pressure, which causesthe pistol1 to
move down in the cylinder.
The gas acting upon the piston is the point at which the chemical energy (buming gas) is converted into mechanical energy. It is the mechanical energy which
is used to turn the crankshaft.
Combustion, then, in terms of a piston engine means that an air-fuel mixture
is drawn into the cylinder, is changed to a gas by heat, is compressed by the
piston, and is ignited to provide heat which expands the gasesin the cylinder.
Expansion of the gasesin the cylinder pushes the piston which transmits the
force to the connecting rod and crankshaft.

1

It is important to note that the air-fuel mixture does nor explode in the engine.
Instead, it hums rapidly. If the engine is timed improperly or if the air-fuel
mixture is incorrect, the mixture may “explode” or burn too fast. Operating
the engine in this condition will produce “knocking” and excessheat which
can damage the piston.
5
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ENGINE IDENTIFICATION
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ENGINE IDENTIFICATIDN

The identification of the engine is necessaryfor locating specifications and
for purchasing replacement parts.
The engine is usually identified by manufacturer’s identification on the
engine. This identification usually includes the model infoimation and in
some casesthe serial number and type.
I ,’

The idenrification plate or illformation may he located on the engine block
or on the flywheel shroud. In some casesthe number will be stamped on the
shroud and no identification tag will he used.
Copy this identification information for your engine below for future reference when referring to specifications or ordering parts.
Manufacturer,,.- .,..-..
~,.-.,...- ,...- .._,....,,,...,...,.,_
Serial No. ..,,,
..-_,,,.,......,,.
,,...,....
_........
_,.,,.,,.,,,...,.,,.
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FOUR-STROKE CYCLE THEORY
AND INTAKE STROKE

“Four-stroke cycle” means that it requires four strokes of the piston to complete one cycle.
Each time the piston moves from the top of the cylinder to the bottom of the
cylinder it completes one stroke. Similarly, each time the piston moves from
the bottom of the cylinder to the top of the cylinder it completes one stroke.
The term “cycle” means completion of four movements or strokes of the piston before it repeats a stroke.
To complete one stroke either from bottom dead center (BDC) to top dead
center (TDC) or from TDC to BDC involves moving the crankshaft one-half
revolution, or 180’. Since four strokes are required to complete one cycle, it
can be seen that the crankshaft completes two revolutions or 720” of rotation
during one cycle.
In one cycle the intake valve opens one time and the exhaust valve opens one
time. This means that the camshaft, which causesthe valvesto open, completes
but one revolution per cycle.
INTAKE STROKE
During the intake stroke the piston is moved from TDC to BDC. This causes
a partial vacuum or suction inside the cylinder. Atmospheric pressure (outside air) rushes toward the partial vacuum in the cylinder. It moves through
the air cleaner where dirt is filtered out. From the air cleaner it rushes through
the carburetor where it “picks up” some gasoline. This air-fuel mixture then
enters the cylinder through the open intake valve.
Near the end of the intake stroke the intake valve closes.When the valve is
tightly closed, the air-fuel mixture is trapped in the cylinder. At this point the
intake stroke is completed and the piston is at BDC (bottom dead center).

9
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COMPRESSIONSTROKE

During the intake stroke an air-fuel mixture was “drawn” into the cylinder by
the piston moving from TDC to BDC.
The second stroke in the cycle is the compre’ssionstroke. The piston is moved
from BDC to TDC by the rotating crankshaft. Note that both valvesremain
closed during this stroke. This means that there is no way that the air-fuel mixhire can escape-it is trapped in the cylinder. As the piston moves toward TDC.
the air-fuel mixture is compressed. This compression takes place becauseas the
piston moves toward TDC the volume of the cylinder decreases.
By compressing the air-fuel mixture, more pressure is created when it is burned.

11
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POWERSTROKE
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POWERSTROKE

The air-fuel mixture was compressed as the piston moved from BDC to TDC
during the compression stroke.
Just before the piston reached TDC on the compression stroke, the ignition
system created enough voltage to jump the spark plug gap. When the spark
jumped the gap of the spark plug, the power stroke began.
The spark ignites the air-fuel m,ixture. As the mixture burns the gasesexpand.
The expansion of the gasesincreasesthe pressure inside the cylinder. Since
both valvesare closed, there is no means whereby the pressure can leak out.
The increasing pressure is exerted on all parts of the insIde of the cylinder.
The piston is the only part which can move. The pressure forces the piston to
move toward BDC. As the piston moves, the force is transmitted to the crankshaft by the connecting rod.
The power stroke is the only stroke in the cycle which produces usable energy.
The power stroke C~USFS
the crankshaft to revolve which makes the engine
“run.”

13
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EXHAUST STROKE
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EXHAUST STROKE

The power stroke moved the piston from TDC to BDC. Near BDC the expansion of gasesstopped, which ended the power stroke.
Near BDC of the power stroke the camshaft and valve train cause the exhaust
valve to open. As the piston moves from BDC toward TDC, the burned gases
are forced out through the open exhaust valve and muffler. This is the exhaust
stroke. Near the end of the exhaust stroke the exhaust valve closes and the intake valve opens. This action signals the beginning of another cycle.
The sequence of strokes-intake, compression, power, and exhaust-continues
to repeat so long as the engine is running.
The important points of the four-stroke cycle operation are as follows:
1. Each time the piston moves from one end of the cylinder to the
other end a stroke is completed.
2. Four strokes-intake, ormpression, power, and exhaust-are required
to complete one cycle of a piston.
3. To complete one cycle the crankshaft must make two complete revolutions and the camshaft must make one revolution.
4. The engine receivespower to the crankshaft only on the power
stroke. The crankshaft “coasts” through the intake, compression, and
exhaust strokes.
The fact that the engine crankshaft must “coast” through three strokes requires
a flywheel. Once in motion, the flywheel tends to continue to turn. The heavier
the flywheel, the greater its tendency to continue to turn after the power causing it to turn is eliminated.
The flywheel on the small single-cylinder engine is relatively heavy because
there is only one piston delivering power to the crankshaft. On many rotarytype lawnmowers the blade of the mower also helps the flywheel to maintain
rotation of the crankshaft. Many of these types of engines run roughly if the
mower blade is not bolted to the crankshaft.

Chart 8

TWO-STROKECYCLE THEORY
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TWO-STROKECYCLE THEORY
Two-stroke cycle means that two strokes of the piston complete one cycle. In
other words, the piston must move from TDC to BDC and then back to TDC
in order to complete a cycle. The two-stroke cycle engine completes a cycle
each time the crankshaft completes one complete revolution.
Figure A in the chart shows the piston moving down from TDC. The air-fuel
mixture hits been compressed(or squeezed) above the piston, and the ignition
system has created a spark at the spark plug. ‘The spark has jumped the gap at
the spark plug igniting the air-fuel mixture.
As the gasesbum (A), they expand, thereby pushing the piston. As the piston
moves down, the air-fuel mixture (B) (below the piston) in the crankcase is
compressed.
At the end of the down stroke (Figure B) the compressedgasesin the crankcase(D) flow up to the cylinder through the intake port. The exhaust gases
are released from the cylinder at the end of the power stroke when the piston
has passedthe exhaust port (uncovering the port) which allows them to escape. The incoming intake gaseshelp clean the remaining exhaust gasesfrom
the cylinder(C). Note that at BDC both ports are open.
When the piston begins the up stroke, it covers both the intake and exhaust
ports, thereby sealing the cylinder and trapping the intake gases.As the piston
continues to move upward, the intake gasesare compressed.
I
Figure C shows that while the gaseson top of the piston are being compressed
(E), a partial vacuum is being created below the piston (F). The crankcase of
the two-cycle engine is small so that this partial vacuum can be created. Air
rushes in through the carburetor, picks up fuel, and enters the crankcase through
the reed valve.
The reed valve is a one-way valve-it allows air-fuel mixtures to enter the crankcase but will not let them out once they have entered.
When the piston reachesTDC, ignition takes place and the cycle begins again.
The two-stroke cycle piston engine has activity on both the top and the bottom of the piston. Gasesare compressed on both sides; however, those compressed in the crankcase do not bum. Instead, they move through the inlet
port to the top side of the piston.
Most two-stroke cycle engines have no reservoir of oil in the crankcase. Lubricating oil is mixed with the fuel. When the air-fuel mixture enters the crankcase, the fuel and air form a vapor while the oil remains in droplets which cling
to the components inside the crankcase. These droplets of oil maintain an oil
film on the inside of the crankcase and all the moving parts. This film provides
the necessarylubrication for the engine.
17

Questions for Section I
T F

1. For proper combustion. fuel must explode in rhe cylinder.

T F

2. Large drops of fuel are required in the cylinder to pruduce power. (Ch;~rr 2)

T F

3. The crankshaft receives power during only OX of. the fwr s!rokes OCthe ic,uistroke cycle engine. (Chart 4)

T F

4. By compressing the air-fuel mixture, mwe pressure is created when it is burned
(Chart 5)

T F

5. During the power stroke, one wlve is open. (Chat 6)

T F

6. Lawnruower engines may tend to run roughly when operated without a blade.
(Chart 7)

T F

7. A tlywhkel is Ineededonly tu help cooi the engine. (Chart 7)

T F

8. In a twu-stroke cycle engine, the air-fuel mixture is compressedfirst in the
crankcase. (Chart 8)

T F

9. On a two-stroke cycle engine, the air-fuel mixture is admitted to the crankcase
through reed valves. (Chart 8)
10. List the five basic systems of the small gas en&e.

(Chut 2)

(Chart I )

I I. Describe how excess heat is removed frwn the small gasengine. (Chart I)
I?. Wlut is the joh of the ignition system? (Chxt I)
13. List, tho four things you need to know ;~boul the engine WINI referring to
specifications or ordering parts. (Chwt 3)
14. List the four strokes of the four-stroke cycle in their correct order. (Chert 4)
15. What is a stroke’! (Chart 4)
16. What is meant by TlX and BDC’? (Chart 4)
17. How many times does the crankshaft turn to wmplete the four-stroke cycle?
(Chart 4)
18. Explain how the two-stroke cycle engine is lubricated. (Chart 8)
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Chart 9

COMPRESSIONTESTING
For rm internal-combustion engine to run, three conditions must be met. The
engine must have the following:
Compression
Air-fuel mixture
Ignition
These three “musts” have to be working together or timed if satisfactory engine operation is to be achieved.
Test 1. “Ground” the spark plug wire by connecting it to the engine.
Check the compression by pulling on the starter rope. As the rope is being
pulled, one should be able to feel the resistance as the piston comes upon
compression. NOTE: Some engines have a built-in compression releasewhich
will releasecompression until the engine attains a proper speed. Usually the
speed at which the release disengagesoccurs at the “end of the pull” of the
rope when pulled at a normal starting rate. On engines with a compression
releaseor one which fails the teat, test the compression as outlined in Test II
or III.
Test I/. If compression cannot be felt in Test I, make certain that the
spark plug wire is grounded and spin the flywheel by hand in a direction
opposite its normal rotation. This can be done by removing the air shroud.
When rotated in the opposite direction, the flywheel should rebound as the
piston comes upon compression. If the rebound is quick, compression is
good.
Test 111. A third method of testing compression involves using a compression gauge. The spark plug is removed and the gauge is held tightly in
the spark plug hole. The engine is cranked normally and the gauge reading
is observed. The normai pressure reading varies with the size of the engine.
For the lowest compression engines, the reading should not be below 25 psi
(pounds per square inch). Most three-horsepower engines will give a 60-X
psi reading. Refer to the manufacturer’s manual for the normal compression
pressure of a given engine.

Low compression can result from severaldifferent faults. If there is a hissing
sound while the compressilrn is being checked there may be a leaking head
gasket.
Worn or burned valvesor valve seatswill cause low compression readings.
Worn or improperly seated piston rings will cause compression loss into the
crankcase. In extreme casesthe engine wiil “belch” oil and smoke from the
crankcase breather while it is running.
Low compression will usually necessitateengine disassembly. In some cases
a partial disassembly (head gasket and burned valves) will be all that is
necessary. In other casesit will be necessaryto overhaul the engine. Major en.
gine service is covered in the Overhaul section of this book.
21
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SPARK TESTING
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1

SPARK TESTING

If all the components are functioning properly, the magneto should be able to
produce a three-sixteenth inch spark when cranked r&dly. Either of the
following methods may he used to check the spark: the first method is a littlc
quicker to perform and the second mcthotl is a littlc more precise.
QUICK CHECK METHOD
I. C’arcfully rcmtrve the spark plug wire from the spark plug. Pull the
boot (rubber cover) back so that the metal connector is cxposcd.
2. Grasp the spark plug wire hy the insulation and hold the spark plug
wire cunncctor one-eighth inch from the spark plug tcrmimd. Fold
;t hand towc! and place it bctwccn your hand :111tl tl1c cnginc head
so that your baud can rest firmly against the cnginc to hold the wire
steady. “I’hc cloth towel will help prevent accitlcutal shock.
3. Crank the engine vigorously. L>lWWN~ ‘IIIE ENGINE COULD
START.,-ABEPREI’AKED! The spark should jump the combined gap
easily und stcwdily. It should jump the one-eighth inch gap you arc
creating orttsidc the cnginc and theegap of the spark plug. Failure to
pass this t~estcould be the fault of the spark plug. If the spark will
not ,jump the one-eighth inch gap or is unsteady. perform the next
test.
SPARK TESTER METHOD
A number of spark tcstcrs are av;~ilablcbut a very satisfactory one cati hu madc
by using a new spark plug. UCsure to select a spark plug which is not the rcsistor or booster gap type. Adjust the tester electrodes to make a threc-sixteenth inch gap.
Connect the spark plug wire to the tester and hold the tester firmly against the
engine. Make sure that the tester is making contact with the hart metal of the
engine becausepaint may insulate the tester from the engine.

1

Spin the engine rapidly. A steady spark across the gap indicates that the ignition system is functioning satisfactorily. 111this method the spark is jumping
only one gap and the results are more reliable. Also, the engine will spin much
easier and there is no chance of the engine’s starting with the plug removed.
If the plug is removed, see the section WI Spark Plug Service.
23
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BASK CARBURET0 ADJUSTMENTS
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BASIC CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS
Three basic adjustments are necessary on most carburetors. These adjustments
are m:tdr in the order listed below. The needle valve seats are made of soft
brass and can be easily damaged. When turning the needle valve in, take care
not to damage the soft brass seat. Loosening the packing nut will allow the
sc;rewto turn easier. If the fuel leaks around the adjusting screw3tighten the
packing nut (see ilhtstration).
THE LOAD-SPEED AIR-FUEL MIXTURE
Start the engine and allow it to run at least three minutes to warm up before
adjrtsting. If the engine will not start, carefully turn the load-speed needle valve
irt (clockwise) until it closes.Do not force it! Back the screw out approximately one and one-half turns. This is not a correct adjustment, but it is rich enough
to stwt most engines.
If the engine surgesor runs roughly and emits black smoke from the exhaust
pipe during warm up, the mixture is too rich. Turn the needle valve irr (clockwise) slowly until the engine smooths out. If the engine surgesand runs roughly
without emitting black smoke, turn the mixture screw out (counterclockwise)
to smooth out engine perforntance. Ignore blue smoke coming from the engine
exhaust pipe at this time. It is the result of oil burning in the engine and has no
effect on the carburetor adjustment unless it is excessive.
After the engine is warmed up, bring the engine to normal load-speed.-.near
wide open throttle. Caution: Do not operate the engine at full throttle when
it is not under normal load because the excessivespeed will damage the engine.
Turn the needle valve in until the engine begins to surge or run unevenly. This
is now a lean adjustment. Turn the needle valve out until maxinnnn smoothnessand top speed are reached. Turn the needle valve slowly back and forth
to find top speed without moving the throttle. If the engine will be pulling a
heavy load, for example, a tiller, turn the needle counterclockwise up to oneeighth turn to slightly enrich the mixture for maximum power.
THE IDLE-SPEED AIR-FUEL MIXTURE
If the engine has an idle-fuel mixture adjustment, it should be adjusted after
the load-speed mixture has been set and with the engine at near correct idle
speed (fast idle). Again, turn this mixture screw in (clockwise) until the engine
begins to run roughly and then back out to maximum speed. Move the adjustment screw back and forth slowly until maximum speed and smoothest operation are obtained.
THE IDLE-SPEED ADJUSTMENT
The idle-speed adjustment is a stop screw on the throttle shaft which prevents
the throttle from closing farther. Single cylinder, air-cooled engines idle much
faster than multicylinder engines. Normal idle speed for engines of less than ten
horsepower is 1750 to 1800. If the engine wiil not accelerate properly from
idle after the idle speed is set as described above, the idle speed may be too
slow. An engine that idles too slowly will overheat because the air flow through
the cooling fins will not be sucficient to cool the engine.
25
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III

ERIODIC MAINTENANCE,
ENGINE TUNE-UP PROCEDURES
AN@ STORAGE

Chart12

LUBRICATION

Camshaft Gear

BARREL

TYPE OIL PUMP

This End Attaches to
Eccentric on Camshaft

OIL ENTERS AND LEAVES THE PUMP AT POINT A. THE OIL FLOW IS GOVERNED BY
OIL PASSAGES IN THE ECCENTRIC. AS THE PUMP EXTENDS, OIL FLOWS INTO CHAMBER B. WHEN THE PUMP PLUNGER IS FORCED IN, THE OIL IS PUSHED OUT OF
CHAMBER B, THROUGH PASSAGE A, AND IS DIRECTED
FHROUGH THE CAMSHAFT.
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LUBRICATION
The oil in the crankcase servesfive fimctions:
I. It helps cool the engine by removing heat from the cylinder xxi moving parts.
2. It cltxns by rinsing: particirs from the cylinder and moving parts.
3. It sealsthe rings to the cylinder wall.
4. It reduces friction by serving as ;I slippery film between 311moving
parts.
5. it protects the machined parts from rust and corrosion.
The oil is circulntcd in the engine by severalmethods. Some engines use a dipper attached to the connecting rod which dips into the oil as the connecting
rod moves. The oil is splashed so that ;dI points within the block are constantly sprayed with oil.
The oil slinger used on some engines is driven by the cmnshuft. As the slinger
rotates. “ears” on the slinger throw oil throughout the inside of the engine.
Various styles of oil pumps have been used in the lubrication systems of small
engines. The pumps normally arc submersed in oil and direct oil to the ~‘onnetting rod and main bearings by tubes or orifices in the discharge tube. The
other parts of the engine are lubricated by the oil which is “thrown off” the
connecting rod and crankshaft.
When an engine that employs an oil pump is being overhauled, the pump
should be checked carefully for wear. If the pump shows wear, replace the
main components or the complete pump assembly.
OIL AND OIL CHANGE
The oil level should he checked before starting the engine and after every 5 or
6 hours of operation. The oil level should be m:dntained lo the l’ull mark as
recommended by the engine manufxturer. When checking or adding oil, care
should be taken to prevent any dust or dirt from entering the oil filler. The
engine oil should be changed when it is warm so that all the oil will drain from
the engine. Change the oil at least after every 25 hours of engine operation.
Use the weight and grade oil recommended by the manufacturer. The use of additives is not necessaryunless specified by the manufacturer.
If manufacturer data arc not available, use the following guide in selecting oil:
Service rating
TYPO
Summer
Winter

SC, SD, or SE
Detergent
SAE 30 or I OW-30
SAE SW-20 or IO’&-30
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COOLING SYSTEM
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COOLING SYSTEM

Excessheat from the small engine is removed by air circulated over the engine.
Air is drawn in through the screen in the shroud which covers the flywheel.
The spinning fIywher1 throws the air outward and the shroud directs it across
the engine.
It is very important that the air intake screen and the fins on the engine be
kept clean. If dust and grassare permitted to build up over these areas, the air
flow is restricted. Such restriction of the air flow can cause the engine to run
“hot.”
Blockage of just one passagecan create a “hot spot” which can causescratched
piston rings, a scored cylinder wall, and scoring of the piston.
The engine shroudhtg should always be in place when the engine is operated,.
Without the shrouding, the air is not directed over the engine and the engine
will cwerhodt.
The screen over the air inlet area should be brushed frequently with a stiffbristled brush to remove accumulated grassand dust.
The shroud should be periodically removed from the engine and the accumulated dust and chaff should be removed by blowing around the fins with compressed air.
When the engine is being serviced, care must be taken to prevent breakage of
the cooling fins on the engine block and cylinder head. These fins provide necessary“extra” surface area to remove the excessheat from the engine.
Broken flywheel fins or blades reduce the amount of air circulated over the
engine and cause the flywheel to be out of balance. If any flywheel fins are
broken or missing, the flywheel should be replaced.
The fuel system and ignition timing can also affect engine cooling. If the fuel
mixture is lean, the engine will tend to run hot. Late ignition timing will also
increase the operating temperature of the engine.
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SPARK PLUG SERVICE
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SPARK PLUG SERVICE

i

First remove the spark plug wire and attach it to a good engine ground. Use a
deep well spark plug socket or box end wrench to loosen the plug. Use care
not to damage the plug. Loosen the plug about one turn. Spin the engine four
to five rev&Eons to blow out the carbon that may have been knocked loose
when the phtg was loosened. Blow away any trash, dirt, and caked oil from the
area around the plog on the outside of the engine. Remove the spark plug from
the engine.
INSPECT THE PLUG

The condition of the plug gives some clues to the condition and operation of
the engine.
Nm-md. If the plug has only slightly worn electrodes and a very light
coating of tan or gray deposits, it may be cleaned, regapped, and reinstalled,
CrrrOonFouled. Fluffy, black deposits are a result of over-rich carburetion or excessiveidling. If electrode wear is only slight, the plug may be cleaned and reinstalled. Be sure to correct the condition that caused the carbon fouling. BE SURE THAT IT IS THE CORRECT PLUG FOR THE ENGINE.
Oil Fotckd. Wet, black, oily deposits indicate that oil is leaking past the
rings or valve stems. Unless the engine condition allowing oil to enter the combustion chamber is corrected, a new plug will soon become fouled too. An
engine overhaul may be necessary to obtain satisfactory service.
1

Blistcved fnszrlator. A burnt or blistered insulator is the result of overheating. Using the wrong spark plug, low-octane fuel, incorrect timing, bad
valves, and cooling system obstructions are common causesof overheating.
Correct the cause of overheating and replace with a new spark plug.
DO NOT CLEAN

SPARK PLUGS WITH ABRASIVE

CLEANERS

Blasting the plug with abrasivesquickly erodes the insulator nose which changes
the heat range of the plug. Any deposits that are not readily removed with a
wire brush may be scraped away lightly with a pen knife. If excessivedeposits
are present or if any question exists as ta whether or not the plug should be
replaced, replace it. A spark plug is a minor expense for the major role it plays
in engine performance.
GAP THE NEW SPARK PLUG

New spark plugs are not preset. Check the engine manufacturer’s specifications
for the correct setting. The correct setting is .K!-.030 for most &tall gas engines. Use a wire spark plug feeler gauge because a flat feeler gauge can give
erroneous readings as shown on the opposite page.
REPLACE

SPARK PLUG

If the new plug does not screw in easily by hand, clean the threads so that the
plug does screw in easily. ‘Then tighten with a torque wrench, if available, to
the manufacturer’s specifications. If a torque wrench is not available, tighten
down finger tight against the new gasket and then turn another one-third turn.
This should partially collapse the gasket but not completely smash it. Do not
overtighten. Remember that the spark plug has steel threads and the engine
head is most likely aluminum or cast iron.
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THE IGNlTlON CIRCUIT
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THE IGNITION CIRCUIT
The purpwe of the ignition circuit is to create a spark to ignite the compressed air-fuel mixture at exactly the right time. In order to do this, a very high
witsge is needed to cause :rn electric current to jump the gap between the
spark plug electrodes. The dumtion or intensity of this small lightning bolt is
not important because the compressed air-fuel mixture is highly volatile and
wilt be readily ignited if the conditions are correct.
The ignition system consists of the following components:
Permanent magnet (in the flywheel)
Armaturecoil assembly
Breaker points
Condenser
Spark plug
As the magnet in the flywheel passesthe coil armature, the moving magnet
seis up a current flow in the primary winding of the coil. This current is also
trweling through the b,reakerpoints. As the breaker points open, interrupting the current flow, the electrical power is transferred magnetically to the
coil’s secondary winding at a very high voltage. This voltage travels to the
spark plug where it jumps the spark plug electrodes igniting the air-fuel mixture. As the points open, a small spark occurs across the points. Since the
points open several thousand times each minute, they would soon burn up.
The condenser helps absorb this spark and thus acts to increase point life.
PARTSOF THE IGNITION SYSTEM
The FLYWHEEL MAGNET moves rapidly past the coil assembly causing current Raw in the coil primary winding.
The ARMATURE-COIL
ASSEMBLY consists of the laminated steel annaturc
and the primllry and secondary winding.
The BREAKER POINTS are operated by the crankshaft. They close just before the flywheel magnet passesthe coil completing the primary winding
circuit. The points open just as current flow in the primary is at maximum
causing the power to be transferred magnetically (induced) in the secondary
at a much higher voltage to fire the plug.
The CONDENSER is connected across (in parallel with) the points to help reduce arcing of the points which increasespoint life.
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ELECTRICAL TERMS
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ELECTRICAL TERMS

VOLTAGE (volts) is the pressure which causescurrent to Bow. In this sense,
it is no different from the pressure that ?ushes water through a pipe. If you
increase the pressure in ;1water system, more water will flow. If you increase
the voltage in an electrical circuit, more current will flow.
CURKENT is the moving of electrons in a wire. This is electricity. Just as
water moves in ~1pipe, electrons flow in ii wire. This Bow of electrons is called
current. The amount of current that is flowing is called amperes (amps) and is
measured with an ammeter.
if a fmmet has 40 pounds of pressure, the amount of water Bowing depends
on how much the faucet is opened and on the length of the hose that is connected to the faucet. When a i-1/2 volt battery is used, the amount of current
that flows depends on what is connected to the battery. The wire used must
he large enough to easily ctrry that amount of current. Both the headlights
and the dash lights on a car operate from 12 volts. Obviously, the headlights
allow more current flow and require larger wire. When the voltage is fixed, as
when using a battery, the load determines the amount of current that must
flow to get the work done. Opening a faucet wider allows more water to flow
and does a better job of blasting off dirt. More work is being done. A larger
light bulb allows mare current to flaw and produces more light.
A spark plug simply creates a gap in the electricai circuit. Current flows easily
along the wire to the plug but cannot easily jump the gap. A lot of push (voltage) is needed t,o cause the current to jump. Usually the voltage required to fire
the plug at idle speed is about 6,000 volts and may require as high as 10,000
volts on a small engine under load. High-compression auto engines may require
in excessof 16,000 volts under load.
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ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS
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ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS

The following are basic rules that one must comprehend if the basic magneto
is to be understood. Study them carefully.

I

1. Moving il magnet past a wire causesan electrical current to flow in
the wire if it is part of a complete circuit.
2. Moving a magnet past a coil made up of severalturns of wire will produce a much stronger current flow becausethe current induced in
each turn of wire will add to the total output.
3. Current flowing in ;I wire causes3 magnetic field to surround the
wire. ‘The strength of this field depends directiy on the ;m~om~tol
current flowing through it.
4. If the wire is wrapped to make a coil, the strength of !!:r magnetic
field of each turn of wire adds to the field next to it. pro3ucing a
stronger magnet. Adding more turns of wire adds to the s:rength of
the magnetic field.
Figure A shows a current meter (ammeter) connected to a loop of wire. Moving the magnet rapidly causesa very small current to llow in the wire which
causesthe needle to deflect. Wrapping several turns of wire on a coil makes
ihe current flow much stronger. The currenl flow induced in each turn of the
coil adds to the current Flow induced in all of the other turns on the coil to
produce a strong current flow.
If :! battery is connected to :Lcomplete circuit, the currer?t llowing will c;msc
a magnetic field to surround the wire. The more current &tt is I‘lowing, the
stronger the magnetic field. By passing the current through a coil made up
of scvoral tui:is of wire, the magnetic strength of e:achloop of wire adds to
the others making a stronger magnetic field (Figure C).
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IGNITION PRIMARY CIRCUIT
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ION PRIMARY CIRCUIT

The primary or low-voltage circuit consists of the nywheel magnet, breaker
points. condenser. and the coil primary winding. The primary winding usually
consists of [i’\s than 200 turns of coated copper wire wound on the laminuted
;um;iturc. NG:Wthat one lwd is conneutcd t3 the arm;lture on one of the
mounting bcb$tswhich connects it to the engine ground. The other Iwd from
th: primary winding goes to the breaker points. The condenser is connected
across or in par;dlsl with the breaker points. Its only purpose is IO prevent arcing of the points, ,Ihusincreasing point life.
Notice that when the breaker points are closed, there is a complete circuit
from the engine g~:oundthrough the coil primary winding. through the breaker points, to the engine ground. Since both ends of the coil primary are now
connected to the v:ngineground, :I complete circuit now exists. Current will
flow through the iground as if the two ends of the primary winding were connected directly together.
As the piston is nearing TDC on the compression stroke. the breaker points
close mak,inga complete primary circuit. The flywheel magnet passesrapidly
bringing primary current to maximum. Since the current flow in the primary
winding is at maximum, a strong, concentr;~ted magnetic field will surround
the primary winding. Just before the piston reachesTDC (the manufncturer
determines the exact number of degreesbefore TDC) the bwker points open
to stop all current flow in the primary circuit. This causesthe magnetic field
to suddenly collapse. The condenser absorbs a small amount of the current
flow in order to prevent point arcing as the points open.
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PRODUCINGSECONDARY VOLTAGE

Secondary winding
10,000 turns
10,000 volts

L
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1. The points close, making the primary a complete
2. Ths flywheel

circuit.

magnet passes, creating current flow in the primary

winding.

3. The current flow in the primary winding produces a strong, concentrated
magnetic field which surrounds both the primary and secondary windings.
4. The points open, collapsing
winding.

the magnetic field across the secondary

5. The collapsing magnetic field induces several thousand volts in the secondary winding to fire the spark plug.
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PRODUCINGSECONDARY VOLTAGE

The coil’s srcond&ry winding is wrapped around the primary winding. One end
of the secondary winding is connected to the ground, usually along with the
lead from the primary winding which goes to the ground. The other secondary
lead goes to the spark plug. The secondary winding consists of approximately
10,000 turns of very fine wire, usually about 60 times more turns than on the
primary winding. The wire need not he large since we are concerned in the secondary with creating a very high voltage to push current across the spark ping
gap. A very small amount of current is needed.
Since the secondary winding is wound around the primary winding, the magnetic field surrounding the primary winding is also surrounding and saturating
the secondary winding. When the points open, the primary magnetic field collapses rapidly. The field collapses acrossthe secondary winding. The collapsing
magnetic field is a rapidly moving magnet moving past the secondary winding.
This collapsing magnet tries to induce current flow in the secondary winding
but becauseof the spark plug gap, a complete circuit does not exist. Since current cannot flow, voltage builds up. The voltage builds up until it is great
enough ta jump the spark plug gag, that is, if the coil can build up enough voltage! This is why the secondary winding is made up of several thousand turns of
wire. A small voltage push is created in each turn of wire by the collapsing magnetic field. The voltage of all the turns is added together to create from lO,OOtl
to 12,000 volts to jump the spark plug gap. The spark occttrs at the plug when
the points open, collapsing the primary magnetic field across the secondary
winding which produces the voltage to push current across the spark plug gap.
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FLYWHEEL REMOVAL
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FLYWHEEL REMOVAL
:ti:i@Ier to setvmethe points on most mo+lels,~the’tlywheel must be removed.
Flywheels are usually made of aluminum or cast iron and can be easily warped
or cracked. The utmost care must be used in removing the flywheel. Since the
I&wheel magnet must travel very close to the armature, a warped or cracked
flywheel will cause a weak spark or no spark at all.
The flywheel is fitted on the tapered crankshaft with a key. The flywheel is
pressed onto the crankshaft taper and held there by a nut or a threaded starter clutch. The fmt job is to remoye:,,thenut or starter clutch. Use a belt type
starter holder as shown in Figure P@r a flywheel tool as shown in Figure B or
C to,hold the flywheel to remove the nut. DO NOT hold the flywheel with a
scwwdnver through the cooling tins. If the cooling tins are broken oft’, serious
loss of cooling capacity will occur and the flywheel will become unbalanced
and’cause vibration and bearing damage. DO NOT try to hold the crankshaft
on,the:power take-off end with a pipe wrench, vise grip, or similar tool because damage to the crankshaft could occur.
Use a s+ket to remove the nut as shown in Figure A. If necessaryto remove
the startar clutch, use a special starter clutch tool. DO NOT use a hammer on
the e&s of the starter clutch. If the special tool is not available, make a tool
that wiBengage at least two of the ears on the starter clutch. On some engines,
the:Rywheel nut has left-hand threads. Check threads carefully if there is any
doubt,about which way to turn the nut. After the nut is removed, the next
job is @free the flywheel from the crankshaft ‘taper. pUllhugor prying wiIIre-~
sult~inada,tiaged ,flywheel. The sho,ck:Ofa sharpblow from a steel’hammer
is the b&+way to loosen the tapeI fit.
NEVER STRIKE THE CRANKSHAFT WlTH A HAMMER
Hitting the crankshaft directly with a hammer will result in damagedthreads,
a broken crankshaft, or a swollen starter clutch shaft. Also, when shock is used
,to remove the flywheel, care should be taken that the impact is not placed on
the ertgine’s main beatings. The best method is for one person to hold the engine approximately one-fourth inch above the workbench. The engine should
be held by gripping the flywheel firmly as shown in Figure D. A second person places a fast hammer on the crankshaft end squarely using the nut flush
with the end of the crankshaft in order to protect the threads. Strike the first
hammer with a second hammer to deliver the shock to the crankshaft end.
Strike the second hammer with a strong, solid blow. One good blow will do
what several light taps cannot do. HIT IT!
WEAR SAFETY GLASSES OR FACE SHIELD
Fragments from either the hammers or the crankshaft are extremely dangerous.
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INSPECTFLYWHEEL AND KEY
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INSPECT FLYWHEEL AND KEY

Handle the tlywhrel curefitlly! Do not drop it or lay it ncitr large motors or
electromagnets such 3s a generator armature growler. Besure to !ocate the key
which keyed the tlywheel to the crankshaft and store it where it will not be
lost.
CHECK THE FLYWHEEL FOR CRACKS
Check the suriace of the flywheel for cracks. C’hcck for cracks inside the hub
near the keyway. If the flywheel is crxkcd or if the kcyway is worn cxccssively, the flywheel should be repluced.
CHECKTHE FLYWHEEL MAGNET
Since the flywheel magnet is the source of power for the flywheel magneto
ignition system, it must have full strength. An mmmgnetized screwdriver should
be strongly attracted to the flywheel magnet. If possible, compare with a new
flywheel or other good flywheel magnet. Some flywheel magnets ure replacable, but on others the whole flywheel must be replaced. Newer flywheel magnets seldom lose their magnetism unless dropped, heated, or exposed to strong
AC magnrtic fields.
<
CHECKTHE FLYWHEEL KEY
Some engines, especially lawn mower engines, use an aluminum key to keep
the flywheel properly secured to the crankshaft. This is lo help absorb tljc I&wheel momentum in case the blade strikes an unmovable object. With such a
sudden stop, the momentum of the Ilywheel would tend to snap the crankshafi
Sometimes the key will shur or p;lrti;dly shear as shown at I&. I<eplace the
key with B new aluminum key. DO NOT replacc an aluminum key with a s&l
key.
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EAKER POINTS
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BREAKER POINTS

Breaker paints are relatively inexpensive and easy to change. Considerable care
must be used in this task in order to do the job properly. Loss of spark, weak
spark, and incorrect spark timing can result from improper point installation.
Remember ttat the spark occurs at the plug when the points open the primary
circuit. Setting the breaker points incorrectly will result in improperly set
ignition timing.
First, identify the type breaker point and condenser set used. It will probably
be one of the two types shown at the left. Note that on one type the condenser
is mounted outside the breaker point box. On the other type the condenser
acts as the stationary contact point.
Men ordering the new contact points, be sure to have the engine brand, model
number, type number, and serial number.
Sometimes it is recommended,that breaker points be cleaned and readjusted.
However, since new points mtd condenser are relatively inexpensive and since
a number of problems can be introduced during the cleaning operation, new
pointsare recommended whenever the engine is dismantled to thispoint unless, of course, the points have been changed recently.
Sanding or filing will introduce foreign matter to the breaker point area and
could prevent the points from making contact or prevent them from opening
properly., Many new contact point sets are plated and the cleaning process
merely removes the plating. Point life will be very short once the plating is
removed.
Note that cm the type illustrated above on the opposite page the movable point
is opened by a removable cam on the crankshaft. If this cam is removed, as it
would be to remove the crankshaft from the engine, note which way the cam
came off. If the cam falls off or if you cannot remember which way it came
off, consult the manufacturer’s manual before replacing the cam becausethe
flywheel, when tightened, may crack if the cam is replaced backward. Also, the
points could be badly out of time if the cam is reversed.
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REPLACE BREAKER POINTS
1. Secure new breaker points and condenser. Be sure to obtain the following information:
Engine brand ~_~~~-.
Model number ..,..,,,,
,....~~~~..
..,.~~.,~~~~~~
...,,~~~~,
~~~~~
.~.~
Type number
,,~~
~~,
~~~.
~,,,~
~.~-~~
~~~~~~~~~~.
.~
Stxid number ,,~-~-~~~~
,~.
2. Remove the breaker point box cover. Make a sketch of the breaker
points and condenser. Use the iiiustration on the opposite page as a sample.
Carefully indicate the number of wires and the connection point of each wire.

3. Determine the correct setting of the breaker point gap. Refer to manufacturer’s specifications. For engines under 7 hp this is usually .020 inches.
The correct gap for this engine is -- -_ . . ..,...
4. Check the condition of the old points.
5. Check the gap of the old points. The old points were set at ~..~~.
.~_~~_~~~_.
.
6. Remove and replace the points and condenser. Placea tiny amount
of lubricant on the breaker cam.
7. Align the new breaker points so that they come together squarely
and without overhang. Usually the stationary contact can be adjusted. If necessary, use pliers to bend to the correct alignment. Turn thecrankshaft several
times to make sure that the alignment is correct.
8. Adjust the gap. Turn the crankshaft until the points are open maximum. Use the correct feeler gauge as shown at left and move the stationary
contact until only a light drag is feh as the feeler gauge is moved through the
contact area. Remove the feeler gauge and recheck to make sure that the points
are not being pushed open as the feeler gauge enters the contact area.
Check point -,-.-_-_~
9. Clean the new contacts. Open the points and insert a small piece of
hard, white, lint free paper. Move the paper back and forth through the contact area to remove any dust or oil film from the contact area. Be sure to open
the points before removing the paper so that no fragments of the paper will be
torn off in the contact area.
Check point .-.. __ -.-10. Recheck wiring.
11. Replace the breaker poirtt box cover. Use a small amount of sealer
such as Permatex to seal around wires and where the cover seats.The life of
the points depends on a clean atmosphere.
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ADJUST ARMATURE AIR GAP

On an engine whose armature is mounted outside the flywheel as shown on
the opposite page, the air gap between the armature and the flywheel must
be adjusted properly.
REMOVE

THE ARMATURE

FROM THE ENGINE

Remove the screws holding the armature-coil assembly to the engine. Use the
correct size ignition wrench or nut driver to remove the screws. Do not use
pliers hecause the screw heads may he damaged.
CLEAN

THE COOLING

FINS BEHIND

THE ARMATURE

If the engine is not going to be dismantled further, clean the cooling fins on
the engine block behind the armature before replacing the armature.
CLEAN

THE ARMATURE

Use a piece of sandpaper or emery paper to clean the armature laminations.
Rust will bridge the gap between the laminations and reduce the coil efficiency.
Sand all of the exposed lamination area. Coat the sanded area with a plastic
protection spray or light film of grease.
REPLACE

AND ADJUST

THE ARMATURE

Mount the armature on the engine block. Raise the armature as high as possible and tighten one screw to hold it. Secure a piece of shim stock of the correct thickness. Check the manufacturer’s specifications for the correct air gap.
Usually this gap will be set appraximately .010 inch. Hard paper such as mugazinc ccwer~may be used. Add layers to get the correct thickness. See the scctiun on measuring devices for micrometer operation to m~a~urcthe thickness
of the shim. Do not use a feeler gauge to set the armature air gap. Loosen the
screw holding the armature and lower the armature against the shim. Tighten
all screws and remove the shim.
On most smaller models, engines having the armature mounted outside the flywheel do not require timing. The only adjustment for timing is at the breaker
points. Make sure that the breaker points are set correctly on this type engine.
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IGNITION TIMING
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IGNITION TIMING
Engines hwing the armature-coil assembly mounted under the flywheel usually
must have the ignition timing adjusted. The various manufacturers prescribe
different techniques for the exact timing. Some types have timing marks on the
armature and en the engine b!ock. If these are used. it is a simple matter to align
the marks and tighten the armature down. On this type, as with the externally
mounted armu&re, the timing accuracy depends on the correct breaker point
setting ia tire the spark plug at exactly the right time. Adjust the breaker points
C;lrrfUllY.
Other engines rely upon finding top dead center (TDC) of piston travel and
then moving the piston a specified distance before top dead center (ETDC)
to Iocate the exact point in piston travel that the points shoidd open.
FIND TDC
To find TDC. find the point at which the piston stops moving up and starts
moving down. Study the upper illustration on the opposite page. Note that as
the crankshaft passedTDC, there is a short distance of crankhaft travel which
results in no piston movement. On most engines this point can be found by remming the spark plug and inserting a dial indicator or small machinist’s rule. If
the cylinder head is removed. the machinist’s rule may be used from the top of
the block. TDC is halfway between the point the piston stops moving up and
begins moving downward.
1

CONSULT MANUFACTURER’S SPECIFICATIONS
Some manufactu;ers give a distance before top dead center in terms of piston
travel. This distance is usually given in thousandths of an inch, such as ,060
BTDC. Turn the crankshaft backward until the piston moves the specified dis.
Check point .-.--.--taflce.
Other manufacturers give a number of crankshaft degreesbefore top dead center. After TDC is located, the crankshaft must be turned backward the specified number of degrees. A protractor or degree indicating wheel may be used
to determine the number of degrees. If the flywheel fins are evenly spaced, as
they are on some engines, count the number of cooling fins and devide into
360” to determine the number of degreesbetween each cooling fin. Replace
the flywheel carefully and turn the cranksh.aft backward the specified number
of degreesand remove the flywheel. Be very careful not to move the crankshaft while removing the flywheel.
DETERMINE WHEN THE POINTS OPEN
After the crankshaft has been brought to the correct number of degreesBTDC
or thousandths of an inch BTDC, the armature-breaker point assembly is adjusted until the points are just opening. Exactly when the points break electrical contact can be determined by using an ohmmeter as shown on the opposite page. All wires must be disconnected for this test. A test lamp and battery
may be used instead of the ohmmeter.
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Chart 26

PARTS OF
THE ELECTRONIC IGNITION

The INPUT COIL is similar to the primary winding in the conventional armature. As the flywheel magnet passesthe input coil, current flow is induced in
the coil windings, Th: current will charge the capacitor.
The CAPACITOR is a device that will absorb and store electrical energy for a
short time. When the Hywheel magnet passesthe input coil, the capacitor will
becume charged.
A DIODE is an electrical check valve. It allows current to flow in only one direction. In this circuit it allows current to Ilow to the capacitor, charging the
capacitor. The electrical energy is then trapped in the capacitor because the
diode will not allow it to go back througn the coil.
1

The SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIER (SCR) is an electronic switch. It
has no moving parts but normally acts as an open switch to electrical current.
The switch (SCR) is turned ON by a small voltage applied to the gafe comtec-,
tion.
The TRIGGER COIL provides the gate voltage to turn ON the SCR. After the
magnet passesthe input coil which charges the capacitor, it then passesthe
trigger coil which turns on the SCR allawing the capacitar to discharge through
the transformer primary winding. The trigger coil is the timing device since the
signal (voltage) to fire (turn on) the SCR i-s provided by the trigger coil.
The PULSE TRANSFORMER is similiar to the coil in that it has a primary
winding which will build up a strong, concentrated magnetic field when current
passesthrough it and a secondary winding made up of severalthousand turns of
wire which wi!l create the high voliage needed to fire the spark plug. The pulse
transformer primary gets its current flow from the capacitor rather than direct:y from the flywheel magnet as in the flywheel magneto.
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ELECTRONIC IGNITION

The solid-state electronic ignition is available on small gas engines. A battery is
not necessary to operate the solid-state ignition because it is self-energized by
the flywheel magnet as is the conventional magneto ignition system. The breaker points have been replaced with an electronic switch (SCR: which is triggered
by a small coil. With this system, the only moving part is the nywheel magnet
which does not actually make moving contact with olher parts.
CHARGING

THE CAPACITOR

As the flywheel magnet passesthe input coil alternating current is induced in
the coil. The diode, which is a one-way electrical check valve, allows the current to flow in only one direction. The now charges the capacitor as the SCR
is still turned OFF. The charge placed on the capacilor is trapped there by the
diode since it is a one-way device and will not allow the current to flow back
to the input coil.
TURNING THE SCR ON
After the flywheel magnet passesthe input coil charging the capacitor. it then
passesa small trigger coil which produces enough voltage to trigger (turn on)
the SCR. A resistor is necessaryto prevent excessivecurrent flow which would
damage the SCR.
DISCHARGING

THE CAPACITOR

When the tri,ggercoil turns on the SCR, it opens a :xlth for the capacitor, which
was left halding a charge, to discharge through the primary of the pulse transformer to the engine ground. This sudden burst or pulse ofcurrcnt through the
primary winding of the pulse transformer sets up a magnetic field which induces
a very high voltage in the secondary winding to fire the spark plug. The action
of rhe primary and secondary winding in the pulse transformer is similiar to
that of the conventional coil. Spark timing is determined by the placement of
the trigger coil.
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Chart 27 (continued)

ELECTRONIC IGNITION

TIMING

ADVANCE

Two trigger coils could be used to trigger the SCR. The first trigger coil would
be connected to the SCR through a high value resistor which would allow this
coil to fire the SCR only at high speed. The other trigger coil placed after the
first would tire the SCR at low speed.
With this arrangement, the SCR would not be fired until near TDC at low speed
When the engine speed increasesto the point at which the first trigger coil produces enough voltage to overcome the higher resistance in its circuit, the SCR
would be fired earlier causing earlier firing of the spark plug
WHY ADVANCE

TIMING

From the instant the spark plug fires until the burning gas mixture expands to
create maximum push against the piston takes time. The time needed to “build
the he and get it going” is nearly the same at all engine speeds.
At idle speed only a few degrees of crankshaft rotation are needed to provide
this time. As the crankshaft turns faster, the spark plug must fire earlier in
order to provide the same amount of time to get the fuel mixture burning. This
is called timing advance.
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CARBURETION
The carburetor w~xtrols the engine spwd ;~ndprovides it with ;I correct air-fuel
mixtt~w. The probltw of providing a corrwt air-furl mixture is complkxtcd by
the fact that Fhr carburetor must provide this mixture through ;Lwide range of
engine speeds,varying loads. and varying temperatures. A carbwrtor which can
do a11of these things is complicated and cxpensivc. On small gas engines. carburctofs arc designed to do as many of thesr things as possible while keeping t!le
carburetor simple and inexpensive.
On fo&troke cycle rnginrs, when the piston movesdownward on the intake
siroke, the intake valve is hrld open. Air rushes through the carburetor to fill
the spxe being created by the moviog piston. The moving piston is creating a
partid vttc:(tuti~abow it. In this senseFhr engine is an ;dr pump th;!: pumps in
ts,rgcamounts of air on the intake stroke and emits large amo~mlsof hot air
and exhaust gas during the exhaust stroke.
SPEED CONTROL ’
Ihe engine speed is controlled by a flat disc called the Fhrottlc buiterlly which
restricts the ftow of air tbiougf~ the carburetor and controls the air-foci mixture
to the engine. Note that unless the throttle buttcrfly is wide open the engine
cannot get ail the air it wants. This restriction by the throttle causesa partial
vactmm to be created behind iF.:fhis is referred to as tl!e intake V:ICIIII~. When
the enginr is running smoothly at low speed and under no load, the intake
vawmn will be quite high for Fhr throttle is restricting air flow to the engine.
Opening the throttle will allow more of the air-fuel mixture to the engine and
the speed witl increase. An engine which is pulling hard will have the throttle
open wide in proportion to the engine speed and the intake vacuum will be
tow., When an engine is under a tight load, the intake vacuum will be high for
the throttle wi!! be limi~tingthe air flow Lo the erlginc and Fbc engine speed will
be controlled.
THE CHOKE
‘l%c choke is,a restriction in the outer end of the carburetor to provide an extra rich air-fuel mixture for starting. When the enpine is cold, the fuel will not
vaporize properly and an additional amount of fuel is needed to start the engine. The choke may be either a sliding tube or butterfly. It creates a restriction that cuts down the air flow to the engine and causesadditional fuel to bc
drawn into the air stream. Some engines utilize a small primer pump instead of
a choke. The primer pump injects a small amount of extra fuel into the air
stream to create the rich mixture needed for starting.
CAUTION
Do not attempt to choke engines by putting t!le hand over the carburetor inlet. A misfire (backfire) could causeserious burns. Never look directly into the
carburetor while the engine is being cranked.
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AIR-FUEL MIXTURE

Good combustion requires a correct air-fuel mixture. A correct air-fuel mixture
is one that has enough air to completely burn all the fuel. A mixture that has
too much fuel is called a rich mixture. An engine running on a rich mixture will
have reduced power and will emit black smoke from the exhaust pipe. Running
an engine with a rich air-fuel mixture will result in rapid build up of carbon on
the piston, valves, and head. A mixture that does not have enough fuel for the
air entering the engine is called a lean mixture. A lean mixture results in severe
loss of power and a tendency for the engine to “surge” (speed up and slow
down constantly).
If the engine is operated on a lean fuel mixture under load,
overheating will result which can lead to a breakdown of the lubrication on the
cylinder walls and allows the rings to scrape the cylinder walls and may cause
them to seize (freeze up).
THE VENTURI
As air rushes through a restriction, it must speed up. The increased speed of the
ah through the restriction causes a low-pressure area in the restriction. A restriction is placed in the carburetor air horn to cause a low-pressure area. This restriction is called the VENTURI. A tube is connected from the fuel bowl into
the venturi so that as air passes through the venturi, fuel is drawn into the air
stream by the low pressure just as Coke is drawn through a straw. Creating a
low pressure in your mouth causes the Coke to be drawn into your mouth.
#hen the throttle is opened wider, the air flow will increase and the pressure
in the venturi will become even lower, increasing the fuel flow into the airstream. ‘The amount of fuel drawn out of the fuel bowl is determined by the
amount of air flowing through the venturi. The mixture is consistent over a
wide range of speeds. Opening the throttle wider will allow more air through
the carburetor. This additional air will cause more vacuum in the venturi which
will draw additional fuel into the airstream. The proportion of air to fuel will
be the same, providing enough air to properly burn the fuel allowed into the
cylinder. Also, mixing fuel with the air in the venturi helps to turn the fuel into a vapor mist rather than drops of fuel. Fuel that reaches the cylinder in droplet form will not burn properly. Only fuel that is changed into a vapor will bum
properly in the engine. A rich fuel mixture allows drops of fuel into the engine.
instead of burning quickly like the vapor, the fuel drops tend to “wash” the
oil fdm from the cylinder wall and cause undue wear on the rings and cylinder
wall.
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AGH-SPEE

‘The no~zlc is a precision tu!x which usually is rc~nov:~l~Ic.
I1 provides the so:11
for the uecdle valve and cxtrntls into the venturi as shown hcrc. The novae is
nude of’ brass or other soft material and is sul?;ect to wcx and tlamagc from
abuse.
‘The fuel metering adjustment nccdlc valve adjusts the flow of fuel into the
nozzie. It limits the amount of fuel that will be drawn into the airstream Ilowing through the venturi. This adjustment is made with the engine warm and
running at least at half speed. Never operate engines at high speed when the
engine is not under load! ‘fhr cngins may reach ii speed at which mechimic:ll
failure can occur in the connecting rod or other fast-moving parts.
Notice the idle bleed MC located in a flat ring lurned in the threaded portion
of ihe rtotzlc. This allows fuel to cnLer the idle circuit (see idle circuit) on this
type carburetor. On some older models this area of the threads was not turned
flat but was threaded all the way up. On these models the old nozzle cannot
be replaced in the carburetor becausethe idle bleed hole will not align with the
matching hoie in the carburetor. If these holes do not align, there will be a loss
of the idle circuit and the engine will die when the throttle is returned to the
low speed position. Once the nozzle has been moved for any reason, it should
be completely removed. If it does not have a flat arca completely around the
nozzle in the thread area, it must be replaced with a new nozzle.
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THE IDLE CiRCUIT

The idle circuit is necessary to supply a correct air-fuel mixture to the engine
when the rnginr is at idle and low speeds.Air flow through the venturi at
low speeds is too slow to create the low-pressure area needed to draw the fuel
into the venturi. A low-pressure area (vacuum) exists behind the throttle butterfly during idle since the throttle is restricting the air flow into the engine.
A separate idle circuit connected behind the throttle comes into operation
when a high vacuum exists behind the throttle.

1

Gas is drawn by the low pressure behind the throttle butterfly from the fuel
bowl past the idle mixture screw. Air is also drawn into the idle circuit through
the air bleed in the air horn near the venturi. Some air is also entering the engine around the throttle buttertly. This air has no fuel since it passed through
the venturi too slowly to draw fuel from the fuel bowl. This air entering around
the throttle and the air carrying a rich mixture of fuel is entering through the
idle mixture needle valve. Adjusting the idle mixture screw limits the amount
of air fuel entering from the idle circuit which mixes with the air entering
around the throttle butterfly. This adjustment is made only with the engine
at operating temperature and at the correct idle speed (seeBasic Carburetor
Adjustments).
Some carburetors utilize the fuel discharge holes in the venturi for air bleed
during, idle (see the illustration at the bottom of the opposite page). During
high-speed operation the low pressure in the venturi draws fuel through the
high-speed fuel needle valve and through the fuel discharge holes in the tube
extending through the venturi. When the throttle is closed and the vacuum is
greater behind the throttle buttertly tha:l in the venturi, air enters through the
fuel discharge holes on its wa,y through the idle circuit. Note that during idle
the fuel also comes through the high-speed needle valve. The adjustment of
high-speed needle valve can also affect the idle mixture. Always adjust the
high-speed mixture first and remember that anytime the high-speedmixture
is changed, the idle mixture should be readjusted.
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CARBURETORFUEi SUPPLY
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CARBURETOR FUEL SUPPLY
A constant fnel level below the venturi is necessuryto maintain a stable air-t’uel
mixture. Slight differences in the fuel level in the carburetor flout bowl will affect engine power and performance. The fuel level ciln be controlled in a mmbrr of ways. A few of the more common techniques will be discussed here.
THE FLOAT
A common method of controlling the fuel level is by using a float and needle
v&e. With no fuel in the float bowl of the carburetor, the float is lowered leaving the needle valve open. The fuel wil! flow from the tank into the float bowl
and will raise the float. When the fuel reaches the level determined by the float
&ting. ihc: needle vaive closes against the seat aad stops the fuel flow. As fuel
is drawn out of the fuel bowl, the float drops slightly, allowing ihe needle valve
to admit more fuel. The fuel level is very accuralely maintained by this method.
Float type carburetors are limited to near level operation. They are more expensive to build and repair. and they require very precise adjustment.
THE DIAPHRAGM CARBURETOR
This carbttretor usesa light flexible diaphragm to open the needle valve to admit fuel. The diaphragm holds the needle valve cpen to admit fuel. The fuel
enters the bowl and pushes against the diaphragm allowing the light spring to
close the valve. Thus, a constant amount of fuel is maintained by the diaphragm.
This carburetor can be used on engines that musl be tilted during operation. for
example, outboards and chain saws. Sometimes engine vsctmm is utilized in aiding the control of the diaphragm.
SUCTION FEED
The suction feed carburetor uses a shallow fuel tank mounted directly below
the venturi section of the carburetor. The shallow fuel tank replaces the float
bowl. Since the tank is shallow, the difference between the fuel level in a full
tank and a near empty tank will not create excessivedifferences in the fuel
mixture. It does tend to provide a rich mixture when the fuel tank is full and
a lean mixture when the tank is nearly empty. I,tis therefore necessary to have
the tank half-full when adjusting the carburetor. This carburetor may not have
an idle mixture adjusting screw. The idle mix&m will be dependent on the
high-speed mixture. This carburetor is simple and maintenance free. It requires
a clean air cleaner, clean fuel, and a tight connection to the engine.
The fuel pipe has a fine mesh inlet screen and may have a check ball. If fuel
has been allowed to remain in the engine during storage or if dirt has gotten
into the tank, the screen and check ball may become clogged. Remove and
clean thoroughly. If the fuel tube is brass, it is a pressfit in the carburetor body.
To remove a brass fuel tube, clamp the tube lightly in a vise and pull the carburetor off. If the tube is nylon, it is threaded into the carburetor body and is removed with a socket wrench.
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1

BUILT-IN FUEL PUMP

A fuel pump built into the carbureto; may be utilized to maintain a constant
fuel level which eliminates the need for the tloat. On single cylinder, four-stroke
cycle engines there is a partial vacuum just behind the throttle plate on the intake stroke si:‘r.cethe .&t-”
i~;‘i.-ii L*
ic i‘.Y.‘.
~-+g downward and the throttle is restricting
*he air flow. During the other three strokes the intake area is at normal pressure.
This cm&es a pulsing vacuum in the intake area between the intake valveand
the throttle. A flexible diaphmgm placed in this area is pulled in by the intake
vacuum during the intake stroke and is releasedduring the compression, power,
and exhaust strokes. The flexible diaphragm will be moving back and forth. The
other side of this pulsating diaphragm can then be used as a fuel pump to draw
gas from a large fuel tank up into a small inner tank. Flapper type check valves
cut into the diaphragm direct the fuel through the pump into the inner tank.
The fuel pump can pump fuel faster than the engine can use it. The excessfuel
is allawed to overtlo~whack into the large fuel tank, thus maintaininga constant fuel level in the small inner tank without using a tloat.
The air flow through the venturi causesa partial vacuum which draws the fuel
from the inner tank just as it does from the float bowl on the float type carburetor.
Many of these models also have the magneto stop switch on the carburetor
speed control. When removing or servicing this carburetor, care should be taken
to note the location of the wire coming from the magneto. If this wire comes
in contact with the engine ground, the magneto will be disabled.
Diaphragm failure may be the cause of hard starting or may lead to an exccssively rich fuel mixture if the diaphragm ruptures. A hole in the diaphragm
wou!d allow fuel to be pulled from the f~le.t pump directly into the intake manifold. Diaphragm replacement is simple, but care must be taken to get t!le diaphragm placed correctly in the fuel pump.
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ENGINE SPEEDCONTROLS
Engine speed is controlled by the operator’s manual speed control and the
governor. Most small gasoline engines which are used to power a constant
toad such as a mower or tiller must employ a governor to maintain a nearly
constant speed as the load changes.Changing or removing the linkages on
lawn mowers usually results in the loss of the governor as a speed control.
The enghte speed is then nearly uncontrollable. The engine will act as though
it has ahnost no power and it wilt slow down excessively upon encountering
a loud. The opemtor must then increase the engine speed with the manual
speed control lever. Once the load is reduced, the engine will overspeed. A
nornuatiy fnnctioning governor is essential for satisfactory operation on machines such as nio’v+e,m.
t”crs-. a& gcncrYtors.
AIR VANE

GOVERNORS

The air vane governor is a simple and inexpensive device for controlling engine
speed. An air vane located under the shrouding near the flywheel sensesthe
engine speed by the amount of wind created by the fins of the spinning flywheel. As the enghre speed increases,the increased force of the air flow created by the flywheel will push against the air vane. The air vane is connected by
a wire linkage to the throttle control arm. It pulls against the governor spring
to close the throttle thereby reducing the engine speed. The speed of the engine
is determined by a balance between the pull created by the air vane and the
pull on the governor spring from the hand control.
If the ape&or moves the hand control to increase the engine speed, the governor spring will pull harder on the throttle control arm opening the throttle
wider. The engine speed will increase until the air flow from the flywheel
against the air vane increasesto equal the pull of the governor spring.
if the engine encounters an increase in load, the engine speed begins to de-

creaseand the air flow against the air vane will decreaseallowing the governor
spring to pull the throttle open wider to retain the engine speed. The governor will maintain constant speed as conditions vary.
MECHANICAL GOVERNORS
Mechanical governors are considered to be somewhat more precise and dependable than air vane governors. They are more expensive and add weight to the
engine. The mechanical governor sensesthe engine speed by the amount of
centrifugal force exerted on rotating weights located inside the crankcase. The
type shown in the illustration has weights mounted on a pivot so that as the
weights are thrown outward by centrifugal force t&s center pin is lifted upward.
As the engine speed increases,the weights are spinning faster and the force
exerted by the weights to the center pin is increased. This acts to slow the engine down. Again, as with the air vane governor, the engine speed is determined
by the balance of force created on the governor spring by the hand speed control and the force produced by the spinning weights. If a load causesa reduction in the engine speed, the centrifugal force acting on the spinning weights
wiU be reduced allowing the governor spring to open the throttle to increase
the engine speed. As the engine speed recovers,the governor will again exert
pull against the governor spring to maintain the engine speed.
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VSTEM SE

ENGINE FAILS TO START
(Ir~li I;trt,l Krrrh. f&kc certain that thcrc is sufficient fuel. Make crrt:Cn
that lhe fuel is fresh. Stale gasoline can cause hard starting and poor pcrformnnce, Check the fuel tank for dirt or grass,etc. Mowers and tilfcrs ied to alIrct foreign matter in the fuel tank. Remove the tank xx1 clean it completely
if foreign matter is present. It is good practice to wipe off lhc top of tlic fuel
tank before removing the filler cap.
Uwc~k /hc (~‘lrok~‘. On many small gasoline engines the choke is opcratcd
;u~tornatically by Lhc hand speed control Icvcr. Improper atljustmcnt of the
speed control cable may be causing the choke to close complctcly. I Kncccssary,
rcmo~c the air cIc;~ncrto dcterminc if the choke is &sing completely.
KCWWW//rp S@urli/‘[21g. After cranking the engine scvcml times with the
choke fully closed. remove the spark plug 2nd observe the condition of the plug
(see Chart 14, Spark Plug Service).
ENGINE STARTS BUT SURGES INSTEAD OF RUNNING SMOOTHLY

Ir/corrrcl G~“c’r,M,r0pw/1r/,,. Intiorrcct connection of governor linkages,
bent or broken linkages, incorrect linkages, or binding or rubbing of the linkagescan causeincorrect governor operation. Check these linkages for free operation. On mechanical governors, +eck for correct adjustment.
Air Lruks. Air leaks into the carburetor can occur at the gasket where
the carburetor attaches to the engine. Most carburetors xc held on by two cap
screws which are readily loosened by vibrations allowing air to enter past the
gasket. Do not overti&ten these capscrews for they arc easily stripped in the
atumi:mm engine block. Also check the throttle shaft for air leaks. If the throttle shaft is loose in its bushings, air will enter around the throttle shaft and will
cause the fuel mixture and the engine speed to change as the throttle shaft
moves around in the bushing. This condition usually calls for replacement of
the carburetor body.
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CARBURETOR SERVICE
In most cases it will be necessary to remove the carburetor ii disassembly is
required. The first step is to draw a diagram of the speed control linkages and
springs because the proper opemtion depends on the correct connection of
these linkages. if these linkages are already disconnected or missing, it will be
necessary to consult the manufacturer’s litemture or find a similar engine to
determine the correct connection. Do not bend the linkages when removing
them from the carburetor. Bending the linkages will change the length and
atTed governor operation. Remove the bolts that hold the carburetor to the
engine and twist the carburetor assembly to disconnect the linkage. Needle
nose pliers are helpful in removing springs. Be very careful not to stretch the
springs.
An assortment of good screwdrivers, pliers, and a clean, well-lighted work
area can be very helpful for carburetor disassembly, cleaning, and reassembly.
Clean the exterior of the carburetor with a stiff brush and cleaning solution
before disassembly. If the carburetor is to be disassembled. it is usually worthwhile to rebuild the carburetor. A kit of necessary parts can be purchased that
contains the parts that normally wear and cituse trouble, for example, gaskets,
needle valves, and seats. Check the kit to determine the parts which are provided before disassembly to determine which parts should be removed.
After disassembly, the carburetor should be soaked for a few minutes in carburetor cleaner to remove the gum and varnish residue. Cuution: Carburetor cleaner is extremely painful if it is brought in contact with the eyes or skin. Avoid
contact with the cleaner. Wash the parts in water thoroughly after cleaning
them with carburetor cleaner. Do not &tempt to brush or blow out the carburetor passages unti1 they are thoroughly washed out with water. Remove all
gaskets and plastic parts. Do not place them in the carburetor cleaner for
some of them will be dissolved by the cleaner.
Remove and replace needle valves and seats very carefully. They are made of
soft material and can be very easily damaged. Use only screwdrivers that are
flat across the tip and are the correct width for the screw. Use wrenches instead of pliers to remove fuel lines and hexagon head capscrews. When removing needle valve seats that are recessed, use a screwdriver that is wide enough
to make good contact with the seat but not so wide that it will damage the
threads on the sides. Usually L nontaper screwdriver is required.
Check the float for leaks. If a hollow brass float is used, leaks will allow furl
to fdl the floa~t. Shake the float near your ear to determine if there is fuel in
the float,
Before replacing the needle valve seats and ihe needle valves, visually inspect
the fuel passages to make sure that they are clean. Reasse=nble the carburetor
with care. Remember to reconnecf the linkages and magneto stop wire (if so
equipped) before attaching the carburetor.
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Chart 37

AIR CLEANER SERVICE

DRY PAPER TYPE FILTER

PCLYURETHENE

Air Passes Through
Filter Element

Wing Nut

Oil
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FOAM TYPE FILTER

Chart 37

AIR CLEANER SERVICE
Smatl gasoline engines are often exposed to very dirty working conditions. A
good, clean air tilter is essential to efticient operation and long life. Remember
ihat the engine is re9ly quite an efficient air pump. An engine with a displacement ofeight cubic inches will try to draw in tight cubic inches of air on ecrch
intake stroke. You can readily see that an engine running at full throttle will
consume a great deal of air. An air cleaner must be kept in good condition to
admit that much air without allowing dirt into the engine. If the air filter starts
to become clogged with dirt, grass,or other matter, it will restrict the flow of
air through thz carburetor. This is exactly what the choke does. A dirty air
cleaner will choke the engine, causing it to run on a rich air-fuel mixture which
wiil cause loss of power, spark plug fouling, and carbon buildup. The excess
gds i~ill tend to “wash down” the oil film from the cylinder walls causing improper ring lubrication and will lead to excessivewear or possibly engine lock
up. Also, the excessfuel in the mixture will get past the rings into the crenkcase,diluting the oil.
DRY PAPER TYPE FILTER
This type of air filter utilizes porous paper to allow air Row and collect dirt and
foreign matter. Tap the filter element to jar the dirt loose. Blow dht away by
blowing from inside out with low pressure air. A vacuum cleaner is effective for
cleaning this filter. If the filter still appears clogged, replacement is necessary.
Do not attempt to soak or wash the dry paper element.
POLYURETHENE ELEMENTS
Air filters of this type can usually be cleaned several times. Clean the filter thoroughly with soap and warm water. Squeeze out and add a few drops of light oil
before replacing Make sure that the filter fits back into the metal holder and is
retained so that it cannot be drawn into the engine.
OlL BATH AIR CLEANERS
Oil bath air cleaners are usually used on engines that are used regularly in dirty
conditions. This air cleaner is capable of collecting larger amounts of dirt and
is easily serviced. The incoming air travels downward toward the oil at a high
rate of speed. The air is forced to make a sharp turn just above the oil. Dirt and
foreign matter tend to travel straight into the oil and stick there. Most of the
dust and dirt entering the air cleaner will collect in the oil. The air then travels
upward through a fdter element before entering the engine. Check this element
and wash it out if necessary.If the oil is changed regularly, the air cleaner will
do a very efficient job of protecting the engine from dirt. The interval for oil
change is determined by the amount of use and the operating conditions. Usually, instructions are labeleti on the air cleaner.
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SMALL GAS ENGINE STORAGE
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Chart 38

SMALL GAS ENGINE STORAGE
The successful operation of u sm:dl gasengine depends on the care given it. A
few precautions taken before storing an engine can prevent severalproblems
which c‘an occur during storage.
REMOVE ALL FUEL
Fuet tltut eupomtes from an engine leuve:sgummy deposits that can c;Luse
serious problems. Dmin the fuel tank and clean the filter screen. Drain the carburetor. On some models this can he done by pushing the small drain on the
bottom of the carburetor fuel bowl. An excellent way to drain the fuel system
is IO rnn the exgbx nntii the fue: is used up. This also warms up the engine so
that the oii chunge will remove roost of the dirt accumulated in the crankcase.
CLEAN THE ENGINE
If neaswy, remove air shrouds to clc:m ;uvund the cooling fins, governor linkage, and spark plug. Always replace the air shrouds for they are w essentia: part
of the cooling system.
LUBRICATE THE CYLINDER WALL
Remove the spark plug (see Spark Plug Service). Add approximately one ounce
of SAE 30 motor oil to the cylinder. Make sure that the piston is war top dwd
center before adding oil, especially on two-stroke cycle engines.Crank the engine several times to distribute the oil all over the cylinder wall area, valves,and
valve guides. Replace the spark plug with a new plug (see Spark Plug Service).
REMOVE THE BATTERY
If a unit is battery equipped, the battery should be removed during storage.
Care should he taken to record the battery’s position and cable connections.
If the battery cables are connected backward, the altcrn;~tor diodes will be
blown instantly.
Ptxe the battery in it cool, dry place where it will not ./?eczr. i‘he battery should
be fully charged when it is placed ill storage and it should be recharged occasionally to maintain full charge (see Battery Section). Do not store battery on
concrete. Place a small board under the battery during storage 10 keep it off the
concrete.
RESTARTING AFTER STORAGE
L.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Check ail level.
Clean air filter.
Check battery electrolyte level (see P-tt-7
Add clean, ,fi& fuel.
Adjust carburetor.

%%ce).
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Questions for Section iii
T F

I. Eogiw oil shuuld be ch;wged when the engine is still wxm

(Chart I?)

T F

2. Oil additives are necessxy to furtify the oii used in the ,:ronkcase oi small gas
engiiles. (Chart I?)

T F

3. The light melill shrouding around lhe engine is lor appeu:~nce only and should
“e reul”ved for best perf0r,,lu1x
(Chart 13)

T F

4. Fuel adjustnwnts and engine timing can affect engine temperatures. (Chart 13)

T F

5. Any old spark plug which will fit can be cleaned sod regapped fur small engine
service. (Chart 14)

T F

6. New spark plugs are properly set at the factory.

T F

7. Voltage is necessary to causecurrent to jump the spark plug pap. (Chart 17)

T F

8. Spark voltage is created in the primary windings of the coil. (Charts 18 and 19)

T F

9. One lead from the coil primary winding is connected to ground nt a!! !imes.
(Chart IS)

(Chart 14)

T F IO. Current tlows in the primary circuit while the breaker point? dre closed.
(Chc! !S)
T F I I. Current flows in the aecond;~rycircuit when the breaker points open. (Chart IX)
‘I’ F 12. The spark jumps the gap just after the piston reaches lhe top of its stroke.
(Chart 18)
T F 13. ‘The ilywheel may be pried off with a screwdriver. (Chart 20)
T F t4. A sm;dl itmount of tubriamt should be placed on the uw wbcn installing new
breaker points. (Ctwt 23)
T F 15. Armature laminations stwutd be cleaned with saltdp”per to remove rust which
would bridge the taminationsarrd reduce coil efficiency. (Chart 21)
T F t6. It is not good practice to use pliers to iemow the scull armature scicws.
(Chart 24)
T F 17. A small test tamp and battery can be used instead of an ohmmetsr for determining when t,he breaker points open. (Chart 25)
T F IX. A diode is like 311electrical cheek valve. (Chart 26)
T F I’J. Brc:iker pointr i~rc not needed w the utcctrunic ignition.

($Yh;ut 26)

T F 20. Aa incorrectly adjusted cxburcter will cause at engine to surge. (Chut 29)
T F 2t

A rich fuel mixture wilt causean engine to wear rapidly.

T F 22. A high or tow float level can affect fuel mixture.

(Chart 29)

(Chart 30)

T F 23. Most small engine carburetors have one adjustment f,x air and one for fuel
(Chart 30)
T F 24. The throttle must be wide open and the engine under no load to adjust the
high speed circuit. (Chart 30)
T F 25. Stale gasoline can cause hard stxting.

(Chart 35)

T F 26. Choke linkage adjustment is a common cause of hard st;!rting. (Chart 35)
T F 27. The sapscrews which hold the carburetor to the engine ‘block should be tigbten?,j v,AiL!
^.<I
~, tiGL-t’
___. ‘5’. r”c!%;i
(~\l.“‘. --,
T F 28. A dirty air cleaner wilt have the effect of choking the engine. (Chart 37j
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Section IV

FQU~MSTRU~ECYCLE ENGINE
SERVICE AND OVERHAUL

Chart 39

MEASURING DEVICES

Dial Indicator
Thumb Nut

Spark Plug Gapping Gauge

Chart 39

MEASURING DEVICES

TELESCOPING GAUGE
The telescoping gauge gets its name from the way the “legs” of the device slide
together. To ust: the telescoping gauge. first loosen the thumb nut and slide the
iegs together. When the legs are together, tighten the thumb nut. ‘The gauge is
then placed inside the ho!c or space to be measured. ‘The thumb nut is then rcIeased.This permits the legs to spring outward against the sides of the hole.
With the hartdie parallel to the sides of the hole. tighten the thumb nut. The
gzuge is then removed and the distance across the legs is measured with an outside micrometer.
FEELER GAUGE
The feeler or thickness gangesare used to measuresmall distances or clearances.
These tools nx~re in thousandths of an inch. The llat feeler gauge contains
blades (thin strips of metal) of different thicknesses.‘The thickness is ~7ran~ped
on each blade. By placing different blades together many different m~asurcments can be made.
SPARK PLUG GAPPING GAUGE
The spark plug gapping gauge normally is made from small wires. The diamctcl
of each wire (thickness) is marked on the gauge. The hook on this gauge is used
to, bend (adjust) the ground electrode of the spark plug.
DtAL INDICATOR
The dial indicate: measuresdistances in thousandths of an inch. This device is
fastened securely in place by special holders and clamps. The pad is pressed
against the shaft or unit being tested for movement such that the needle gives
a reading. The outer ring of the gauge is rotated until the needle is on 0. The
shaft is then moved or turned. The movement of the needle indicates the variation in thousandths of an inch.
PLASTIGAUGE
PIastigaugeis used to measure the clearance betwecli a plait1 bearing and the
journal. The clearance is determined by placing a piece of the Plastigauge(string
like plastic) across the bearing and then assemblying the bearing cap. The cap is
tightened to specifications. Wifhozlt moving the shaft, the cap retaining nuts or
bolts are loosened and the cap is removed. The flattened Plastigauge will be on
the shaft or the bearing. The width of the flattened Plastigauge is compared to
the scale on the Plastigaugepackage to determine the bearing clearance. Plastigauge is available in several different sizes.Clearancesup to nine thousandths
can be measured by this method.

Chart40

THE MICROMETER
Anvil

7

MICROMETER

Example A

O-l”

Mike

Example B

Example C

3-4”

Mike

050
m
90

O-l”

Mike

Example D

Chart 40

E MICROMETER

The micrometer is used to measure distances ill thwwndths of an inch. MicromrtePj come in dit’ferent sizes. For rxample, ;I 0~~~
I ” “mike” will mc;~surc
from 0 to I inches in thous;mdths of an inch: a ’_ ‘.1” mike will mwwre <ram
t to 3 inches in tItous:mdths ot’an inch.
One complete turn of the thimble changes the distance between tbc anvil and
the spindle 25 thousandths (.0X). Each twmber on the fmb is read fmndred
thouwndths. Each nlark on the thimble is one thousandth.
To read ;Lmike first note the size of the micrometer~~I “. 2”. etc. Second. rexl
the longest numbered line that is visible. Third. count ,035 tbr ~‘achof the
short marks on the huh to the right ot’ tftc numfwr~d line. Fourth, to tfwc
readings add tile reading on the tflimble.
E.xcrmp~e
A.

I. 0.000
2. ,200
3. .OSO
4. ,005
,255 =

(O-,..1” mike)
largest numbered line
two short marks beyond numbered lint
5 on tile tftimblc
distance between anvil and spindle

fz’xun~pleLl., 1. 2.000 (2-3” mike)
2. ,300 largest numbered line
3. ,075 three short marks beyond numbered line
4. ,017 17 on the thimble
2.392 = distance between anvil and spindle
Ekmple c:

d
I. 4.000
2. .409
3. .025
4. .goo
4.425 = distance between anvil and spindle

Exampk D.

1.
7
i:

.OOO
,000
,000

4.

,002
.002 = distance between anvil and spindle
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l
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POOR COMPRESSION

HIGH OIL CONSUMPTION

ENGINE

ENGINE
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“LOCKED”

KNOCKS

Chart 41

ISASSEM
~~STRU~TIO~S AN
The engine should be dismnntled ONLY if there is good reason. Thorough testing can determine whether or not complete teardown is necessary.(See the
Compression Testing section.)
REASONS FOR DISASSEMELY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Poor compression becauseof internal wear or leak at head gasket.
High oil consumption becauseof poor rings.
Excessivenoise or knocks coming from inside the crankcase.
Crankshaft won’t torn becauseof internal problem.
Excessiveoil leaks around the crankshaft sealsor crankcase gasket.
Failure of lubrication system.

PRECAUTiONS

Take JWWtime Do not be in a hurry when disassemblingthe engine.
Observe how the unit is assembledbefore taking any component apart. If it is
a first-time experience, it is wise to make notes and sketches of how parts go
together.
Work in a clean work area Lay parts in order on the work bench as
they come apart. Place small parts and bolts in a container. In some instances
it may be helpful to thread bolts into their respective engine parts rather than
place them in a container.
NEEDED

TOOLS

Disassembly of a small engine does not require extensive special tools and
equipment. The following common hand tools nrc recommended:
3/8” square drive socket set with reversible ratchet and extensions
(sizes l/4” through 7/8” by sixteenths)
3/S” square drive torque wrench (150 inch-pound capacity)
Combination wrench set (5/16” through 314” by sixteenths)
Ball peen hammer ( 12 oz)
Combination sl’p joint pliers
Needle nose pliers
Assorted flat blade screwdrivers (3)
Phillips screwdriver
Carbon scraper or putty knife
Flat feeler gauge
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Chart 42
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i
Camshaft Timing
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m
Crankshaft
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Chart 42

BASIC COMPONENTS
ENGINE

P’ OCK

IV: ,t all intrmal-coruh~lstion engines have similar basic components. The engine
block is the major component of all engines. This unit contains all the moving
pnrts which are necessaryto convert heat energy (burning gases)to mechanical
energy (rotnting crankshaft). All engines have a smooth. round cylinder which
pemlits the piston to move up and down. The crankshaft turns 011main bearings, which are also located in the engine block.
In most piston-type engines the piston is connected to the connecting rod by
a piston pin. The other end of the connecting rod is connected to the crankshaft at the connecting rod journal.

All the moving parts inside the engine must fit properly to their mating parts
or the engine will not perform properly.
FOUR-STROKE

CYCLE

ENGINE

Four-stroke erlgines require components which permit operation of poppet
valvesto control the movement of intake and exhaust gases.The camshaft is
driven by a gear on the crankshaft at one-half the crankshaft speed. This gear
ratio enables each camshaft lobe to move its lifter and thereby open its valve
one time while the crankshaft completes two revolutions. The valve spring
maintains constant tension on the valve. When the valve is opened, it is moved
against the spring tension. The spring causesthe valve to return to its seat. The
vatve will seal as long as the sealing surfaces of the valve and seat are in good
condition.
A constant supply of oil is delivered to the points of friction by a pump and
splash system on some engines and entirely by a splash system 011others. Seals
on the crankshaft and gaskets on the bolt on components prevent leakage of
the oil. Gaskets and sealsshould not be reused. Always install new gaskets and
sealswhen assemblingan engine.
Power of the four-stroke engine is wasted when wear occurs on the internal
parts. Most wear occurs on the piston rings, piston, cylinder, and valves. Improper maintenance greatly increaseswear. If the engine is run low on oil, it wears
very rapidly and can be ruined in a short time.
Low compression and knocking inside the engine usually are signals that an
overhaul is needed. When overhauling the engine, check the clearancesand
either replace or recondition worn components. Piston rings should always be
replaced if the piston is removed.
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HEAD GASKET REPLACEMENT
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4
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SEQUENCE

Chart 43

1. Rrmovr the air shroud and the parts that cover thr cylinder head.
Be sure to mark any wires which are disconnec:ted. If the fuel tank is to be
removed. shut off the fuel at the tank or plug the line. Clean dust from fins
ott the block and cylinder head.
2. Retnove the spark ping.
3. Remove the bolts that secure the head to the engine. Caurio~c Some
engines have bolts of different lengths. No: : the location of the longer bolts.
4. Remove the old head gasket and clean the carbon from the cylinder
head.
5. With a putty knife or carbon scraper, remove all carbon from the
Checkpoint
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
piston head and block surfaces.
6. Check for warpage of the block and/or head by placing the head
on the engine without using a gasket. With a feeler gauge check the maximum
space betweeu the head and the block. If the gap is more than .O15 inch, the
head should be checked on a surface plate. If the warpage is in the head, the
head should be resurfaced or replaced. If the warpage is in the block, the block
should be resurfaced. To resurface the head or the block, place a sheet of medium grit emery cloth over a surt’~e plate or other flat steel surface. (The table
of a power saw will work.) Move the head or block over the emery cloth until
it shows a true gasket surface. The head gasket will permit a slight amount of
variation between the cylinder head and the block mathlg surfaces.
7. Make certain that the block and head are clean and place a new head
gasket on the block. CarefirUy check the gasket to be sure that it aligns properly with the bolt holes and the block surface. Place a small amount of graphite
greaseon the threads of the head bolts and install the head on the engine. (If
graphite greaseis not available, scrape a soft lead pencil over the threaded portion of the bolts.) Make certain that all bolts are installed in the proper locations. (If the bolts were accidentally mixed, check with a small rod or nail to
determine where the longer bolts are needed to ensure that the bolts adequately thread into the engine.)
8. Snug all head bolts by hand. Torque the bolts to one-third torque
specifications following the tightening sequence shown for your bolt arrangement. Refer to the manufacturer’s manual for the torque specifications and
tightening sequence. If these data are not available, use a criss-crosspattern as
shown in the head bolt tightening sequence. Retighten ali bolts to two-thirds
torque specifications. Tighten to the torque specifications and go over them
one more time to be sure that all are at the proper torque.
9. Clean, gap, and replace the spark plug. (It is best to install a new
gasket under the spark plug.) Torque the plug to 20 foot-pounds. If a torque
wrench is not available, thread the spark plug in until it is snug against the
new plug gasket. Tighten the plug one-third turn, and it will be at the approximate torque recommendation.
IO. Replace the air shroud and other components that were removed or
disconnected.
Check point ~..-
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ENGINE OVERHAUL
PRELIMINARY STEPS

CLEAN WITH HOT
SOAPY WATER AND
RINSE WITH HOSE

ALWAYS GROUND
SPARK PLUG WIRE

REMOVE BLADE
AND ADAPTER
DRAINING

ENGINE OIL

Chart

The engine should he overhauled if there is poor compression because of worn
cylinder colr1ponents which reduce compression or cause high oil consump
tion. Complete disassembly also will be necessary to correct problems such as
a “locked engine” or one which ‘knocks.” Diagnosing these problems is expitied in the Compression Testing section.
On most engines it is best to do a complete overhaul even though the diagnosib
shows only problems with the valves.
1. Ckurrlinw. Clean the engine before starting disassembly. Clean all
parts so that they can be inspected and accurately measured. Keep
the work area clean and orderly.
2. Ordered Procedure. Keep track of how the engine comes apart-where
each unit attaches and the mating of moving components. Draw sketches and make notes on the wiring connections and carburetor linkage.
3. Working to SpeciJhdms. All components must be checked carefully
for wear and failure. During reassembly all parts must fit properly and
all bolts must be tightened to the proper tension.
4. Lubrication. When any engine is reassembled,all internal parts must be
well oiied or the engine will be damaged the instant that it is started.

The following special tools are needed when completing an overhaul:
Dial indicator
0- 1” micrometer
l-2” micrometer
2-3” micrometer
Telescoping gauges
(O-l”, l-2”, 2-3”)
Ring ridge remover
Piston ring compressor
Valve spring compressor
Valve reseating tool
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RING RIDGE REMOVAL AND
BASIC DISASSEMBLY
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Chart 46

REMOVING

VALVE

VALVE

REMOVAL
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REMOVAL

IN ORDER

I

Chart 46

EXTERNAL CRANKSHAFT CHE
AND VALVE REMOVAL
I I. Remove the ring ridge from the top of the cylinder. If a ring ridge
remover is not wailable. cnrcfully remove the ridge by hand with medimu grit
cmrry cloth. Failure to removr the ridge may damage the pistol? when it is
rensrmbted with new piston rings. The sharp corner w the new rings wi!
cat& on the ridge and break the piston ring land beneath the first ring groove.
Check Point ~~~...
~~~~~_~~~~~~~
12. Remove the valve cover. Some covers contain a filter unit and serve
as a orankcwc breather. Be careful to observe the assembly order of units
which contain filter and breather valve components.
13. Remove the valves by compressing tlw valve spring ;mtl removing
the retainer with pliers. If ;t valve spring compressor is not awilablc. two screwdrivers can be used to compress the springs.
Keep the valve springs with their rtqxctive wives. On some engines the
exhaust wtve has a spring which is heavier than the intake v;dvc spring.
14. Check the ctrd play of the crunkstxlft by clamping ;I dial indicator
to the crankshaft with the pad resting against the crankc;rse. Mow the crankshaft in and out. The indicator will show the end play in thowmdths of an
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Chart 46 (continued)

EXTERNAL CRANK
AN5 VALVE REMOVAL

, Feeler Gauge

CHECKING CRANKSHAFT
WITH DIAL INDICATOR

END PLAY

CHECKING FOR BENT CRANKSHAFT
WITH SQUARE AND FEELER GAUGE

CHECKING CRANKSHAFT
WITH FEELER GAUGE

END PLAY

CHECKING CRANKSHAFT
END PLAY
WITH A SQUARE AND FEELER GAUGE
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Chart 46 (continued)

EXTERNAL CRANKSHAFT CHECKS
AND VALVE REMOVAL
If ;1dial indicator is not available, the end play can be checked with a
feeler gauge. On some engines the feeler gauge can be placed between the
drive pulley and the crankcase. Measure the gap when the crankshaft is putted
“out’” and then measure the gap when it is pushed “in.” Th< difference between the two measurements is the crankshaft end play.
Another method of checking the end play is to clamp a sqnare on the
crankshaft with a C-clamp. Take a measurement with the feeler gauge when
the crankshaft is pulled “out” and another measurement when it is pushed
“in.” The difference between the measurements is the crankshaft end play.
Record the crankshaft end play in the Data Block below. If ihe end play
is not correct, it can be adjusted when the engine is being reassembled.
If the engine is from a rotary lawnmower, check for a bent crankshaft.
To make this check, mount a dial indicator on the engine with the pad against
the crankshaft. Slowly rotate the crankshaft and observe the movement of the
indicator needle.
An alternate method is to clamp a bar or square on the engine so that it
is very close to the end of the crankshaft. Rotate the crankshaft and measure
the difference in the gap between the bar and the crankshaft with a feeler
gauge. A difference in the gap indicates a bent crankshaft.
A crankshaft with more than ,005 run out should be replaced.
Check Point
DataBiock

NOTES:
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OPENING THE CRANKCASE
AND PISTON REMOVAL

REMOVING
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AND CAMSHAFT TIMING

CRANKCASE
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CONNECTING
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BASE

Chart 47

OPENING THE CRANKCASE
AND PISTON REMOVAL
15. Position the engine so that it is easy to remove the removable crankcaseside or base.
16. Remove the bolts which attach the crankcase side or basecover.
Careftdly remove the cover. If a gasket se&er was used, it will be necessary to
tap the cover with a hammer to “break it loose.”
Don’t discard the old crankcase side cover gasket becauseit must be measured when selecting the gasket to be used in reassembly.
On engines that have a side cover, check for timing marks on the camshaft and crankshaft gears.Some engines have a mark on the camshaft gear
which aligns with a mark on the crankshaft counterweight. Other engirles have
a mark on the camshaft gear which is aligned with the crankshaft gear key or
a mark on the crankshaft gear.
Rotate the crankshaft until the two timing marks align. If no marks are
visibie, wipe the oil from the matching teeth on the two gears and paint a
Check Point ,,.. .~~
.~~~ .~~~
,,.,
mark on each gear.
17. Remove the camshaft oil distributor or slinger if one is,used.
Carefidly remove the camshaft and valve lifters. Mark the lifters with
masking tape so that they can be reinstalled in the same location.
No&: The above step can be omitted on aa engine that has a removable
base.
IS. Study the connecting rod and cap to identify marks or reference
tabs. If no locator marks or tabs are visible, make a small punch mark on the
rod and the rod cap on the camshaft side of the engine. Note these data at
the end of this chart.
With a punch and hammer or pliers straighten the sheet metal locks on
the connecthig rod nuts. (Some engines use self-locking nuts instead of a sheet
metal lock.)
Remove the connecting rod nuts or bolts with a socket wruxh or boxerid wrench. (‘sreftdly push the piston-rod assembly out the top of the cylinder.
Caution:

DO NOT permit the rod bolts to “bang” against the crankshaft.
DO NOT place any tools against the bearing portion of the
connecting rod.

19. Once the piston assembly is’removed from the engine, reinstall the
connecting rod cap on the connecting rod. Remove the crankshaft from the
engine block. Make certain that the bearing surfaces of the crankshaft aren’t
nicked by carelesshandling. The main bearing retainer or side of the block
must be unbolted on an engine that has a removable base.
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Chart 47 (continued)

OPENING THE CRANKCASE
AND PISTON REMOVAL

REMOVING

THE MARKING
ON THE PISTON INDICATES
THAT THE BLOCK HAS BEEN MACHINED
0.020 OVER STANDARD

IO8

PISTON ASSEMBLY

Chart 47 (continued)

1

OPENING THE CRANKCASE
AND PISTON REMOVAL
2Q. Clean all parts, including the inside of the block, in parts cleaning
solvent or in kerosene. DO NOT use gasoline to clean parts becausegasoline
leavesa chalky deposit when it evaporates and it is a fire hazard.
21. Inspect the head of the piston for its size. If the engine cylinder has
not been resized (bored), the top of the piston will have no marking or STD
stamped npon it. STD means that the cylinder is standard sized. A cylinder
that has been resized will have the amount of diameter-over-standard stamped on the top. Oversizesare usually .OlO, .020, or .030 greater than the manufacturer’s standard bore for the engine.
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CYLINDER MEASUREMENTS
AND CHECKS
CYLINDER

1

1

CHECKS

22. The cylinder must he checked for wear and scores or scratches. There
are three different kinds of wear which can occur in the cylinder-oversize, outof-round. and taper.
The three types of wear are checked by taking precision measurementsat
two locations in the cylinder-three-quarters of an inch from the top and threequarters of an inch from the bottom.
The measurementscan best be taken with a telescoping gauge and outside
micrometer, an inside micrometer, or a cylinder dial gauge.
First. take two measurements three-quarters of an inch from the top of the
cylinder and at 90” to each other (measurementsA and B in the first illustration)
tion). The difference between the smaller of ik two measurementsand the originches. 2-5/16 inches, etc.) represents
inal bore of the engine (2 inches, q-114
_
cylinder wear. Record the cylinder wear in the Data Block.
The difference between the two measurementstaken three-quarters of an
inch from the top of the cylinder (measurements A and B in the first illustration)
represents the out-of-round of the cylinder at the top. Record the out-of-round
in the Data Block.
The difference between the measurementstaken at right angles to the
crankshaft (measurements A and C in the first illustration) is the cylinder taper.
Record the cylinder taper in the Data Block.
If precision measuring instruments are not available, the cylinder taper can
be measured with a new or used piston ring and a feeler gauge (third illustration). To measure taper in this manner, carefully remove a piston ring from the
pistan and place it in the cylinder. With the head or skirt of the piston push the
ring down until it is three-quarters of an inch from the top of the block. Make
sure that the ring is square with the cylinder.
Measure the gap between the ends of the ring with a Feelergauge.
Move the ring to three-quarters of an inch from the bottom of the cylinder and measure the gap between the ends of the ring with the feeler gauge.
Subtract the reading taken at the bottom from the reading taken at the top and
then divide by 3. This will give the taper in thousandths of an inch.
Compare the cylinder wear, out-of-round, and taper to the manufacturer’s
specifications. If any wear exceeds the maximum recommended by the manufacturer, the cylinder should be resized by a machine shop.
Cylinders are usually resized to .OlO, ,020, or .030 over the standard bore.
If manufacturer’s data are not available, the following data can be used as
a guide to determine whether or not the cylinder should be resized:
Maximum oversize diameter
Maximum out-of-round
Maximum taper

,003
.005
,004
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Chart 48 (continued)

CYLINDER MEASUREMENTS
AND CHECKS
Inspect the cylinder for deep scoresor scratches. A deep scratch will cause
compression loss and oil burning even though the cylinder wear is not excessive.
A badly scored or scratched cylinder should be resized.
R&zing is accomplished by increasing the cylinder size with special cylinder hones, a boring bar, or a metal cutting lathe. Resizing procedures recommended by the resizing equipment manufacturer should be followed carefully.

Data Block
Cylinder wear
Cylinder out-of-round

Cylindertaper

Check Point

Chart 49
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PISTON CHECKS

23. If the cylinder is rcsizcd (rebored), a new piston most be installed.
If the engine is not to be rebored and the piston is to be reused, the old
rings must be removed. To remove the rines. use a ring expander as shown in
the chart. If ;Lring expander is not available, carefully expand the ring by hand
and mow it up over the top of the piston. AVOID SCRATCHING the ring
kmds with the ends of the ring. Remove the other rings in the same manner.
Clean the carbon from the top of the piston with ;I carbon scraper or
putty knife. DO NOT use a wire brush to clean the piston because it will wear
awty part of the ring lands. Stuck piston rings. broken rings, severepiston buming- and top groove wear can be the result of improper combustion or detonation.
Careful service of the ignition system and the use of proper furl will prevent such
problems from occurring.
A ring groove clcnning tool is used to rcmovc carbon from the bottom
wfeuch ring groove. Adjust the cutter head so that the proper sized cuttct
will be in line with the ring groove when the tool is placed on the piston. Place
the cutter in the groove to be cleaned and adjust the tool so that spring tension
keeps the tool under tension. Rotate the tool by h:md until all the carbon is
removed from the groove. This procedore is followed for each ring groove.
If a ring groove cleaning tool is not ;wdlable, :I broken piston ring can
be used to scrape the carbon from the ring grooves. If a broken ring is to be
used, the scraping end should be square so that it scrapesevenly along the bottom of the groove. If the carbon is not cleaned from the grooves, it can cause
the new rings to bind in the cylinder when the engine is reassembled.
Wash the piston in solvent and carefully inspect it for burned areas on the
piston lands or deep scores, scratches, or cracks on the skirt.
If the piston has any of the above defects, it should be replaced. Scoring
or scuffing usually results from inadequate lubrication or a dirty cooling system. If scwx are prcssnt, cuefully cxitminc the cooling fins and pass;tgeson
the block. Dirt-cluggcd p:!ss:tgescim c~usc the enginr to ovcrhut. Poor lubrication CM also cimse cylinder scoring. Inspect the Iubric;itiun system for broken or damaged components.
Check the ring groove for wear by placing a new ring in the groove and
checking the remaining space with a feeler gauge. If a .007 or larger feeler
gauge can be inserted between the ring and the piston, the piston should be
replaced. Excessivewear in the ring groove can cause the rings to “pump” oil
to the combustion chamber. Such wear can also cause the piston rings to break.
Check Point ~~~~~
~._~~~,_~~~~--~.
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PISTON CHECKS

24. Inspect the old piston rings. Careful inspection may indicate the
causesof wear or damage.
Fins vertical scmtches on the ring faces show that dirt has entered the
engine along with the intake air. Failure to correct the problem will cause the
new rings to wear out quickly. The usual source of such dirt is the air cleaner.
The air cleaner must be serviced periodically. (See Air Cleaner Service section.)
It must be connected tightly to tbe carburetor to prevent entry of dirt.
Deep scratchesor scoring on the rings are normally the result of an engine which has overheated. Overheating can be caused by insufficient cylinde:
lubrication, clogged cooling fins, or air passageson the block, incorrect combustion. or insufficient ring or piston clearance.
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PISTON PIN AND
CONNECTING ROD CHECKS
PISTON PIN CHECKS

25. Piston pin wear can be checked by holding the piston firmly in one
hand while attempting to rock the rod with the other hand. The rod must be
rocked in line with the piston pin. It is normal for the rod to slide freely across
the piston pin. Don’t confuse this with piston pin wear.
If loosenessis detected, the piston pin should be removed. Before rcmoving the pin, note identifying marks or mark the piston and rod with a punch
mark so that the two can be reassembledproperly. Remove the piston pin retainer with small nose pliers and remove the piston pin. Measure the piston pin
with a micrometer. Compare the measurement with the standard size recommended by the manufacturer. If the pin is worn over .OOOSout-of-round or
below the minimum specified by the manufacturer. the pin should be replaced.
Check Point ..----..---,..Check the pin bore in the piston for wear with a telescoping gauge and a
micrometer. If the bore is over .0005 out-of-round or oversize, the bore should
he machined for an oversize pin or the piston should be replaced.
Oversize piston pins are available for some engines. ‘To install an oversize
pin, the piston and connecting rod bore must be reamed to fit the new pin.
This machining operation should he performed by a machine shop equipped to
complete the precision reaming required.
Some manufacturers inciude new piston pins with new pistons. The fit
between the rod and the new pin should be checked. If the rod is loose on the
new pin, the rod should be replaced.
CONNECTING

ROD CHECKS

26. Inspect the connecting rod for wear. If there was loosen3sswhen the
piston-rod assembly was checked for wear, the pin bore in the rod should be
measured with a telescoping gauge and micrometer. If the pin bore in the rod I
is over .0007 out-of-round or i- scored, the rod should be replaced.
The crankpin bearing in the connecting rod should be inspected carefully
for pits,and scratches. If the hearing surface is pitted or scored, the connecting
rod should be replaced. If there are wear spots on diagonally opposite points
of the road and the rod cap, the connecting rod is bent and should be replaced.
It is NOT recommended that the connecting rod cap be filed to compensate
for wear in the rod bearing or crankpin journal.
If the connecting rod was~‘:Ioose” on the crankshaft when the engine was
disassembled,the crankpin bearing ifi the connecting rod should. be measured
carcfu& with a telescoping gauge and micrometer. The bore should not be
over .OOO5out-of-round. If the bore is over 10005 over the manufacturer’s
standard size, the rod should be replaced.
’ Check Point
i
I
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CRANKSHAFT CHECKS
27. The crankshaft of the single cylinder engine incorporates three bearing,surfxes. EBch snrP~e is referred to as a journal. On some engines the surtime of the journal servesas the bearing surface. This bearing is referred to as
a plain bearing. On some engines an anti-friction bearing (taper roller or ball
type) is pressed on to the crankshaft.
If the engine has plain type bearings on the “mains” and the rod, each
bearing surface must be checked carefully. Each surface should be inspected
for roughness and scoring. If any of the journals is very rough, the crankshaft
should be replaced. In a few casesthe shaft can be polished with emery cloth
and reused.
Each bearing journal should be measured carefully with a micrometer.
The measurements should be taken as illustrated in the chart.
The drive-end main journal should be checked for out-of-round by comparing the measurement H-I to measurement J-K. The difference between the
measurement is out-of-round. Record the out-of-round measurement in the
Data Block. If the manufacturer’s data are not available, the out-of-round
normally should not exceed ,001.
The flywheel or magneto main bearing journal should be checked for
out-of-roundness in the same manner. Record the out-of-round measurements
in the Data Block. Check the connecting rod journal for out-of-round by comparing measurement C-D to measurement E-F. Record the out-of-round in the
Data Block.
The taper of the bearing journals can also be checked. The taper on any
plain bearing journal is measured by taking measurementsat each end of the
journal as shown in the chart. The taper on journals of small engine crankshafts
normally should not exceed ,001. If the journal is not scored and is not out-ofround, it seldom will have “taper.”
Crankshafts that exceed the wear limits or ones that are badly scored
should be replaced. Some manufacturers have replacement main bearings and
rods for use on undersized crankshafts. If these are available, the crankshaft
can be reconditioned by a lnachine shop. Be certain that unde&.ed bearings
are available before having the crankshaft reground.
On engines with anti-friction (taper roller or ball type) main bearings,
the bearings should be carefully inspected for nicks on the rollers or balls and
races. Defective bearings can also be identified by rotating the bearing by hand.
Roughness in the bearing can be felt as the bearing is turned slowly. Note: The
bearing must be clean when it is checked for roughness.
If roughness or wear is detected, the bearing should be replaced. Some of
these bearings are a press fit on the crankshaft. To remove these, aa arbor press
or special bearing puller is required.
Replacement procedures for this type of bearing vary. The manufacturer’s
recommendations should be followed when installing the new bearing. Nore.
When installing these bearings NEVER use a torch to heat the bearing.
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Chart 51 (continu
CRANKSHA;

CHECKS

As explained earlier iu the text, most munufacturers recommend that a
bent cmnkshaft be replaced. Straightening 8 bent crankshaft weakens the
skaft. Such a shaft cculd break Inter while in operation.
Inspect the timing gear on the crankshaft for wea! and damaged teeth.
NomxdIy these gears will ldst the life of the engine. If there is much wear or
if there are damaged gear teeth, the gear should be replaced. On a smaller engine
the timing gear is made as a part of the crankshaft. It will be necessary to replace the crankshaft if the timing gear is faulty.

Actual
Drive-endmainjournal out-of.round
Magneto-endm&journal out.of-round ~_~
...___..__

Specificatiorrs

.,..,..,.__.,,._..,

Connectingrod journalout-ofaxmd
Magneto-endmainjournal taper
Connectinrrod ioumaltaper
NOTES:

I___^-

._.-.~.-.~~_1--_-.~-

__.-._..
---...--

..-. ---~..-

..-_..,

~~_

.

Check Point
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28. On engines that have plain type main bearings it is important to
check the brnriag bores for wear.
Carefully check each bearing (one on the block and one in the crankCCISC
cover) for scoring. If there is much scoring or pitting. the bearing should
be replxed. Wear of the main bearing can be checked further with a telescoping gauge and micrometer. On some engines the bearing bore can be reamed
with a reamer. and a replacement sleevecan be installed. Such sleevesare not
available from some manufacturers. If the bearing is not serviceableand a
replacement sleeveis not available. the bearing can be reamed out and a sleeve
can be cttstom-made by ;Lmachine shop. In such casesthe costs of the repair
must be weighed against the costs of replacing the engine or short block.
A short btock includes the block, crankshaft, rod and piston assembly,
valve train, and side cover. Installing a short block involves relatively little
work and provides a literally new engine.
CAMSHAFT

CHECKS

29. The camshaft opens the valvesby operating valve lifters which push
the valves off their seats.The camshaft will normally last the life of the engine
if the engine oil is properly maintained.
On some engines the camshaft is easily removed once the crankcase side
or base is removed. On other engines the camshaft is on a pivot shaft which
runs completely acrossthe block. To remove this camshaft requires that the
pivot shaft be forced out of the block. It is not normally necessary that the
Camshaft be rsrnoved as a part of the overhaul.
Check the camshaft for wear by carefully inspecting each lobe for a
scored or scratched surface. If there is no scoring, normally the camshaft is
satisfactory. The lobes can bc checked further by comparing the lobe mcnsurcmutts with the manufxtnrcr’s specifications.
The camshuft gear or assemb!yshould be replaced if the gear teeth are
worn, broken, or chipped. Camshaft bearing wear can be checked by comparing the shaft meansurements with the standards recommended by the manufacturer.
On engines in which the camshaft is held in the block on a pivot shaft,
bearing wear can be checked by feeling for looseness.To make this check,
grasp the camshaft and attempt to move it toward the valve area of the engine. Then try to move it in the opposite direction. If there is much movement of the camshaft on its bearings, the camshaft should be removed and
further checks made with a micrometer.
On engines that have governor units fitted to the camshaft, the governor
should be checked for wear. Refer to the manufacturer’s manual for data on
a particular governor. Some manufacturers mount a centrifugal mechanism
on the camshaft to provide compression release.On these units check for
binding of the weights and free operation of the springs.
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VALVE LIFTER AND
VALVE GUIDE CHECKS

30. Examine the valve lifters for wear or scoring on the lifter face which
rides on the cam lobes. If the face is worn or scored, the lifter should be replaced. The face should not be remachined or ground because this will remove
the hardened surface of the lifter. Without the hardened face surface, the lifter will wear very rapidly.
Before valve guides can be checked for wear, clean carbon from the guide
with a valve guide brush. Check for valve guide wear by placing a new valve
ia used vaive wiii work providing the stem is not worn over .OOl) in the guide
and measuring the side play with a dial indicator. The maximum allowable
clearancesare !isted below:
,_--.-

V&e HeadDiameter
_-_-...__

Maximum SidePlay
- ._.-- -.---.---~

up to l-i/4”

lntake

,005

,007

over 1.1/4”

EXhallst
Intake
Exhaust

,006
,008

Another means of checking valve guide wear is to measure the valve guide
with a small hole gauge and micrometer. Compare the guide diameter one-quarter inch from the top of the guide to the specifications listed by the manufacturer.
If valve guide wear exceeds the manufacturer’s recommendations, the
guide should be replaced or reconditioned.
The guide can be resiaed by a knurling process that can be done by most
automotive machine shops.
Some manufacturers have valves with oversized stems that can be installed
.ti guides that have been reamed to the proper oversize.
Replacement guides are available for many small engines. Follow the
manufacturer’s recommendations when replacing the valve guide.
Check Point ~.._~~--_~-_
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VALVE SEAT SERVICE

31. C,leanthe carbon from the valve ports and valve seat area.
To ensure a good seal between the valve and the valve face requires that
the valve seat be in good condition. If the valve seat is loose in the block, it
can be tightened by staking the block adjacent to the seat with a punch and
hammer.
Badly burned valve seatsshould be replaced. Follow the recommendations of the engine manufacturer when replacing valve seats.
Valve seats that are not badty burned can be reconditioned by machining or grinding a new sealing surfxe. One type of seat reconditioner usesa
hand-operated cutter. To use this tool, first place the proper-sized pilot in the
r&wrc valve guide. The proper-angled cutter (usually 45” or 30’) is then placed
over the pilot. The cutter is turned in a clockwise rotation by the special Twrench that comes with the reconditioning tool set.
Pressureis exerted on the tool as the cutter is turned. The cutting action
is continued until a clean seating surface appears completely around the seat.
(iruth:
The seat should be machined as little as possible. The width of the
finished seating area should be from 3/64 inch to l/l6 inch.
If the seating area exceeds l/16 inch in width, it should be narrowed by
removing stock from the top of the machined area. The narrowing operation
is performed with a cutter which is of a lesserangle than the valve seat. (A
30” cutter can be used to narrow 4.5” seats.)
If much narrowing of the seat is required, be sure to check the height of
the valve head when it is seated. The lower edge of the valve margin should be
abovo the top of the valve scat (see illustration). If the valve rides too low in
the seat, check to be certain that the valve margin is sufficient. If the margin
is satisfactory, the problem probably is caused by the seat being too large.
Before condemning the valve seat, however, place a new valve in the engine to
see if it will correct the problem. If it rides properly in the seat, there is no
need to install a new seat. If the new valve rides too low, a new valve seat
should be installed. Refer to the manufacturer’s data for valve seat replacement on a particular engine.
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32. Clean the intake and exhaust valveswith a wire brush. Examine each
valve for burned faces. If the faces are pitted or badly grooved, the valve should
be replaced.
Measure the margin on each valve. If the margin is l/64 inch or less, the
valve should be replaced.
Check the valve stems for scoring and wear. Check for wear by measuring
the valve (with a micrometer) one inch above the retainer groove or hole and
one-quarter of an inch below the upper point of contact with the valve guide.
If these measurements differ by .OOl or more, the valve should be replaced.
If the valvesare to be reused, the faces should be reconditioned by grinding on a valve refacer. Follow the recommended procedures for the valve refacer in the refacing operation. Be certain that the machine is set for the proper face angle before starting the refacing operation. Some engines use different anples for the intake and exhaust valves.If a valve refacer is not available,
the operation can be performed by most automotive machine shops.
An alternate method of reconditioning the valve and the valve seat is
known as lapping. If the valve seat and valve face are in relatively good condition, the seating surfaces can be reconditioned by the lapping process. To
do this, first plaoe the valve in its guide in the engine. Put a small amount of
lapping compound between the valve face and the valve seat. (Be sure that
none of the lapping compound gets on the valve stem!) Place the suction cap
of the lapping too1 over the head of the valve. Rotate the valveback and forth
against the seat. Frequently raise the valve off the seat to allow the compound
.
to Row to the point of friction. Contmue the lapping operation until a good
sealing surface is obtained. Clean all the lapping compound from the valve and
valve seat.
The foal process on the valve (adjusting the clearance) can only be completed later when reassembling the engine. This operation will be explained
as a part of the Reassembly Procedure.
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REASSEMBLY PROC

When reassembling the engine. it is very important that cverytlliag~-,p;lrts.
work area. your hands. and tools--be clean. Surgical cleanliness is a must if
the engine overhaul is to be successful.
I. Rinse all engine parts in solvent and dry them with compressedair.
As each part is cleaned, place it on the clean surface of the workbench. Avoid
drying parts with rags because lint will collect in the small crevices.If your
work on the engine is interrupted for any length of time, cover the engine
components with a clean, lint-free cloih.
2. Install new crankshaft sealsin the engine block and the cover housing. The old sealscan be pried out with a large screwdriver or they can be
driven out with a punch and hammer.
When new sealsare being installed, be certain that the sharp edge or lip
of the seal is toward the inside of the engine. Some manufacturers recommend thtt a film of sealer (Permatex #2) be applied to the outer part of the
seal (between the seal and the casting) to prevent oil leakage between the seal
and the housing. Seat the seal in the housing with a seal driver (,or block of
wood) and a hammer.
3. If the piston. piston pin, or connecting rod is being replaced, proceed
with instaliation o: the piston on the connecting rod. First., match the old components, that you marked prior to disassembly. Position the new replacement
components adjacent to the old parts. Assemble the piston and rod so that it is
just like the old parts were prior to disassembly.
Check Point _--._,...
4. If the camshaft was removed and was the kind held in the engine
black on a pivot shaft, praceed with its replacement. First, clean the block
lifter holes and camshaft bearings. Lubricate these surfaces with lrlotor oil
CSAE20 or 30, SE classification). tnstall the lifters in their rcspectivc bows
and place the camshaft in the block. Install the c@haft pivot shaft and expansion plugs in the block.
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INSTALLING P TON RINGS

6. Place ant nf the new pisivn rings in the cylinder and push it down
to c1pprosimately one-halt‘ inch t‘ri!!‘uthe bottom of the cylimlcr with the
piston. Cheek the gap between the ~~ntlsof the ring wiih a feeler gauge.Compare this end gap clz;lruncr with tlil; minimum ring end gap clearance recommended by the mmttfacturer. Thc~end gup must nol be less than the minimum clrlnnnce specified or the rii:i:; will tend to seize in the cylinder. (If the
mmufxtttrer’s data we not avvllil;li~,:. allow .003 end gap clearance for each
inch of cylinder diameter.)
If the end gap clearlmce is Ice !h;m rcconui~cnded, cxctidly file the end
aT the ring to obtain the neccssary~/ lcarmvx. If it is necessary to file the end
of 01ie rieg. it will also prob:lbly 1)~~
:~ccessaryto file the other riiqs.
Check Point
7. Inst;dl the nav piston rinp,,,~
on the piston. ALW.4 YS inst;dl brewpistaq rings in an engine that has becli .iisassembled.Used rings cannot scat in
properly and will c;msc oil consumption and compression loss.
When installing the piston rings. carefully follow the instructions included with the new piston rings. Lubriute the ring grooves on the pistol1 bci’orc
instatling the rings. Use a piston ring, expander when installing the new rings.
The rings can be “stretched” if they ,rc installed by hand springing them over
the piston.
The widest ring is the oil ring 1/x11fits in the bottom groove of the piston.
Some manufacturers use :I thin met:4 expander behind this ring. The middle
ring is referred to 11sthe scraper ring or the center compression ring. It normally has a groove on its outside edg?. This groove must be down when the
ring is asscmblcd on the piston. The (c)p ring or compression ring norn~lly
has a bevel 011its inside edge. This I>v-,~,~,I
must be up wheu the ring is inst;dlctl
w the piston.
Check Point ~. ,~,~,
..,,
8. Lubricate the piston ;md riI.+ thoroughly with motor oil. Ilotatc
the piston rings so that the end gaps VI’ lhe rings are not in line. Install the piston ring compressor over the piston ald tighten. Continue to tighten the compressor until the bottom edge of the ~mpressor is against the piston.
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INSTALLING THE PISTON ASSEMBLY

9. Wipe the cylinder with a clean cloth. Lubricate the cylinder with
motor oil and rotate the crankshaft to place the rod journal opposite the cylinder. Place the piston assembly in the bore. Make certcrirt that the marks on
the connecting rod are positioned properly in the engine.
Position a hammer handle against the head of the piston. With one hand
exert pressure on the handle while bumping the end of the hammer with the
other hand. Carefidly guide the connecting rod so that it does not catch on
the crankshaft.
IO. If desired, the clearance between the connecting rod and the crankshaft can be checked at this point.
Wipe the crankshaft and connecting rod bearing surfaces. Position the
rod over the crankshaft journal. Lay a piece of Plastigauge on the crankshaft
and install the connecting rod cap. Carefully tighten the rod bolts to the specified torque with a torque wrench. DO NOT TURN THE CRANKSHAFT. Remove the rod cap and compare the width of the flattened Plastigaugeto the
scale on the Plastigaugepackage. The clearance should be within the specifications recommended by the manufacturer.
If the clearance is less than the minimum, check to make certain that the
rod cap was &tailed properly on the rod and that there is no dirt or foreign
material between the connecting rod and the crankshaft. If both items check
out, the connecting rod is probably the incorrect rod for the engine.
If the clearance exceeds the maximum, check for dirt or foreign matcria1 between the rod and the cap at the point of connection. If no foreign material is present, remeasure the crankpin with a micrometer and compare it
with the manufacturer’s data. If the crankpin size is correct, either the rod is
worn or else it is the incorrect rod for the engine.
If the manufacturer’s rod clearance data are m-4 available, the following
specifications can be used as a guide:
.OOl minimum clearance between rod and crankpin
8035 maximum clearance between rod and crankpin
11. Thoroughly lubricate the crankpin, rod bearing, and cap bearing.
Install the rod cap (oil dipper, if used), lock plate, and rod bolts or nuts. Tighten the rod bolts evenly to the manufacturer’s torque specifications and bend
the lock plate tabs to secure the rod bolts or nuts.
Rotate the crankshaft to ensure that there will be no binding of the rod
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Chart 59

CAMSHAFT AND CRANKCASE
COVER INSTALLATION

1

12. On an engine that does not have the camshaft held in the block on
a pivot shaft, lubricate the valve lifter bores and install the lifters. Lubricate
the camshaft hearings modinstati the camshaft. MAKE CERTAIN that the
timing mark on the camshaft gear and the crankshaft are matched properly.
13. Refer to the Data Block in the disassemblyprocedure for the crankshaft end plny recorded prior to disassembly of the engine. Compare this end
play measurement to the manufacturer’s data. If the end play is within speci&z&ions, select a new crankcase cover gasket of the same thickness as the one
that was removed from the engine during disassembly.
If the end play of the crankshaft was more than that recommended by
the manufacturer. select a thinner gasket.
For an engine with extreme wear, some manufac‘turers supply a thin washer which is placed between the crankshaft timing gear and the side cover.
14. If the engine has the governor built ilz to the crankcase, position the
governor components so that the crankcase cover can be installed.
15. Qn an engine that has an oil pump, check the pump for wear. Rep&e worn components and install the pump in the engine. With a pump oil
can, apply a liberal amount of oil to the piston pin, crankshaft bearings, and
camshaft.
16. Lubricate the camshaft and crankshaft bearings in the crankcase
COWT.

17. Instatt the oil slinger or oil pump.
Check Point ~~-~~~~~
18. Carefully install the cover gaskets and cover. Be sure to work the
crankshaft seal into position as the cover is installed. Plore: It is not necessary
to USCa sealer on the side cover gasket. To prevent damage to the crankshaft
szal use a special installing cone or wrap wax paper around the crankshaft to
guide the seal over the bearing shoulder.
19. Tighhtenthe cover retaining bolts to the specified torque.
20. Check the crankshaft end play with a dial indicator. Compare the
end play of the engine to the manufacturer’s data. If the end play is not sufficient, remove the cover and install a thicker gasket.
If the end play is excessive,remove the cover and install a thinner gasket.
Always use at least one gasket between the cover and the engine even
though the end play slightly exceeds the maximum recommended.
If the manufacturer’s data are no,t available, adjust the crankshaft end
play between .004 and .012.

Chart 60

VALVE ADJUSTMENT
AND INSTALLATIO
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Chart 60

VALVE ADJUSTMENT
AND 1.NSTALLATION

21. On an engine that has a :emovable crankcase base, place a new gasket on the engine block and replace the base.Tighten the bolts that secure the
base. BE CERTAIN to tighten the oil drain plug.
22. Place the intake valve in its valve guide and turn the crankshaft until
the valve opens. TURN the crmkshaft an additional half turn. This should position the intake valve in the closed position. Hold the valve tightly closed with
your thumb and check the clearance between the end of the valve stem and
the valve lifter with a feeler gauge.
Check the manufacturer’s specifications for the proper valve operating
clearance for your engine and compare the clearance to the measured clearance
of the engine. Since the valve seating surfaces have been machined, it will probably be necessary to remove some material from the end of the valve stem to
achieve the right clearance.
The valve stem can be “shortened” by grinding material from the stem
on a valve reconditioning machine or on a bench grinder with a V block. Grind
a smail amount; then recheck the clearance. If too much material is ground
off, the valve will have to be replaced.
Once the intake valve operating clearance is properly adjusted, place the
exhaust valve in the engine. Rotate the crankshaft until the exhaust valve
opens; then rotate the crankshaft an additional half turn. Check the clearance
specification of the exhaust valve and adjust it in the same manner as the inCheck Point ___...
-__.-.-_
take valve.
23. Thoroughly lubricate the valve stem and guide. Compress the intake
valve spring (the lighter spring) and install the spring and retainer on the intake valve.
In similar manner install the exhaust valve spring (the heavier spring) and
retainer. If a valve spring compressor is not available, the springs can be compressedin the bench vise and held with wire. Once the retainers are in position,
cut the wire from the spring and remove it from the valve chamber.
Replace the valve cover using a new gasket, If the cover contains a crankcasebreather, be certain to reassemblethe unit in the proper sequence.
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Chart 61

HEAD REPLACEMENT AND
FINAL REASSEMBLY
24. Make certain that the block and head are clean and place a new
head gasket on the block. Carefi& check the gasket to be sure that it aligns
properly with the bolt holes and the block surface. Place a small amount of
graphite greaseon the threads of the head bolts and install the head on the
engine. Make certain that all bolts are installed in the proper locations. If the
bolts were mixed accidentally, check with a smallrod or~nail to determine
where the longer b&s are needed to ensure that the bolts adequately thread
into the engine.
25. Snug all head bolts by hand. Torque the bolts to one-third torque
the tightening sequenceshown for your bolt arrangespecifications fdi*.hg
ment. Refer to the manufacturer’s specifications for the torque value. Retighten all bolts to two-thirds torque specifications. Tighten to the torque specifications and go over them one more time to be certain that all bolts are at the
proper torque.
26. Adjust the gap and install a new spark plug. Torque the plug to the
specitied torque. If specifications are not available, torque the plug to 20 footpounds.
27. Replace the intake manifold and carburetor assembly. Connect the
governor linkage before bolting the carburetor to the engine. (DO NOT BEND
THE LINKAGE WIRE.)
28. Replace the ignition system and flywheel as outlined in the Ignition
section.
29. Replace the muffler. Cuurion: On a model that has a muffler which
threads into the engine block, Do NOT thread the muffler all the way into
the block. Thread the muftler into the block approximately one-half inch and
tighten the locking nut. If the muffler is threaded into the engine too far, it
may “pinch” the exhaust valve guide or the tapered threads may distort the
enghte block.
30. Replace the air shroud and other components which were removed
or disconnected.
31. Fill the crankcase with SAE 30, SE classification, motor oil.
Note: Do not overfill the crankcase. Fill only to the full mark or level of the
engbte. After 5 hours of operation change the engine oil. During break in of
a newly overhauled enghte the oil becomes contaminated quickly as the new
parts “wear in”
32. Replace the engine on the tiller, lawnmower, etc., and connect all
controls.
33. Reconnect the drive train or blade.
34. Fill the fuel tank with clean fuel.
35. Start the engine and maintain a fast idle for the first few minutes
of running
36. Adjust the carburetor as outlined in the Carburetor section.
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Qestions

for Section IV

T F

I. F’istun rings are fitted to the piston to keep the piston centered in the cylinder
(Chart 42)

T F

2. T!le cmnkshzaftdrives the canstraft at one half crankshaft speed. (Chart 42)

T F

3. Gaskets and sealsshould not be reused when servicing the engine. (Chart 42j

T F

4. The part inside the engine that weilrs the mos: is the connecting rod bearing.
(Chm 42)

T F

5. Failure to remove the rust from the drive end of the crankshaft can cause
damage to the main bearing when the crankcaseis removed. (Chart 45)

T F

6. Any cylinder he-adwhich is warped must be replaced. (Chart 43)

T F

7. Some snull engine valve covers contain tiller units for the crankcase breather.
(Chart 46)

T F

8. Gasoline should nor be used to clean thl engine. (Chart 44)

T F

9. Cylinder head bolts used on small engines are all the same length. (Chart 43)

T F IO. Removing the carburetor requires bending the governor linkage. (Chart 45)
T F I I, The spark plug wire should be grounded before beginning work on the blade
or drive unit. (Chat 44)
T F 12. Improper combustion can cause the piston rhlgs lo bwk or become “locked”
in the ring groove. (Chart 49)
T F 13. On somerngines the exhaust valve spring is he&x
spring. (Chart 46)

than the intake valve

T F 14. Identification marks should be painted on timing gearsif there are no maw
facturer marks. (Chart 47)
T F 1.5. All internal parts of the engine should be cleaned with soapy water when performing an overhaul. (Chart 47)
T F 16. A broken piston ring should never be used to clean the ring grooves of the
piston. (Chart 49)
T F 17. If the cylinder of an engine is ,015 out of ronnd, the engine should be junked.
(Chart 48)
T F IS. Cylinder taper can be meawed with s piston ring and feeler gauge. (Chart 4X)
T F 19. A new piston should be installed in il cylinder which has been reborcd.
(Chart 49)
T F 20. Before removing the connecting rod from the piston, the rod and piston should
be marked with a punch to aid in reassembly. (Chart 50)
T F 21. If the crankpin bearing surface of the connecting rod is scored, the connecling rod should be replaced. (Chart 50)
T F 22. The connecting rod cap should be filed down to achieve a proper fit on the
crankshaft. (Chart 50)
T F 23. Most manufacturers recommend that bent crankshafts be straightened in a
heavy press. (Chart 5 I)
T F 24. Wear on the camshaft is a common problem found in small engines. (Chart 52)
T F 25. On many small engines the crankshaft timing gear is made as a part of the
crankshaft. (Chart 5 I)
T F 26. Crankshaft and camshaft timing gears wea quickly and must be replaced
(Chart 51)
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T F 17. If the f&x of :! v~~lveIifter is badly scored. it should be refxed on a vslve
refacing machine. (Cli:rt 53)
T F 2s. A valve sat which is liiuse in the block should be welded in place with an arc
\Wld‘x. <Chart 5-J)
T F 2% Ihe seating area of a v&e seat should not be over l/S” wide. (Chart 54)
T F 30. Valve margin should be at least l/64”.

(Chart 55)

T F 31. When installing umnkshaft seals, the sharp edge or lip should be towards the
irtside of the engine. (Chat 5 6)
T F 32. Piston ingend gap can be increased by filing the end of the ring. (~C!?n:t57)
T E 33. The bt:el on the inside edge of a piston ring should be towards the top ol
the piston. (Chart 57)
T F 34. A ring expander is used to hold the rings in place as the piston is installed in
the cylinder. (Chart S8)
T F 35. The piston assembly should be hammered into the cylinder with a ball peen
hammer. (Chart 57)
T F 36. Connecting rod bolts should be tightened with an open end wrench. (Chart 58)
T F 37. !f the valve operating clearance is too nvach, the valve will have to be replaced
unless the margin will allow additional refacing. (Chart 60)
T F 3X. The engine oil should be changed after 5 hours of operation on a newlyover.
hauled engine. (Chart 61)
39. Describe how the piston is attached to the connecting rod. (Chart 42)
40. How is the crankshaft supported in the engine block’? (Chart 42)
41. List the functions of the piston rings. (Chart ;2)
. -,,-..._,..
of the crankshafz.
42. The connecting rod is attached to the ..,.-..-..,..~~_
(Chart 42)
43. tdentify the components and describe the operation of the valve train.
(Chart 42)
44

Name two symptoms which would indicate that an engine should be overhauled.
(Chart 42)

45. What procedure should be followed in tightening cylinder head bolts? (Chart 43)
46. What four key points should be observed or prwticed wherl overhauling an
engine? (Chart 44)
47. Why must the ring ridge be removed from the cylinder as part of ovcrhwl
procedure? (Chart 45 j
48. Describe how crankshaft end play can be measured. (Chart 46)
49. The crankshaft rtm-out or wobble should not exceed -._
(Chart 46)
50. What tool should be used to remove connecting rod bolts or nuts? (Chart 47)
51. What does”l0”

mean when it is stamped on the top of the piston? (Chart 47)

52. Explain how carbon should be removed from the piston. (Chart 49)
53. What is cylinder taper? (Chart 48)
Cylinder taper should not exceed __

(Chart 48)

54. List the three different types of cylinder wear which must be checked.(Chart 48)
55. Cylinder wear can be measuredwith a telescoping gaugeand a
(Chart 48)
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56. il~rinp groove wear exce:ds ~~~~~~~~~~
(Chart 49)

the piston should he replaced.

57. Describe wtrat can cause deep scores w scralcbes on the piston rings. (Chart 4’1)
58. ttow cm piston pin wear be checked’! (Chart SO)
S’). Explain the difference between a pkdn-type hearing ;Ind an anti-friction type
hearing. (Chart 5 t)
60. Now cm a worn valve guide be corrected or repaired’? (Char1 53)
61. What pwts are included in a new short block assemhl~? (Chart 52)
62. Identify the ctwks which should he nude on anti-friction hearings. (Chart 5 I)
63. Describe the measurementsand checks which should be nude on crx~kshaft
joumds. (Chart 5 I)
64. Expkdn the procedure for machining the valve seats in the engine block.
(Chrt 54)
65. Describe the procedure for replacing a crankshaft seal. (Chart 55)
66. Why is cleanliness important when reassemblingan engine? (Chart 56)
67. Sketch :m engine vdtve and label the main puts.

(Cbut SS)

6X. Expkdn how crankshaft end play can be n~e;~su~cd.(Chart S6)
69. Describe the proccdurc for ctwking piston ring end gap. (Chart 57)
70. Why stwuld used piston rings not bo reused in an overtxnded engine’! (Chart 57)
7 I. tdcntify by wmc the different rings used on the piston and the function of
each. (Chart 57)
72. What precautions should he observed when installing piston rings on the
piston? (Chat 57)
73. List the steps of procedure for checking and adjusting valve operating clearance.
(Chart 60)
74. Explain bow plastiguage is used to check bearing clearance. (Chart 58)
75. What could causeexcessive clearance between the connecting rod and the
crankshaft’? (Chart 58)
76. How can the crankcasecover be inst:dted without d:muging the crankstuft
seeI’? (mlrt SO)
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Section V

TWO-STROKE
CYCLE ENGINE
SERVICE AND OVERHAUL
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Chart 62

BASIC COMPONENTS

The two-stroke cycle engine delivers one power impulse each time the crankshaft completes one revolution. intake and exhaust gasesmove in and out of
the cylinder through ports (holes) in the sidesof the lower part of the cylin,der. This arrangement takes the place of the valve tram found on four-stroke
cycle engines.
Oh is mixed with the fuel for the two-stroke cycle engine. Therefore, there is
no need for a volume of oil in the crankcase. The oil suspended in the fuel
vapor sticks to the surfaces of all the moving parts. This keeps all the parts
coated with a fii of oil, regardlessof how much the engine is tilted.
Reed valves(thin strips of metal) are located in the side of the crankcase.The
reed valvespermit the intake gasesto enter the crankcase. The gasesare transferred to the cylinder through the intake port in the lower part of the cylinder.

There is no exhaust valve used with the typical two-stroke cycle engine. The
exhaust gasesleave the cylinder through the exhaust port when the piston nears
the end of the down-ward stroke.
The exhaust port tends to build up with carbon as a result of burning some of
the oil in the fuel mixture. The port must be kept clean and free of this carbon.
The engine has main bearings and rod bearings which are similar to the fourstroke cycle engine. On some two-stroke engines anti-friction (roller) bearings
are used. When servicing an engine with anti-friction bearings, it is important
that the rollers (needles) are not lost. Extreme care must he taken when dir
assembling the enghre to make certain that all the bearing rollers are kept to
gether.

The crankcase gaskets and crankshaft sealson the two-stroke cycIe engine must
be in good condition. Leakage past the sealsor gaskets can prevent the engine
from running properly. If the crankcase is not sealed completely, the intake
gases will be diluted by the air leaked to the crankcase.
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MINOR ENGINE SERVICE
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MINOR ENGINE SERVICE

Two-stroke cycle engines require some basic services quite different from the
four-stroke cycle engine. There is a tendency for carbon to build up around
the ports of this engine because of the oil in the air-fuel mixture. If the carbon
buildup is excessive. the engine will lose power.
EXHAUST
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

PORT CLEANING

Remove the shields and other components necessary to loosen the
mufiler or exhaust passage bolts.
Remove the muffler (or exhaust system).
Remove the spark plug and rotate the crankshaft until the piston
Check Point ~~_ ~~-~~~,.
blacks the exhaust port.
Use a wooden dowel rod to scrape carbon from the ports. Be very
careful that the cylinder wtlls and piston are not damaged.
WITH THE SPARK PLUG WIRE DISCONNECTED
and connected
to ground. crank the engine over to blow any carbon particles from
the piston head and port area.
Check Point -.,,~,,,--,~-- .._.-- .,...
Clean the muffler and cover plate.
Scrape the threads of the muftler bolts with a lead pencil. This will
prevent the threads from seizing in the block casting.
Reassemble the muffler and shields.
Check the spark plug gap and replace the spark plug and spark plug
wire.

CRANKCASE AIR LEAKS
The two-cycle engine depends on a sealed crankease for efficient intake of
gases into the crankcase and movement of the air-fuel mixture to the cylinder. Any defect that permits air to enter the crankcase on intake will also
permit lossof the compressed air-fuel mixture in the crankcase at the time
it is moved to the cylinder.
CHECKING

FOR CRANKCASE

AIR LEAKS

I. Check for loose screws and bolts which would allow crankcase leaks.
2. Tighten any loose components.
3. Apply a film of motor oil on the gasket sealing area of any portions
that were loose.
4. Crank the engine and observe whether or not the oil is drawn into
the crankcase through a defect in the gasket. Start the engine and
continue to check suspiciaus areas t%r leaks. If any leakage is ob_served, the gasket should be replaced. Check Point
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REED VALVE INSPECTION
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REED VALVE INSPECTION
AND SERVICE

The reed valve(.s)employed in the air-fuel intake system must function properly or else the two-stroke cycle engine will not run. A speck of dirt or a piece ot
grassin the reed valve will c~mseimproper pressure buildup in the crankcase of
the engine.
SERVICE

PROCEDURE

1. Remove the carburetor assembly from the engine.
?. Carefully remove the reed valve assembly.
3. Inspect the unit for foreign material between the reed and its seat.
Also inspect the reeds for wwpage or other damage.
4. Remove the reed and rinse the valve components in clean solvent.
AVOID USING COMPRESSED AIR because the blast of air can distort or bend the reeds. If the reeds are damaged or badly worn, replace them with new reeds.
5. Carefully reassemblethe reed valve assembly. Check the clearance
between the reed vnlve with a feeler gauge. Compare the cleornnce to
specifications. If the cleamnce is improper, check to see that the unit
is assembledproperly.
iV<~le:Used reeds may appear to be good but not give the proper
clearance. In such c:~scsthe rcctl should be replxed.
Check Point .,~~-~.~~
.,..,-.~_~_..._,.
6. Using new gaskets, replace the reed valve assembly and carburetor
on the engine.
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ENGINE OVERHAUL
(TWO-STROKE CYCLE ENGINE)
The engine should be disassembledcompletely for overhaul only if there is
good reason. Thorough testing can determine whether or not an overhaul is
“W2ss;uy.
REASONS FOR OVERHAUL
1. Poor compression because of internal wear (compression testing is
explained in the Compression Testing section of this text).
2. Excessivenoise or knocks coming from inside the engine.
3. Crankshaft will not turn becauseof internal problem.
OVERHAUL PROCEDURE
1. Remove or disconnec: the control cables and linkage. Disconnect
the spark plug wire and attach it to the engine ground.
2. Disconnect the power drive belt, blade, or other power mechanisms.
On shaft-driven, self-propelled units, mark the gears so that they can be rrassembledin the same relative posi&xr.
Check Point ,.._......
~.~,,,~
,..,_
--.-~.,,.,
3. Remove the engine from the lawnmower, generator, or equipment.
4. Clean the outside of the engine. Hot, soapy water can be used to
scrub the engine. Rinse with water.
On engines which are very dirty and greasy, apply engine cleaning solvent and rinse with water. DO NOT USE GASOLINE TO CLEAN THE
ENGINE.
5. Dry the enghre with cloths or compressed air.
6. Remove the shroud and the fuel tank. Note the types of screws used
to mount these components. They should be replaced in the same positions.
7. Clean all rust and dirt from the drive end of the crankshaft as shown
in the illustration. Any rust or roughness on the shaft will damage the driveend main bearing when the crankshaft is removed from the crankcase.
Check Point ,..__.
~__.._.._---.8. Check for a bent crankshaft. (See the Crankshaft area of the FourStroke Cycle Engine section for methods of checking the crankshaft.)
9. Remove the tlywheel. On some models a filter screen must be removed
to gain access to the flywheel nut. (See the Ignition section for the details
on flywheel removal.)
10. Remove the governor assembly and the armature plate. The armature plate contains a main bearing. On some engines the bearing is a looseneedle type. Be careful that none of the needles is lost.
I I. Remove the carburetor and the reed plate.
12. Loosen the connecting rod bolts or nuts but DO NOT remove them
from the rod.
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ENGINE OVERHAUL
(TWO-STROKE CYCLE ENGINE)
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Chart 66

CYLINDER, PISTON, AND
CRANKSHAFT REMOVAL

13. Remove the bolts or screws which attach the cylinder (jug) or the
cytinder head. Now: There is no provision for removing the cylinder head
or cylinder on some two-cycle engines. On these engines the piston is removed
through the bottom of the cylinder.
14. Tap the cylinder with a soft hammer to break it loose from the
crankcase.
15. Remove the cylinder by pulling it away from the piston quickly.
Note the match marks on the connecting rod and the connecting rod cap. Remove the connecting rod bolts or nuts and remove the piston assembly from
the engine. Be careful to retain all the loose-needlebearings of the connecting rod bearing. N&e: On some two-cycle engines the rod canwf be removed
from the crankshaft. On such engines check carefully for roughness by revolving the connecting rod on the crankshaft. if there is roughness or if the side
play is excessive,the crankshaft-rod assembly should be replaced.
16. Remove the crankshaft from the crankcase.
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CHECKING WEAR OF
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CHECKING WEAR OF
ENGINE COMPONENTS
17. Wipe cranksh.6t bearing journals with a clean cloth. C’arefully inspect
the journals which employ needle-type bearings. Wear can be noted by feeling
the journal. Slight wughness or waviness indicates wear and the crankshaft
Check Point
stluutd be repwed.
When the cr:mkshaft journal is a plain bearing. it should be measuredwith
a micrometer. Rt.fer to the Crankshaft Measurement section in Four-Stroke
Cyck 0verh;:ul for information on measuring crankshaft journals. Compare the
measmements iz the manufactorer’s specifications. If they exceed the masimum acceptabte wwr. the crankshaft should be replaced. If the mawfactorer’s
data are nor available. .OOI can be cwsidered the maximum out-of-round
which is acceptahte. Record the crankshaft out-of-round and taper in the Data
Block.
1X. Inspect the cylinder for wear and scoring. Some two-cycle engines
utiIix a chrome-plated cylinder. ft’ the chrome has “worn through.” the cytindrr should be replaced. If the cylinder is scored. il should be replaced.
Check the cylinder for wear and taper by taking measurements with a
tetescoping gauge and micrometer. For additional information on cylinder
measurements, refer to the Cylinder Measurement section in Four-Stroke Cy
cle Overhaul. Compare the measurements to determine out-of-round and 1aper. Check the manufacturer’s specifications for the maximmii atlowable
taper and wear. Kecord the information in the Data Block.
If the wear or taper exceeds the muximmn. the cylinder should be bored
or honed oversize. The cylinder resizing should be done by a machine shop
equipped to perform this machining. Check the availability of an overall jiis
ton and rings before reconditioning the cylinder. In some instances it may be
more economical to replace the cylinder rather than have it reconditioned.
DataBlack

Driwend mainjwrnal out-ot:round
Magneto-endmainjournal out-of-round
Connectingrod journal out-of-round
Drive-endmainjournal taper
Magnetoendjournal taper
Conawing rod taper
Cylinderwear
Cylinderout-of-round
Cylindertaper
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TON PIN AND
CONNECTING ROD CHECKS

REMOVING

PISTON PIN

CHECKING FOR
PISTON PIN WEAR

INSPECT BEARING
FOR WEAR

SURFACES

Pits

CHECKING

PISTON PIN WEAR

Flat Spots

CAREFULLY
EXAMINE
BEARING ROLLERS
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PISTON PIN AND
CONNECTING ROD C

19. Piston pin wear can be checked by holding the piston firmly in one
hand while attempting to “rock” the rod with the other hand. The rod most
be “rocked” in line with the piston pin. It is normal for the rod to slide freely
across the piston pin. Do not confuse this with piston pin wear.
If Iaasenessis detected, the piston pin should be removed. Before removing the pin, note identifying marks or mark the piston and rod with a punch
mark so that they can be reassembledproperly. Kemove the piston pin retainer with small nose pliers and remove the piston pin. Be careful that none of
the rollers is lost on units which utilize a needle-type bearing.
Examine the piston pin and connecting rod pin bore for scoring or roughness.Any component that is scored should be replaced.
Measure the piston pin and the connecting rod bore with a micrometer.
On a model that utilizes a plain-type bearing at the pin, the clearance
b:etweenthe piston pin and the connecting rod pin bore should not exceed
.002 on most engines.
Oversize pins are available from some manufacturers. When an oversize
pin is being installed, the rod and piston must be reamed or honed to achieve
the proper fit.
Check Point -_--...-.-,.20. Inspect the connecting rod bearing for scoring and wear. The bore
can be measured with a telescoping gauge and micrometer to find its size. Campare the measurement to the manufacturer’s specification ta dctermhw wear.
Ifo,vrr LEO5 wear is present, the rod should be replaced.
On a model that utilizes a needle bearing in the rod, carefully examine !hc
rod or the insert for roughness. If roughness is present, replace the component.
inspect the rod bearing needles for pits and flat spots. If either is present, the
Check Point ______~
complete set of needles should be replaced.
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PISTON PIN AND
CONNECTING ROD CHECKS

19. Piston pin wear can be checked by holding the piston firmly in one
hand while attempting to “rock” the rod with the other hand. The rod must
be “rocked” in line with the piston pin. It is normal for the rod to slide freely
across the piston pin. Do not confuse t!ris with piston pin wear.
If loosenessis detected, the piston pin should be removed. Before removing the pin, note identifying marks or mark the piston and rod with a punch
nutrk so that they can be reassembledproperly. Remove the piston pin retainer with snrall nose pliers and remove the piston pin. Be careful that nom of
the rollers is Iost on units which utilize a needle-type bearing.
Examine the piston pin and conncctih~grod pin bore for scoring or roughness.Any component that is scored should be replaced.
Measure the piston pin and the connecting rod bore with a micrometer.
On a model that utilizes a plain-type bearing at the pin. the clearance
between the piston pin and the connecting rod pin bore should not exceed
.002 on most engines.
Oversize pins are available from some manufacturers. When an oversize
pin is being installed, the rod and pislon must be reamed or honed to achieve
Check Pohrt ~~.
.~,~~~-~
~~_~~_.~
~~~~~~~-.~~
the proper fit.
20. inspect the connecting rod bearing for scoring and wear. The bore
can be measured with a telescoping gauge and micrameter to fhrd its size. Compere the measurement ta the manufacturer’s specification IO determine wear.
If Over .OOQ5wear is present, the rod should be replaced.
On a model that utilizes a needle bearing in the rod, carefully examine the
rod or the insert for roughness. If roughness is present, replace the component.
htspect the rod bearing needles for pits and flat spots. If tither is present, the
Check Point -.-.--~~..-..,.,.,
-.-..~
complete set of needles should be replaced.
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PISTON CHECKS

Scored Piston

CHECKING

PISTON RING GROOVE

CLEANING CARBON FROM THE
RING GROOVES WITH A
BROKEN PISTON RING

PREPARING TO tNSTALL
CONNECTING
ROD ON
THE PISTON

THE

WEAR

~i;~ PISTON CHECKS

,‘:‘,
,~,
,,,~
:

‘i: ,:,:
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21. Carefnily examine the piston for scoring and wear. If a two-cycle
engine is operated on fuel with no oil added, the piston will score very quickly.
If too much oil or a tow-grade oil is added to the fuel, carbon will build up
quickly in the exhaust port. This excessive carbon can cause scoring of the
piston.
A badly scored piston should be rcpktced. To verify the wear of a piston,
measure it with a micrometer and compare the measurements to the manufao
turds speciticittions.
22. If the piston is not scored or worn, it can be reused. Remove the
piston rings with a piston ring expander. The piston ring grooves must be cleaned thoroughly.
Many manufacturers use “pins” or wires to prevent the piston
rings from turning on the piston. Either remove the pins or wires or use extreme caution when cleaning the ring grooves. Clean all carbon from the grooves
with a piston ring groove cleaner or a broken piston ring. If a broken ring is
used, grind the end of the ring square so that the carbon in the base of the
groove cm be removed.
23. Check the ring groove wear by placing a new ring in the groove and
measuring the side clearance with a feeler gauge. The side clearance measurcment~ shouhtbe checked against the manufacturer’s specificrrtions. If the manu,: facturer’s data are not available, -006 is considered maximum side clearance on
many enghrcs. If the ring side clearance is excessive, the piston should be rcplaced.
Check Point ______,._ .~~~~~
24., Install the piston on the connecting rod. (Match the punch or idcntifying,marks on the rod mtd the piston.) Be certain that the rod and p,iston are
‘,,s.%sembled so that when installed in the engine the long slope of the piston is
on,the exhaust port side of the cylinder. When installing the piston pin retainem, make certain that the retainer ring opening is toward the top of the piston.
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PISTON RING CHECKS AND
INSTALLATION

Ctcantiness is most important when reassembling an engine. Make certain
that the work area tools, component parts, and your hands arc clean before beginning the rcasscmbly of the cnginc.
25. Clean all engine parts in solvent. Slow the excess solvent from
the parts with compressed air and lay each part on a clean work surface.
26. Check the ring end gap of the new piston rings in the cylinder.
ALWAYS INSTALL
NEW PISTON RINGS. Position the ring squarely in
the cylinder and measure the gap between the ring ends with a feeler gauge.
Check the manufacturer’s data for acceptable end gap. If these data are not
available, .COS is considered the minimum gap. If the gap is less than the
minimum or ,005, check to be certain that the rings are the proper ones
for the engine. On some models the end gap can be filed with a file to achieve proper clearance. Generally the gap should not exceed ,020.
27. Carefully install the rings on the piston. Use a piston ring expander for this operation. If no ring expander is available, carefully place
the rings on the piston. Install the lower piston ring first. If the piston has
pin or wire retainers, be careful ro position the ring properly over the rctainer. The pin rctaincrs or wire prevent the ring from rotating to a position whcrc the end of the <hip wauld catch in the cylinder port.
Check Point ~~,~~~
,,.,,.,,._
_ ~~ .~~,~~.,
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SEAL REPLACEMENT AND
CRANKSHAFT INSTALLATION

28. Remove thr old seals from the crankcase and/or crankcase covers
with ;I large screwdriver.
29. Install new crankshaft seals with a seal installation
tool or a block
of wood. Be certain that the lip of the seal is toward the inside of the ~‘nginc. /\‘~rrt*: On some engines which employ needle-type main bearings, the
seal is il&dicd
after the bearings arc in place in the crankcase and armature
30. Wipe the main bearing of the block and lubricate it with SAE 20,
SE oil. Wipe the crankshaft clean, oil with &m motor oil, and install it io
the crankcase. BE CAREFUL that the oil seal is not damaged as the shaft
is installed. On models with loose-needle bearings, coat the nccdlcs with
Vaseline or other low-melting temperature grease to keep the rollers in place
while the crankshaft is being installed.
31. Position the piston assembly in place. Be certain that the piston
is positioned identical to its position before disassembly. If a rod “liner” is
used, position the liner in the connecting rod. Place one-half of the loose
needles in the connecting rod. Keep the needles in place with grease and
pull the rod into place ou tha crankshaft. Position the remaining needle
bearings in the cap or on the crankshaft and install the connecting rod cap.
Make certain that the match marks ou the rod and rod cap are aligncd. Carefully tighten the rod bolts until they arc .s,rug. DO NOT TIGHTEN
THE CONNECTING
ROD BOLTS AT THIS TIME.
Note: On engines with a plain-type rod bearing, disregard the above
Check Point .~~.~~~~~~_~~
--..... ,.,_
needle bearing instructions.
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CYLINDER AND CRANKCASE
REASSEMBLY

32.

Place the cylinder-crclnkcase

gasket on the crankcase. Be wwri~r

rltor rk pwt it&~ ure properly uligtrrd.
33. Apply a liberal coat of oil to the piston and piston rings. Position the rings piopcrly over the retainers on pistons so designed. On engines without pins, stagger the rings so that the end gaps are not in line
with each other XKI are not in alignment with the cylinder ports. Inst;ili
a ring compressor over the rings. Wipe the cylinder clean, apply a liberal
coating of oil, and slide the cylinder (jug) over the piston.
34. Tighten the connecting rod bolts to the proper torque specifications with ;L torque wrench. Bend the lock tabs around the rod bolts or
nuts. Rotate the crankshaft to be cert;iin that there is no binding.
35. Install the armature plate or crankcase cover with ii new gasket
between the cover and the crankcase. Apply grease to the needle bearings
to hold them in place if this type bearing is employed. Be c:arc~itl that the
new crankshaft seal is not damaged when sliding the cover into place. A
film of wax paper can be wrapped around the crankshaft to prevent the
seal from catching on the main bearing shoulder. Tighten the cover retaining bolts.
36. Install the reed valve reassembly ;mtl carburctar. USC new gaskets.
Be certain that the reeds arc toward the cnginc! Tighten ths reed valve and
carburetor retaining nuts or bolts.
37. Install the ignition system components and flywheel. See the
ignition Service section for details on the ignition system.
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FINAL STEPS OF REASSEMBLY

b.

38. Replace the flywheel shrouds. Reconnect the curburctor linkages
and the fuel lines.
39. Reassemble the engine on the lawnmower or powered unit and
reconnect all the control cables and mechanisms.
40. Fill the fuel tank with the proper mixture of fuel and oil.
41. Perform the basic carburetor adjustments as outlined in the Carburetor Service section.
42. Start the engine and make final carburetor adjustments.
Check Point ----.---~
43. Operate the engine under normal conditions and readjust the cap
buretor as is needed.
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!%ction VI

BATTERY AND STARTER
TESTING
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THE STORAGE BATTERY

‘:w storage battery is designed to ctiemicaily accept an electric:tl charge ;md
L t it untii needed. Batteries hove a number of characteristics and va~knt’ssL 1are usualty overlooked until it is too late. This is especially true on
’ garden equipment in which the entire ch:trging and starting circuits
:v accessories.The location of the battery is not a primary dcsign
. and is usu~~itynot located to the batteries best advantage.
Electrical power is stored chemically in the battery. The
L
,.the battery must be maintained. Do not add chemicals
:\ they will only destroy the chemical balance.
>d refill it with clean water or acid. As the battery
‘4 composition of the electrolyte solution changes.
\ ~, >!yte is determined by the state of chaage of the
. We with new would upset the battery’s
~:sof electrolyte loss. The loss is water.
*he battery to operate with II low
. ._ only :I limited area below

‘h

Wow the plates bexined.
: 1explosive gas

I-

-
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BATTERY TESTS

SELF-DISCHARGE
A common problem is dirt and moisture buildup on top of the battery which
creates a path for current flow or discharge across the top of the battery.
Check for this by connecting the negative voltmeter Icxl to the battery by
touching the positive voltmeter probe several plnccs o:~ the insnlntcd port&o
af the battery top. Any voltage found here is ;Lresult of Ieakage of current.
e‘lex~ the buttery top. Use a baking soda solution :o help remove corrosion
and acid deposits. Do not allow the baking soda solution to enter the battery.
Atways wear safety glassesand wash your hands frequently when you work
with a battery. Was,hoff any liquid that splasheson your face or arms.
SPECIFIC GRAVITY TEST
As,the battery is charged and discharged, both chemical solution and its spccitic gravity (weight) are changed. The charge of each cell can be measured with
a battery hydrometer. Hydrometers are calibrated to read correctly at 80” or
room temperature. If the test must be made at any other temperature, ii hydra
meter with a temperature correction scale must be used to get an accurate
reading.
Draw enough water into the hydrameter ta allow the bulb to float freely and
to record the reading ncctmltcly. Perform this tat on catchcell of the battery
and compare the re;tdings. A fully ch;lrgcd battery should read lneas 1.280
These rrx!ings indicate only the state at’chxgc the battery currently hits phtctd on it, A perfectly good battery wilt read low if the charging system is not
keeping it charged or if considerable cranking or accessory toad has just been
placed on it.
One really important indication is that whatever the state of charge of the
battery, all cells should read the same. The cells are connected in series and
the charge and discharge of each cell are equal. Any variation between the
readings obtained from the cells indicates bad cells and a weakened battery.
If this battery is continued in use, it will place extra load on the charging circuit and wilt have reduced cranking power.

IX.1
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‘I,,’ BATTERY CAPACITY TESTS

The battery must be able to maintain voltage during the cranking operation.
Just taking a voltage reading from a battery not in use does not tell much. A
nearly dead battery can show fidt voltage (I 2.6 volts D.C.) when no load is
connected. The true test of capacity is the abih.y to maintain voltage while
under load.
A simple battery test can be made by connecting a voltmeter across the battery while the battery is still on the equipment. The noload reading should
be 12.6 volts Observe the voltmeter and crank the engine. Crank until the
voitmeter drops to a steady hold position. Caution: Do not crank longer than
1.5seconds! The voltmeter reading should be above 9.5 volts. If the engine
cranked at a good normal speed and if the voltage remained above 9.5 volts,
the battery is satisfactory. Failure to pass this test could be caused by excessive starter draw. Check the battery by using the carbon pile method.
CARBON PILE TEST
A carbon pite is a variable load device. Connect the carbon pile in series with
an ammeter. The ammeter will indicate the amount of load being placed on
the battery by the carbon pile. Connect a voltmeter across the battery to measure the battery voltage. Adjust the carbon pile to three times the ampere-hour
rating of the battery for 15 seconds and observe the voltmeter reading. Do
not leave the load on the battery for more than 15 seconds because the battery wilt be quickly discharged. If the battery reading does not drop below
9.5 volts, the battery will provide dependable performance. If the battery
drops betow 9.0 volts, it is either defective or is not fully charged. Retest with
a hydrometer, and recharge the battery if necessary.If a fully charged battery
does not pass the test, it is defective and must be replaced.
EQUIPMENT
The ammeter and carbon pile used for this test must be able to handle three
times the ampere-hour rating of the battery being tested. Battery/Starter testem arith a D.C. voltmeter, suitable ammeter, and carbon pile are.available.
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TEST RESULTS
INDICATION

SOLUTION

Loose huld-down clar:q.

Tighten ckm~por
rep&e with new
one if necessary.
Clean with baking
soda solution.
Possible wer&rge.
Check charging
circuit.
Repair or replace.
Repair or replace
battery.
Refill with clean
water. Could be
causedby overcharging.
Check charging voltage.

Corrosion on battery
posts and clamps.
Top ofbnttery wet.

Fuyed cables.
Cracked case.
Electrolyte level low.

-.
Readings fouxd woss
top of batrery.
All cells show I.280
specific gravity.
All cells show I .280
except one.
All cells read low but
equel.
Voltege remained above
9.S volts during cranking-engirte cranked normally.
Voltage dropped below
9.0 volts.

wattcry recharged. but
voltage still drops below
9.0 volts during cranking.
Battery stays above
0.5 volts, but starter
slow or not working at
all.
Uartery voitage icinzin~
above 9.5 volts while
ammeter reads three
times battery amperehour rating.
Baxery voltage drops
below 9.0 volts.

Clean battery with
baking soda solution.
Fully charge battery.
Bad cell.battery.
Will fail soon.
Battery probably
OK. Needs charging.
Battery OK.

Battery defective
“I not fully charged.
Check battery charge
with hydrometer.
Rechargeand retoc..
IMtery defective or
starter circuil problem.
Check battery with
carbon pile.
Check starter circuit.
See page 194.

Battery OK.

Battery defective
if fully charged.
Check with hydrometer and retest.
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REWIND STARTERS
A number of rewind s&ter types are used on snull gasengines. Regardlessof

the type. they are subject to the same wear and abuse. Basically, they consist
of a pull rope, recoil spring. and an engaging mechanism. The variations occur
in the engaging mechanism. These mechanisms should be basically understood
so that weir and mechanical failures c;ln be determined. Since repair casually
consists ofjmt replucing the worn parts, detailed repair instructions are not
necessary.
DOG TYPE
The dog type engaging mechanism consists of a notched starter cup mounted
soiidly to the flywheel which turns with the flywheel at all times. Inside the
starter cup is the slarter dog which is turned by the starter rope. A brake spring
mounted under the starter dog housing causesa slight drag on the dog assembly
SWthat when the starter rope is pulled, the dogs extend, engaging the notched
starter cup. The slight drag caused by the brake spring also causesthe dogs to
retract out of the w&y of the spinning starter cup when the spring rewinds the
starter.
FRfCTlON SHOE TYPE
The friction shoe type utilizes cam action to engagethe friction shoe against
a smooth starter cup. As with the dog type, a brake spring creates a slight drag
on the shoe unit holding the shoes from turning until the cam under the shoes
moves, pushing the shoes out against the starter cup engaging the starter rope
with the flywheel.
BA,LL TYPE
When the engine is stopped, the balls roll down the inclined ramp to the center pawl. When the rope is pulled, the center paw1 catches one of the balls and
locks it against the starter cup engaging the paw1 with the starter cup. As soon
as the engine starts, crntrifugaf farce carries the halls out hito the recessesand
they continue to iurn with the engine. The paw1 remains stopped with the rewind rope. This type screws OMJ th,e crankshaft and requires a special tool (see
Flywheel Removal) to remove, The ears cast on the starter cup are easily broken off if a hammer is used to loosen the starter assembly. The entire assembly
slides on over the extended crankshaft and is removed as an assembly. On clder models the unit is held together by a large snap ring which is easily pried
out. Newer units are sealed. The sealed cover may be removed by using a small
chisel to pry off the retainer cover. Do not use a screwdriver because it will be
necessaryto strike it with a hammer to remove the cover and most screwdrivers
were not intended to be struck with a hammer and they may explode.
When replacing the ball type starter unit, be sure that it slips freely over the
extended crankshaft end because the crankshaft must turn inside the starter
pawl. Failure of the shaft to turn freely inside the paw1 wilf cause the starter
to “catch” occasionally making a loud scratching sound. Pc!ish the shaft as
needed to remove burrs and rust so that the assembly slides freely on the shaft.
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REWIND STARTERS CONTINUED

MPULSE W!NDUP TYt’E
The windup starter uses one of the clutches described previously, but it allows
the spring to be wound up tight while the tlywheel is held locked in place by
a Iocking pawt. A fold-up hundle ratchets around the crankshaft gear while the
spring is being wound up. Once the spring is securely wound, the lock is released
&awing the spring to crank the engine. On older types the lock paw1 tended
to wear 21groove in the aluminum flywheel resulting in partial “releaw”
of the
flywheel while trying to wind the spring. Remounting the lock mech;;nism so
that it en&$tgrs the flywheel at ;Ldifferent point is sometimes possible or the tlywheel may he repluwd. ‘The cntirc starter ;wcmbly and blower housiag can wsily and inexpensively be replaced with the conventional recoil starter. See the
manufactnrw’s
literature f<>r spring rewinding instructions for their model
starter.

1

VERTICAL
PULL STARTER
The vertical pull starter utilizes a starter gear that engages :t gear ring on the lly
wheel., The small starter gear is fitted on a threaded shrift. The first partial pull
o,f the starter rope cnuses the starter gear to move do~wn the threaded shaft to
engage the flywheel ring gear. As the recoil spring rewinds the rope, the gear
moves back down the threaded shaft disengaging it from the flywheel. When
the engine starts, the flywheel spins the small starter gear in the direction thrl
quickly disengages it from the t?ywheei.
STARTER CLUTCH SERVICE
SGrrrcr clutch prohlcms usually are the rusult of woru p:wts or are c;wscd by
Wst or dirt freezing up the parts. It is no1 uswIly ;I good ide:t to put gtv;w or
oil on the starter clutch parts because it may prevent good cngagwcnt
and
Will, cffilect gum and dirt. If the parts are clean, free of rust, and properly aligned,
the clutch should engage firmly. Always inspect for wear and replace all bedI>worn parts. For example, replacing the notched starter cup without replacing
worn, rounded starter dogs would soon cause the cup notches to wear out
again. Replacement parts are usually inexpensive and ensure good operation.
If several parts are badly worn, consider replacing the entire starter unit.
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ELECTRIC STARTER - BENDIX DRIVE

The electric starter is shnihar to the D.C. generator in that it has a field wound
on field pole shoes and a turning armature that is connected to the circuit
through the commutator and brushes. Generally, the armature winding is much
heavier wire to allow greater current flow and thus develop the great torque
needed to turn the engine. Small gas engines do not pose the same problems as
does the high-compression automotive engine. In additon to being much smaller, most small gas engines incorporate some type of compression releasetechnique to pmvide for easy pull rope starting. Speed reduction and torque increaseare achieved by the very small starter pinion gear meshed with the large
flywheel ring gear. Reductions of up to 2&l are achieved.
The starter is most commonly engaged to the flywheel by a Bendix type drive
that utilizes a spring loaded pinion gear fitted to a threaded shaft. The sudden
start of the starter motor causesthe pirtion gear to thread itself out on the shaft
until it hits the stop washer. Then the @iniongear must turn with the startermotor. As the pinion gear moves out on the shaft, it becomes meshed with the
flywheel ring teeth. Now the starter motor is driving the flywheel through the
pinion gear. When the engine starts, the spinning flywheel ring gear will “spin”
the phtion gear back down the threaded shaft out of the ,way of the flywheel
ring gear.
The starter is mounted securely to the engine by mounting flanges on either the
side or end of the starter. Since the engine block may be made of cast aluminum
and the size of the starter motor may be small, the mounting bolts may be a problem.,If a large wrench is used, the bolts may easily be overtightened and the
threads stripped. Also, becauseof the vibration encountered, the bolts may be
come loose. If the bolts become loose, the starter will not make a good electrical
connection to the engine ground or may allow the pinion gear to move away
from the flywheel ring gear causing improper meshing of the gear teeth.
Bendix drives may fail becauseof dirt, wear, or improper mounting. Duty and
worn Bendix drive units usually allow the starter motor to spin free without
engaging the flywheel. The Bendix drive is easily replaced.
if the starter is not mounted fumly or not correctly aligned, the pinion gear
may bind when meshing with the flywheel ring gear causing starter drag. This
will cause slow starter operation or will cause the starter to be locked completely.
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ELECTRIC STARTER TESTS

Starter circuits can be quickly checked with a D.C. voltmeter for the voltmeter
can be connected withcut disconnecting any circuit components.
First, test the battery v&age. Connect the voltmeter as shown in Test 1. Observethe battery voltage. It should be either 6.3 volts or 12.6 volts. Record
the reading below. Push the starter switch and observe the battery voltage. Record the reading.
TEST 1

Battery voltage with no load.
Battery voltage with starter
switch being held. -

If the battery voltage remains the same or falls very little and the starter fails
to crank the engine, either the switch, starter, or wiring is not making a comptete circuit connection. Continue with voltmeter Tests 2, 3,4, and 5.
If the battery voltage falls below 4 volts for a 6-volt battery or 8 volts for a
12-v& battery, either the battery is not up or a short exists in the starter circuit. Test the battery. (See Battery Tests.)
TEST 2

Meter reading with no load. ----Meter reedinf :vith $&or
s=#itchbeing held. -

Test 2 checks the switch and cables. Before cranking, the voltmeter will read
the battery voltage, the same as Test 1. When the starter switch is engaged, the
voltmeter should drop to zero or less than one-half volt. If the voltmeter does
not drop down when the switch is engaged,a loss is occurring in the switch or
cables.
TEST 3

Voltage across switch before contact. I___-“-_
Voltage across switch with switch
being held. -

To check the switch only, connect the voltmeter across the switch terminals as
shown in Test 3. Again, the meter will read the battery voltage until the switch
is engaged.When the switch is engaged, the meter should drop to near zero
volts. Failure to drop to less than one-half volt indicates a bad switch.
If Test 2 showed a loss that Test 3 did not show, the loss occurred in a cable or
connection. Tests 4, 5, and 6 will show cable loss while cranking. Any reading
indicates loss. Locate the loss and correct it. Corroded terminals or bad connections could cause loss. Test as shown in Tests 7 and 8. These tests are made
with the starter switch engaged. Any reading indicates loss.
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STARTER-GENERATOR
The operation of the combination starter-gcnenltor refers to the purpose of the
cutout relay in the reguhttor unit. When the output voltage of the generator becomes less than the voltage of the battery, the current stops Ilowing in the dhectiwn that charges the battery and it begins to ITow back through the gencratot
ammture winding. The field and the armature are both now battery powered.
The magnetic fields produced by the field windings and the armature are now
like magnetic poles and are therefore repelling each other causing the armature
to attempt to turn to align the magnets. The generator is now acting as a motor.
During generator operation the cutout relay opens when the generator output
fills and it prevents the generator from “motoring.”
A smrter s,witch connected to bypass the cutout relay makes the generator beco,mea starter motor when desired. The starter switch connects the armature
directly to the battery plus while the other armalure brush is connected directty to the engine ground (battery negative). This makes both the field windings
and the armature winding full strength for maximum starting torque.
The starter-generator is usually belt driven to the engine. The engine pulley is
larger to decrease the speed and increase turning torque while starting. ‘The belt
must be kept at correct tightness to crank the engine satisfactorily. Once the
engine starts, the generator and regulator operate as described in the generator
section.
A solenoid switch and ignition key may be used instead of the heavy starter
switch. Keep in mind here that since a great deal of power is needed to crank
the engine, heavy current flow is needed in the starter switch circuit. On the
solenoid switch the starter switch is engagedelectrically. The ignition key engagesthe starter switch.
Notice that the ignition key in the STAKT position connects the solenoid coil
to the battery positive for cranking. In the OFF position the key shorts the
ignition primary winding to the engine ground and prevents the points from
creating a spark and thus stops the engine. (See Ignition section.) Catrtion:
This switch cannot be replaced with an automotive switch becausean nutomotive switch connects the ignition terminal to the battery positive instead of
to the grottnd. The magneto and switch would be burned out immediately.
The ammeter is also bypassed during the cranking operation and will not read
the cranking current. The current needed for cranking is in excessof the cap
ability of the meter and would cause meter damage. The charge from the reguiator to the battery will show on the ammeter, as will flow from the battery
to an accessory load. On some units there is an accessory terminal on the
regulator.
1
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STARTER-GENERATOR TESTS

Starter-generator units are tested as separate units. The charging function is
tested as any generator unit. (See Generator Tests.) On these units it is usually
advisable to check the s,tarter function first since the starter and generator are
the same unit. If it will crank the engine, then it should also charge and if it
u&II crank the engine but will not charge, the problem is likely in the external
wiring or the regulator unit.
A frequent ciluse of failure of these systems is the drive belt. Check the pulleys

to make sure that a smooth vee belt has not been placed on a unit designed for
a notched belt. Check the belt tightness. It should not deflect more than onequarter of an inch with normal thumb pressure. If the belt has been slipping
and has become glared, replace it. The new belt will need retightening after a
few hours of operation and certainly after each operating season. If the unit is
used two seasonssuch as mowing in summer and snow plowing in winter, the
belt tightness should be checked each season.
VOLTMETER BATTERY TEST
Indication of starting or charging problems may be detected by connecting a D.C.
voltmeter to the battery as shown on the next page. When connected to a
battery on aunit not running, the voltmeter should read 12.6 or 6.3 volts
indicating a nermaf battery voltage. Observe the voltmeter carefully while
cranking the engine. The meter should stay above 4 volts for a (,-volt battery
and above 8 volts for a 12-v& battery. Once the engine is running, the voltmeter will indicate charging voltage. If the battery comes above the initial
reading of 6.3 or 12.6 volts, the unit is charging. The amount of charge will
be indicated on the ammeter if there is one. If there .sn’t an ammeter, one
can be connected as shown by placing it in the battery cable at the regulator
battery terminal. At half throttle, voltage readings should not exceed 7.5
vofts or 15 volts.
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STARTER-GENERATOR TESTS

STARTER-G
PROBLEM

IERATOR TESTS
CAUSE

Starter spins but does not
turn emine.

Loose belt. Glazed belt.
Wrong type belt.

Battery does nut stay
fully charged.

Loose belt.
Rechargebattery. If starter functions
OK, fuir is in wiring or regulator. See
Generator Test section. Test as for any
generam.

Battery stays,fully charged
but will not crank or cranks
slowly.

Problem in the starter switch circuit.
Check starter switch and wiring as
described in Starter Test section.

Voltage drops below 4 volts on a
6.vott system or 8 volts on t2wtt
system when cranking.

Eattery defective or not fully
charged. Starter shorted.

Battery voltage remajtls
unchanged when starter switch
is pushed. Charging circuit OK.

Defective starter switch, loose or
cxroded connection, defective
ground on battery or starter.

Battery voltage drops too low
when cranked. Voltage does (not
rise abave battery normal after
ellglne starts.

Battery discharged because of
no charging circuit ou$xt.
Check charging circl;it. Ste
Generator Tests.
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MAGNETS

There are three busie types of magnets: natural magnets, pemanent magnets,
and electromagnets. The magnetic fields set up by these magnets are alike,
thzatis, they each have a north pole and a south pole. They differ only in the
way in which the magnetic field is produced and retained. Since unlike magnetic poles attract, the south pole of a permanent magnet is attracted to the
north pole of a D.C. electromagnet just as it would be to the north pole of
another permanent magnet.
NATURAL MAGNETS
The Earth is itself a natural magnet becauseit has a definite north and south
magnetic pole. Some ores are also natural magnets. Since they are not strong
enough or dumble enough for use on small gasoline engines, natural magnets
will not be discussed further.
PERMANENT MAGNETS
Permanent magnets are no more or less permanent than a lady’s permanent
wave. Permanent magnets are man-made and can be destroyed at any time.
Hardened steel can be magnetized and will retain its magnetism for a long period if it is handted properly. Special alloy magnets now available have extremely long lives.
A screwdriver is a good example. The hardened blade of a screwdriver may become magnetized and will remain magnetized for many years. Same screwdrivers are purposely magnetized to help hold screws or to pick up objects. A screw
driver so magnetized is a permanent magnet.
Good permanent magnets are usually in the form of a bar or horseshoe. Like
natural magnets, they have a definite north and south magnetic pole. A strong
attraction exists betiveen the north and sou:h magnetic poles which causes
lines of force to be set up between the poles. Study the diagrams on lines of
force on the opposite page.
DESTROYING THE PERMANENT MAGNET
Magnetism in a hardened steel permanent magnet is a result of moleculer alignment. The mulecuies may be returned to their normal random arrangement
and thusdestroy the magnetism, Permanent magnets such as flywheel magnets
may be destroyed by a sharp blow, for example, by dropping, heating, or by
exposing them to alternating current magnetic fields such as large electric
motors.
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ELECTROMAGNETS

When electric current is passedthrough a wire, a magnetic field surrounds the
wire. The illustration at the left shows how soft iron tilings will be attracted
in a circular pattern to a wire carrying current. A coil of wire made up of seversl turns wound closely and cantinuously will produce a strong magnetic field.
The magnetic field produced by each turn of wire adds to the magnetic field
produced by all the other turns of wire to form a single strong field around the
coil. As with the natural magnet and the permanent magnet, the electromagnet
will have a north and south pole. Reversing the battery terminals will reverse
the current flow through the coil and will reverse the north and south poles.
if the coil is wound on a soft iron core, the magnetic field will become concentrated and much stronger. Most electromagnetic devicesused on engines (the
ignition coil, generator, and alternatorj have coils of wire wound on laminated
s,teelto improve the magnetic strength. The laminated layers of steel are insulated from each other to prevent currents through the core which would decreasethe magnetic strength and produce heat. Sometimes rust will bridge across
these laminations and will seriously cut the efficiency of the electromagnet.
The strength of the magnetic field surrounding a wire is dependent on the amount
of current flowing through it. The strength of the magnetic field around a coil
of wire depends on:
1. The size of wire used. The larger the wire size, the easier it is for the
current to flow. Thus, more current Row and a stronger magnet are
produced.
2. The number of turns of wire. Since the magnetic field of each turn
of wire adds to that of the adjacent turns, more turns of wire will
produce a stronger magnet.
3. Increase of the voltage to the coil. Increasing the electrical pressure
(voltage) will cause more current to flow. If the voltage is increased
to the point that the current flow exceedsthe wire size, the coil will
. heat up causing damage to the coil.

An Electromagnet Usually Has a Soft Iron
Core. When the Power Is Turned off, The
Magnet Is Dead.

D.C. Generators Are Designed So That
Residual Magnetism Remains After the
Field Coils Are Turned off. This Makes
the Generator Self-exciting.
It Can Start
Charging Without Help from the Battery.
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RESIDUAL MAGNETISM

Note that in making an electromagnet a soft iron core was used. A soft iron
core will act to concentrate the magnetic fields satisfactorily, but it will lose
its magnetic characteristics as soon as the current stops flowing. It is usually
desirable to have an electromagnet that will shut off completely when the
current flo-Y is stopped, for example, one used to load scrap iron. If the coil
is wound on a core that has been hardened, the hardened core will retain
some of the magnetic strength of the electromagnet. This remaining magnetism is referred to as residual magnetism.
If the core is sufficiently hardened, it wili become a permanent magnet, that
is, it will retain considerable magnetic strength after the current flow in the
winding has been stopped. If not destroyed, this remaining magnetisrfi could
remain for severalyears.
The pole shoes of a D.C. generator retain some of the magnetic strength of
the field coils around them. This makes the generator self-exciting and makes
it possible for fhe generator to generate when it is not connected to a battery.
An automotive alWnaror usually does not have this characteristic. It will not
charge if the battery is completely dead becauseit relies on the battery to
supply the excitation or magnetic tield. If the battery is too weak to create a
magnetic field in the alternaior, the alternator will not charge.
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E CHARGING CIRCUIT
The purpose of the charging circuit is to replace the charge used from the battery while the engiw is not running and to supply cwrwt flow to electrical
units while the engine is running. The battery is an electrical storage unit that
supplies current when the engine is not running or if the load becomesgreater
rhan the gmrrex output.
The GENERATOR is a device that changes mechanical energy (rotary motion)
into elect&tt energy. The generator may be either a D.C. generator or an A.C.
gener&or (alternator) which usesdmdes to change the A.C. to D.C. if a battery
is in the circuit. Some lawn and garden tractors and motorcycles operate the
head&&s directly from the A.C. output of an alternator. In this case the engine
must be running befcrz the lights wilt operate. DC. generators and alternators
will br discussedin detail in the following pages.
The REGULATOR UNIT may consist of a voltage regulator coil, current regu&or coil, and a cutout relay, depwding on the design of the unit.
The VOLTAGE REGULATOR COlL limits the voltage output of the generator.
The generator must be capable of charging at less than maximum engine rpm. If
the generator can create from 13 to 14 volts at 2.000 rpm, the voltage could be
excessivewhen the engine is operated at 3,000 rpm or higher. Some charging
systemsrectuire a voltage regulating unit.
The CURRENT REGULAT!NC COIL limits the amount of current flow that the
generator is allowed to produce. When the battery is quite low and/or theaccessory load is heavy, the D.C. generator will try to supply more current than it was
designed to produce. This would result in overheating and bwning out of the
generator and wiring. Some charging systems have a current regulating coil in the
regulator unit or some current limiting device in the circuit. The A.C. system is
self-current regulating and does not need a ;;lrrent regola,ting coil in the regulator.
The CUTOUT RELAY is necessaryon D.C. generators to prevent the battery
charge from discharging back to the generator ,tihen the generator in not chug
ing. It disconnects the battery from the charging system when the charging
system is not charging.
An AMMETER may be placed in the wire connecting the charging circuit to the
battery. Since an ammeler measuresthe amount or current flow, the current
must be made to flow through the meter. Note i!l the diagram on the opposite
page how the ammeter is connected in the circuit so that current flow is through
the meter. The meter shown in a ZERO CENTER type. The meter will read the
D.C. current flow in either direction. If the current flow is charging the battery,
the meter will indicate the current on the charge side of zero; if Ihe battery is
being discharged, the ammeter will show the rate of discharge. Normally, the
1.
ammeter will not show the starter current draw.

.’
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CREATING CURRENT FLOW

North Pole Moving Up

North Pole Moving Down Past Wire

South Pole Moving Up

South Pole Moving Down Past Wire

LJ

Rotating
Magnet
Parmaneyt

Magnet
Small Gas Engine Flywheel

i Winding on Stationary
Armature
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I

CREATING CURRENT FLOW

Current Row was induced in the primary winding of the ignition coil by a moving magnet. The same principle is utilized in the charging system whether it is
the D.C. or A.C. type. As you recall. moving a magnet rapidly past a conductor
wil! indnce wment t&w. In the upper ilk.5t:a:ion on the opposite page, the
mA~gnetis moved rapidly pdst the conductor and the current flow will be indicated on the ammeter. If the magnet is moved back past the conductor in the
opposite direction, the current will flow back the other wa:~as indicated by
the dimction of deflection of the ammeter.
Moving a south pole past the wire will create current Row in one direction. Moving a north pole past the wire will cause current Cow in the opposite direction.
PRODUCING ALTERNATING

1

CURRENT

If the magnet were attached to a shaft and rotated, current flow would be induced in the wire first in one direction when the north pole moves past and
would be induced in the other direction as the south pole mov!:s past. This back
and forth movement of current would cause the ammeter to deflect both directions from the center zero point. If the magnet is turned fast, the meter would
not be able to deflect fast enough and would not accurately read the amount of
current flow. Damage to the meter could result. This continuous back and forth
movement of current is called ALTERNATING CURRENT (A.C.). The current
produced by a battery that is always flowing the samedirection is called DIRECT CURRENT (D.C.).
PRODUCING A STRONGER CIJRRENT

The current produced by moving the magnet past one wire would be very small.
Increasing the wire area being passedby the magnet will increase the current
flow, If the wire is wrapped into a coil, the current will be induced in each turn
of the coil The current induced in each turn of the wire adds to the current of
all the turns producing a strong current flow. Winding the coil of wire on a mminated iron core will help the passing magnet set up the magnetic lines of force
through the winding which will increase the current flow in the winding.
Typical small gas engine alternators use a seriesof coils (stator winding) mounted on a laminated ring (stator) under the tlywheel using the flywheel magnet to
induce the current flow in the stator winding. The ignition coil may or may not
be integrated into the same set of coi!s.
Keep in mind that this is alternating current at this point and is not suitable for
charging the battery because the current flow is equal in each direction and no
charging of the battery would occur.
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DIODES

Water Flow

--+x-A
aFlow in This Direction Opens Door
A Diode Acts as a Closed Switch and
Allows Current to Flow Freely in
Ons Direction

Flow in the Reverse Direction
is Blocked
But Acts as an Open Switch
and Prevents Flow in the
Reverse Direction

D

Diode Symbol
A.od:%at

hod
Ea
Reverse Connection.
Current Flow Is Blocked
by the Diode and the
Bulb Will Not Light
Forward Connection.
Current Will Flow Through
the Diode and the Bulb
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D~loDEs

A diode is a one-way electrical check valve. It permits the electrical current to
flow easiIy in one direction, but it stops the current flow in the other direction.
Just as a check vahe wiIl permit water to flow in one direction and will block
Bow In the opposite direction, a diode performs this function in an electrical
circuit.
One use for the diode as seen in the electronic ignition system is to allow current to flow freely from the charging coil to the capacitor, charging the capacitor. The diode prevents the current from flowing back through the coil trap
ping the charge on the capacitor. This is a typical use for a diode.
The dhrde might also be compared to an electrical switch that is quickly closed
so that the current can flow in one direction, but it is quickly opened to pre,vent current flow in the opposite direction.
Diodes are available in a number of shapesand sizes, depending on the job they
are performing. Diodes are rated by current capacity and maximum voltage.
The CURRENT rating is the maximum amperes the diode can passin the forward direction. Current flow in excessof this amount wig blow the diode.
The VOLTAGE rathrg determines the maximum voltage that can be applied to
,,,, the diode in the reversedIrection when no current is flowing without for&g
~z ‘, r&way acrossor brIdghtg,the diode. ,Rem,emberthat,voItage:is eledtrical pres&h-voltage ,diodes
,~;: ‘,‘~@e and ,that high voItag& capableofjumping distance:
.
‘, ‘,,~,‘,
“are very different from, those,used,in low-voltage ctrcuits. I-Ii@voltage diodes
” ‘~‘usUalIy~Iookl&e illustr&ion B on the opposite:page.
~A,JR?AT,gIKK~isnecessaryfor high-current diodes such as shown.in illustra.
: tmris A and D on,the opposite page. The type shown in A is used,on
. larger
‘,aItemators.~It is pressedinto the alternator frame or isolated heatssmk. The
‘, ,’ type shown in B isbolted to a heat conducting surface. In both casesthe heat
: ,: sink becomes part of, the circuit because there is only one connecting terminal
” on the diode.
Most diodes used,with alternators on small gas engines are like C and E on the
,,,, oppos”e page. They do not carry enough current to need a heat sink and they
: :; usuaBy fit into a clip connection for easy removal.
.~,,,,
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DIODES

Rewse Connection.
Current Flow Is Blocked
by the Diode and the
Bulb Will Not Light
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Forward Connection.
Current Will Flow Through
the Diode and the Bulb

Chart 89 (continued)

DIODES

i&ODE TEST!W
Diodes may be tested with an ohmmeter. Comxxting the lead to the diode one
way should show low re.sistance.Connecting the lead the other way should
show high resistance. If the diode shows either high or iow resisteoce both
ways. it is defective.
The circuit showing the dry cell ad light bulb connector lhrnugh a diode may
be used as,an effective diode tester. P!ace the diode in the cizxit both ways.
The bulb should tight with the diode connected one direction :miJshould not
light at all if connected the other way. If the bulb lights both ways, the diode
is shorted. If the bulb will not Light either way but will light when connected
without the diode, the diode is open. If the light glows dimly during the reverseCONNECTION, the diode is leaking and should be replaced.
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IC ALTER

Diode Allows Current to Chaige

Check Valve Allows Air
to Go into the Tire
but Cannot Leave It
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THE BASIC ALTERNATOR

Study the diagrams on the opposite page carefillly. In the upper diagram we
hltve the basic alternator. a stationary (stator) coil and :I rotating magnet (rotor). Remember that as the rotor turns, the alternating north and south poles
will cause current to flow back and forth in the circuit (,alternuting current).
The light bulb does not care that this is alternating current (A.C.) becausethe
A.C. will heat the filament and produce light just as will direct current (D.C.).
DIODE RECTIFIED OUTPUT
In the next diagram a diode has been placed in serieswith the circuit so that all
current most flow through the diode. As one magnetic pole passesthe stator
winding, it will produce current flow ill the circuit if the current flow is in the
forward direction of the diode. As the other magnetic pole passesthe stator,
it will try to induce current flow in the reversedirection to which the diode
acts as an open switch allowing no current flow. The circuit is shut off by the
Now the bulb will be lighted by pulses of current all moving in the same direction. When the current flow is all in one direction, it is called direct current
(D.C.). The bulb is now operated on pulses of DC. In this circuit A.C. has been
changed to pulsating D.C.; this is called rectifying. The diode is one type of
rectifier that will change A.C. to D.C.
CHARGING THE BATTERY
When this circuit is connected to a battery, the pulses of D.C. can be used to
charge the battery. Notice that the diode is placed in the circuit in reverseto
battery polarity. The battery cannot discharge through the diode and coil. The
diode is placed so that the current can flow in the direction that charges the
battery but cannot flow in the direction that will discharge the battery.
Compare the illustration of the tire pump with the simple alternator above.
When the pump pressure becomes greater than the tire pressure, the air moves
through the check valve into the tire. -4s the pump moves back up, the air is
prevented from coming back out of the tire by the check valve (enlarged). The
back and forth movement of the pump is changed into a one-way movement
of air by the check valve.
When the voltage in the stator becomes greater than the voltage of the battery,
the current will flow, charging the battery. When the current tries to flow ihe
other direction in the stator, which would discharge the battery, the diode
acts as an open switch and prevents the current flow.
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LOW CURRENT ALTHIN
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LOWCURRENTALTERNATOR
Typicttl chw&ng systems use the engine as one side of the electrical circuit.
This is called the grounded side Compare the two circuit diagrams. On both
diagrams, a complete circuit exists from the hatiwy negative (-) terminai to
the stator coil. to the diode, and to the battery positive (+) terminal. Using
the engine as one side of the circuir eliminates some of the wiring and reduces
confusion for there are fewzr wires to keep straight and less danger of hooking something up backward as the engine block is always the same as the hattery negative terminal. On some older cars and tractors. the battery was reversed and the engine (entire chassis)became the same as the battery positive terminal. They were referred to as posiiirv ground sys?ems. It is important to check this out before removing the battery cables or attempting any
tests m the circuit.
‘The low current alternator diagram shows two charging coils mounted under
the flywheel. The flywheel magnet. or magnets. induces current flow in each
of the coils as it passes.Note that each coil has one lead connected to the
eng,ineground which in turn is connected to the battery negative terminal. The
other lead from each coil is connected through its diode to a common fuse and
to the battery positive terminal.
As the flywheel magnet passescharging coil No. I, the current flow induced
one direction in the coil is passedthrough diode No. 1 to charge the battery.
The current flow induced in the opposite direction is blocked by the diode.
The magnet continues on, inducing A.C. current in coil No. 2. Diode No. 2
allows current Row to charge the battery and blocks the reverse flow.
This is an alternator typically used on lawn and garden tractors. It is simple,
inexpensive, and trouble free if it is not abused.
Since charging coils are quite small, they limit the output of the system. Since
the output is limited, it is not likely that the battery will become overcharged
during use; thus, no voltage regulator is supplied with this system. If the ongine is operated for long periods of time without restarting. the battery will be
overcharged by the system. The first symptoms of overchz-giny v+# usually he
excessivewater consumption by the battery. Removing one of the diodes will
cut the charging system output and will prevent overcharging during extended
engine operation. If the engine is used only for short periods calling for frequent starter use, an additonal battery charge may be necessary occasionally.
Since the alternator is an A.C. current device, it is self-current regulating and
no current regulating device is needed as with DC. generators. DC. ~:rsethe
diodes prevent the return of the battery current to the alternator when the
altemai~nris not is use, a cutout relay is not needed.
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FLYWHEEL ALTE NATOR
SYSTEM TESTING
Although tlywhrel altemutor systems wry somewhat. they are similar in operation and lend thanselves to somr common tests. Many of the components
have been molded into moduies which if found defective by simple tests must
be replaced.

OUTPUT VOLTAGE TEST
Before starrin_e the engine, connect a D.C voltmeter

that will read at least I6
volts to the battery termin&.
Read the battery voltage carefully and record.
Battery volts with engine stopped (should be 12.6 volts)

Crank the engine l- Wetly. Recheck the battery volts.
Battery volts after short loud (should he 12.6 vclts)

Start the engine. Xlow the engine to run at 3.000~-3,600 rpm war wide open
for one minute. CAUTION:
Do not rev an unloaded engine. Read the battery
voltage while the engine is still running 3,000&3.600 rpm.
Battery voltage, et&t! running rated rpm

TEST RESULTS

PKOBLEM

Battery volts before running an 12.6 volts
UI higher. If higher, probably the battery
has recently been charged.
Battery v&r are less than 12.6.

Check hatwry. See
Rattcry ‘Tut section.

While the en&e is running, the battery
volts are hi&r tharl b&re runniny.

Clrarging circuit OK.

Battery wits do not increase after engine
has been run 3,600 rpm for one minute.

Pwrble charging
circuit problem.

Battery volts during rmidng are 15 volts
or higher.

Overcharging. If it is
an unregulated unit,
remwe one diode during
extended operation.

Battery volts increase, by,,;battery
becomes discharged periodically.

Reducci! output. C-beck
dioties and perform
ammeter rest. Possibly
ik.? unit is being started
frequently. Boost chargt
batterv neriodicallv.
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FLYWHEEL ALTERNATOR
SYSTEM TESTING
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FLYWHEEL ALTERNATOR
SYSTEM TESTING

AMMETER OUTPUT TEST
An ammeter can be used to determine the amount of charge being placed on
the battery. Connect a D.C. AMMETER (available at automotive stores) in
serieswith the charging lead. Remove the charging lead from the rectifier. Clip
one lead from the ammeter to the rectifier output and the other lead to the
battery charged lead. The output current will now flow through the ammeter.
Bring the engine speed to 3,600 rpm and observe the ammeter reading. Look
carefully. A very low output may be difficult to detect on a 30-ampere meter.
If little or no output is observed, use an automotive headlamp (GE No. 4001)
as a battery load. Connect the lamp directly to the battery terminals with test
leads. Again, brir.g the engine to 3,600 rpm and read the ammeter carefully.
Failure to produce output indicates charging circuit problem. Continue the
charging circuit tests.
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FLYWHEEL ALTERNATOR
COMPONENTTESTING
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FLYWHEEL ALTERNATOR
COMPONENTTESTING
As you hzve seen on the diagrams of the simple flywheel alternator, there are
no friction causing, moving parts and unless abused, they usually cause no
trouble. Components such as the fuse and the diodes will take very little abuse.
A loose wire or terminal cnn make momentary opens or shorts in the circuit
which could blow the fuse or diodes. A visual check of leads, plugs, terminals,
and the clip-in mountings may reveal such a problem.
To check the fuse, remove it from the fuse holder and test for continuity with
an ohmmeter. If nn ohmmeter is not available, a small light bulb and battery
can be used. A good continuity tester can be made by soldering test leads to a
bulb. Plncing the fuse in question in series with the bulb and battery so that
the current must flow through the fuse to light the bLI-7 will determine if the
fuse is still good (continuous). Clean the fuse and fuse holder terminals before
replacing the fuse. Use emery paper or fine sandpaper if necessaryro assure
good contact.
Check the diodes with an ohmmeter or battery and test light as shown. In one
direction, the diode should read ZERO ohms. Reverse the diode and the meter
shonid read infinity or high resistance. If the diode is connected in series with
a test lamp and battery, the lamp should light when connected one direction
and should not light when reversed. If the diode symbol is printed on the diode,
or if the polarity is marked, the lamp should work as shown in the bottom two
illustrations.
MOPE TESTRESULTS

CAUSE

Coniinuiry onedirection.No continuity
whenreversed.

Gooddiode.

Condnuityboth directions.
No continuity eitherdirection.
Continuity onedirection.Some
continuity whenreversed.Low
meterreadingor iampglow.

Shorteddiode.Replace.
Opendiode.Replace.
Leakingdiode.Replace

Clean the diode contacts the s&meway as the fuse contacts. Check all wires
and connections. When replacing covers make sure that wires are not pinched
causing a short circuit.
To check the stator winding, use the ohmmeter or test lamp and battery to
check continuity through the coil winding. A break in a wire or a bad connection will be detected by this test. Disconnect the alternator leads from the
diodes before testing. Test each coil.
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REGULATED FLYWHEEL
ALTERNATOR
The unreeultltrd Flywheel nlten:ator will do an acceptable job of charging the
bottrry on lawn and garden equipment that is normally run for a predictable
thne between each start. As pointed out earlier, if an unregulated unit is operated for short periods or at low speeds,external recharging may be necessary
occasionally to supplement the small output of the flywheel alternator. If the
unregulated unit is operated for long periods at high rpm, the battery will be
overcharged. The REGULATED flywheel alternator overcomes these disadvantitges with increased output to recharge the battery faster and a voitage regulator to prevent overcharging.
The REGULATOR COIL is added to the charging coils. One lead from the
regulator coil is connected to the battery (+) plus lead of one of the A.C. coils.
The other lead goes to ground through the SCR. The SCR, when electrically
switched ON, allows current flow in the regulutor coil. The current flow in the
regulator coil sets up a magnetic field that opposes the A.C. coils reducing their
output. When the SCR is not ON, there is no current flow in the regulator coil
and it has no effect on the charging coils, permitting full output.
The SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIER @CR) is an electronic switch that
has no moving parts. When a small voltage is applied to the gate connection, the
SCR is turned ON. Until voltage appears at the gate, the SCR remains OFF to
current flaw through the SCR from the regulator coil to ground.
A ZENER DIODE is a very sensitive electronic device that allows a small
amount of current flow only when the applied voltage exceeds a certain level
(breakdown voltage). Zener diodes are available in a wide range of voltages.
When the voltage reaches the firing voltage of the Zener diode, the diode turns
ON (fires) allowhig current flow. In this circuit the Zener diode is connected
to battery positive. As the battery becomes charged, the voltage begins to rise
above the normal battery voltage (I 2.6 volts). The Zener diode is usually set
to fire at about 14.5 volts. When the battery voltage reaches 14.5 volts, the
Zener diode fires applying voltage to the gate of the SCR. The SCR is turned
ON permitting current flow through the regulator coil which opposes the A.C.
coils and thus reduces output.
The VARIABLE RESISTOR may be used to permit an adjustment in regu!ator
output. Changing the resistor would change the firing voltage of the Zener.
The CAPACITOR is quickly charged by the current flow through the Zener
diode to build up the voltage to cause the gate to fire the SCR.
The SCR, Zener diode, resistor, and capacitor are all molded in a compact
MODULE and are not accessible for testing. If an overcharging or undercharging condition exists, check the battery condition (see Battery Tests), check
the fuse and diodes (see Component Tests), and check physically all wires and
connections. If these are not at fault, replace the regulator module or check
the manufacturer’s literature for specific checks.
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AX. LIGHTING CIRCUIT
Flywheel Magnet
Lighting Coils

Test Lamr,

1. Test the Switch. If the

Is Defective.
2. Test the Bulb. If the
Test Lamp Lights,
Headlamp Is De?ective.

4. Test Stator O,‘tput.
3. Check the Ground. Connect
Test Lamp to Headlamp
Ground Terminal and to a
Good Ground. If Test Lamp
Lights, Ground Was Bad.
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A.C. LIGHTING CIRCUIT

Some lawn and garden tracton are equipped with a headlam that is powered
directly from A.C. charging coils. The lights are not connected to the battery
in any way. Some of these systems appear on units without battery or electric
start or they may be used with a flywheel alternator and electronic ignition.
The A.C. lighting system is completely independent of the battery charging
circuit. The charging coils are sometimes contained in the same molded module.
The A.C. lighting circuit is similar to the low output flywheel alternator except
that it does not require the rectifying diodes. The lights are operated with the
a&mating current created in the charging coils. The brightness of the headlamp
depends on engine speed. This circuit has been common on motorcycles for
severalyea*.
To test the circuit, use a l&volt test light with lead attached as for diode testing. Operate the engine at about one-half throttle with the light switch ON and
make these tests.
1. Test the switch. Connect the test lamp to the switch terminals. If the
lamp lights, the switch is defective.
2. Test the bulb. Connect the test lamp to the bulb connections. If the
test lamp lights, the bulb is defective.
3. Test for headlamp ground. Connect the test lamp to the headlamp
ground connections and to a good enghte graund. If the test lamp
lights, the headlamp is not makhtg a good ground. Inspect carefully
for bad connections and rusi. Clean all connections.
4. Test for stator output. Turn the light switch OFF. Connect the test
lamp to the charging coil lead at the light switch. Touch the other
test lamp lead to a good engine ground. If test lamp lights, the staror
is producing current and the problem is one of the above. Check wiring carefully for bad connections, frayed insulation, loose connections
or rust.
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THE GENERATOR
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THE GENERATOR

Until inexpensive and dependable diodes were available, the DC. generator
was used to create current flow for accessoriesand for recharging the battery.
The generator is somewhat the reverse of the alternator in that it has a stationary magneti field, referred to as the field, and a rotating coil (armature)
that turns within the magnetic lines of force set up by the field windings. Instead of moving the magnet past the coil of wire, the coil of wire (armature)
is turned in the magnetic field.
The FIELD is two electromagnets wound in series.When voltage is applied
to the field windings, they become strong magnets creating lines of force
through the space between them. When power to the field windings is shut
off, the field pole shoes on which the windings are wound retain some of the
magnetism (residual magnetism).
The ARMATURE consists of several turns of heavy wire that moves through
the magnetic lines set up by the field magnets. The generator output current
is induced in these windings. Since this is the output current, the wire in the
armature must be large enough to carry the output current.
The COMMUTATOR is a number of copper segmentsinsulated from each other
and fastened to an insulated hub on the armature shaft. The armature windings
are connected to the commutator segments.The output current flows through
the commutator to the brushes.
The BRUSHES are stationary and ride against the commutator providing a path
for the output current. The brushes are fixed in their relationship to the field
coils so that the brushes are always connected to the armature winding that has
the maximum current tlow.
The RECTIFYING action of the commutator and brushes keeps the current
flow going in the same direction in the brushes at all times. The output of the
generator is D.C. The armature passesboth a north pole and a south pole as it
makes one revolution; thus A.C. current is produced in the winding.
Study the diagram. Note that the side of the winding passing a magnetic pole
is always connected to the same brush. The direction of current flow induced
in that winding will always be the direction of current flow in that brush. The
action of the commutator and brushes changesAC. to D.C.
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THE GENERATOR
CHARGING CIRCUIT
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THE GENERATOR
CHARGtNG CIRCUIT

The strength of the magnetic field created by the field windings determines
the amount of current that will be induced in the armature windings at any
speed. Turning the generator faster also increasesoutput. In order to produce
a strong magnetic field, the field windings must be connected to the battery.
Trace the field winding circuit. One wire from the windings goes to the gencrcitor “F” terminal which is connected to the “1~” terminal on the regulator
unit. Inside the regulator unit the circuit passesthrough two sets of contacts
to the engine ground. These contacts are spring held in the closed position so
that the field is now connected to the battery kgative terminal through the
engine ground.
The other winding lead is connected to the positive brush which in kun is
connected to the generator “A” terminal. The generator “A” terminal is connected to the “ABM” terminal of the regulator unit where it is connected
through the cutout relay to the battery positive terminal. Note that the cutout relay prevents the current from flowing through the fieid windings while
the engine is n,ot running.
1. If the cutout relay is open. the entire’generator is disconnected
from battery positive.
2. If either the current regulator contact points or the voltkge regulator
cCI!act points open. the field windings will be disconnected from
battery negative. Opekng tither of these contacts would turn the
field OFF which would reduce the outp\ll of the generator.
The voltage regulator coil is cor..lected to the generator output. The coil is
magnetized by the generator output. When the output voltage becomes excessive, it pulls the contacts open and cuts down the field strength. Thus the generator output is reduced and the battery is protected from overcharge.
Output current passesthrough the current regulator coil. If the current flow
becomes excessive,the contacts will be pulled open. Again, the field will be
turned off and the generator output will be reduced, thus protecting the generator from overheating or burning out.
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THE GENERATOR
CHARGING CIRCUIT

Voltage Buildup Creates
Magnet In This Xinding To
Close Contacts

1

Current Flow Through
Series Winding Aids In
Holding Contacts Closed

_

z

Reverse Current Flow
From Battery To Generator
Will Reverse One Magnetic
Field Creating Opposing
Magnetic Fields Which Will
Allow The Contacts To Open

Chart 97 (continued)

THE GENERATOR
CHARGING CIRCUIT

The cutout relay is held open by the spring and is normally open when the
engine is OFF. The shunt winding of the cutout, relay is connected to sense
genemtor vottuge. When the generator voltage is equal to the battery voltage
f 12.61, the cutout relay contacts are pulled closed by the shunt winding to
connect the generator armature to the battery. Generator output current flow
through the series winding adds to the magnetic pull of the shunt winding to
help hold the cutout relay contacts closed. When the engitle is stopped and
generator voltage drops below the battery voltage, the current will momentarily flow backwards from the battery to the armature. This reverse flow through
the series winding will create Dmagnetic field which will oppose the magnetic
field of the shunt winding. This will open the cutout relay so that the battery
will not continue to discharge through the armature winding while the engine
is not running.
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GENERATOR CIRCUIT VARIATIONS
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GENERATOR CIRCUIT VARIATIONS

Although the end result is the same, some manufacturers connect the field to
the positive brush and go to ground through the regulator. This circuit is referred to as the EXTERNAL GROUND or TYPE “A” circuit. Note that the
field windings are not connected to battery positive and negative. Either the
voltage regulator contacts or the current regulator contacts can disconnect
the field winding from ground.
Some manufacturers connect the field to the grounded brush and connect the
field to positive in the regulator. This circuit has an INTERNAL GROUND for
the field and is a type “B” circuit. The regulator controls the field on the positive side of the circuit.
Whether the generator has a type “A” or type “B” circuit must be determined
before tests are made. If a label cm the generator or regularor does not specify
this, consult the owner’s manual or if the manual is not available, remove the
generator end frame and determine whether a wire from the field windings is
cannected to the positive or grounded brush.
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GENERATOR CIRCUIT VARIATIONS

Current
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Chart 98 (continued)

I

GENERATOR CIRCUIT VARIA

Some equipment nunufxturws connect the batteries’ POSlTlVE terminal to
the engine ground instead of to the negative terminal. Be sure to check this before removing the buttery or making any tests on the ch;lrging circuit.
POLAR:ZING

Wheneverleads have been disconnected from a generator for any reason, the
gener&x should be polarized. This mans briefly running the current flow
throngb the Geld windinys to make sure that the pole shoes arc correctly magnetized. Reversed polarity may result in arcing and burning of the regulator
contacts. On ii type “A” circuit momentarily connect a jumper wire from the
73” or battery ttwniaat of the regulator unit to the “A” or armature terminal.
A quick touch is all that is needed. A small spark may bc visible.
On a type “B” circuit it is necessaryto wmove the “F” or field wire from the
regulator terminal and momentarily touch it to the “B” or battery termimd.
Polarizr the gener,itor after the leads are reconnected and before the engine is
started. Do not attempt to polarize alternators.
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THEGENERATORANO
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No Moving Parts
to Wear Out
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Regulator
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Unit
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THEGENERATORAND
ALTERNATOR COMPARED
GENEKATOR CIRCUIT
-

ALTERNATOK CIRCUIT

Two coils wound in se;&
on pole shoeswhich retain
rrsidulll magnetism. The
gQ!nwtor WI! ch;trge iI
dwd battery.

On tlywheel sltermitor
systemsa permanent
mgnet or magnets emhedded in the llywheel.
Lk-!ted output bec;~usc01
limited Imagnetic field.
011extcrni~lly mounted
altern;ltors the rotor is
an electromagnet pwvered
by the tatter);.

Output

__-l---~---Voltage regulution

on I0w :xltput units, ,101
needed because of limited
outpul. Output cm he
reduced manually if overcharging occurs.
Larger models need
voltage regulation to
prevent overcharging.
Usually in solid-state
tnodulc.
Self.rcgul:iting.

----.~-_,____.l__.~
Cutout

Diodes prevent return
flow of current.

Dependability

Commutator must be
turned occasioeally.
Bru~besm”st be replaced
occasionally. Contacts in
the regulator burn out.
Bearings fail.

Diodes are damaged hy
misuse. Flywheel magnets
dewoyed by misuse. On
extermlly mounted types
bearings may fail.

Polarity

May be type “A” or type
“B” field circuit. May be
negative ground or
positive ground.

Flywheel alternator has
no field circuit. Always
negative ground.
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WWC GENERATQR TESTS
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Connect Field to the
Battery Positive
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Unit
Remove Battery Cable
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Through Ammeter
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BASIC GENERATOR TESTS
Without going into a great deal of detail, basic generator tests can be made
that will usually determine whether it is the generator or regulator unit
that is defective.
POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE GROUND

Determine the ground polarity of the unit by checking !he battery ground
cable. On some equipment the positive battery post is connected to ground;
on others the battery negative is connected to ground. If the battery has
been removed, look for decals on the equipment which might tell grol.rnd
polarity. If there are no decals. the manufacturer’s manual should be consulted.
Ground polarity
INTERNALLY

OR EXTERNALLY

GROUNDED FIELD

Look for a decal on the generatcr or regulator which might give this information or consult the owner’s manual or service manual if one is available. If
these are not available, the type ground can be determined by removing the
end from the generator and by checking the field wire connection.
Type ground circuit ~~~--~.--.-BYPASS THE REGULATOR

Adjust the engine speed to a fast idle. DO NOT accelerate the engine during
these tests! Connect a jumper wire from the field terminal to a good engine
ground if the generator has an externally grounded field. This eliminates the
regulator from the circuit. If the generator is good, it should ch,argenow. Internally grounded generators are bypassed by connecting the jumper to the positive battery terminal and to the field terminal.
If the equipment being tested does not have an ammeter, either a vottme,ter or
ammeter may be connected as shown at left to determine if the generator is
charging. Connect the voltmeter to the generatar autput terminal and engine
ground. Observe polarity when connecting voltmeter. If the generator i!i charging, the voltage wilt rise when the engine is speeded up from slow idle to fast
idle.
If an ammeter is used, remove the cable from the regulator’s BATTERY terminal and connect the ammeter between the regulator terminal and the cable
that just has been disconnected so that the current will Bow through the
ammeter.
TEST RESULTS

If a charge is indicated when the jumper wire is connected at fast idle, the generator is good and the problem is the regulator unit or wiring. Check the wiring
for bad connections.
No charge at fast idle with the jumper connected indicates that the generator
will not charge and must be repaired or replaced.
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Questions for Section VII
T F

I. Electromagnets are usually wound on laminated layers of soft iwn tc.1
redw

heot. (ihm

84)

T F

I.

If rust bridges across the lami;utionn of nn electromagnet. its efticiency may
be greatly reduced. (Chart 84)

T F

3. A generator is a device whiclr changes mechanical energy to either AC 01 &
electricity.

(Chart X7)

T F

4. An ammeter must be connected in the circuit so that current flows through
the meter. (Chart X7)

‘C F

5. Aiterxating current cannot be used to charge a battery.

T F

6. Diodes are rated according to their maximum current and maximum
tempemture. (Chart 89)

f

F

(Chart 8X)

7. .4 diode is like an electrical switch which closes to pass current freeiy in one
direction znd opens to stop current flow in the other direction. (Chart X9)

T F

8. Some diodes require a heat sink. (Chart XV)

T F

9. A diode can change AC current to pulsating DC. (Chart 90)

T F IO. When the engine is used as electrical ground, cunwt will xtually
the engine block. (Chart 91)
T F Il.

pass through

Under no circumstance should the positive battery terminal be connecled KI
ground. (Chart ‘,I)

T F 12. Flywheel nlteuutors may not have a current regt!!ator or a voltage regulator.
(Chart 0 I )
T F 13. If the battery loses water on a flywheel alternator system, removal of one diode
may conect the problem. (Chart 91)
T F 14. Flywheel alternators require a cutout relay. (Chart 91)

T F IS. The power sauce for the AC lighting system is similar to the flywheel alternator without the rectifying diodes. (Chart YS)
16. Describe the three basic types of magnets. (Chart 84)
17. List three ways a permanent magnet can be deitroycd.

(Cliart X4)

IX. Name three ways the strength of im electromagnet ciw be incrcesed. (Cluwt XS)
19. Wlwt is mc;tnt by rcsid~l m;lgnctism? How is it ;Izbicvcd? Wlwt is it
practical applicatiw~‘! (Chart X6)
20. What are the three jobs commonly performed by the regulator unit of a DC
generator? (Chart 87)
21. Draw or build a diode tester. Connect the diode hotl? ways and explain the
results. (Chart 91)
22. What happens if the cutout relay Fticks shut as the engine is stopped?
(Chart 97)
23. Describe polarizing il generator. (Chart 9X)
24. When is ir necessary to polarize a generator’! (Chart 9X)
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INDEX
AC lighting circuit. 23 I
Adjustments:
mature air vp, 53
breaker points, 49. 5 I
carburetor. 25,67, 69
connecting rod. 134. I71
crankshaft end play. I41
spark plug, 33
timing. 55
valve. I43
AK cleaner setice. 8 I
Air-fuel mixtore, 25. 65
Alternators, 219.32 II 329
Armature air gap, 53
Assembly.93. 133, I41
B
Basic engine. 3
Battery, I8 i
Battery storage, 83
Breaker points, 35,41,4Y
Breaker points replace, 5 I
C
Camshaft checks, 125
Carburetion, 63
Carburetor adjustments, 25,67,6Y
Carburetor circuits, 65, 67. 69
Carburetor service, 79
Charging circuit, 21 I, 213
Cleaning, 31,53,YY, 157
Combustion, 5
Compression stroke, I I
Compression testing, 2 I
Condenser, 35
Cooling system, 31
Crankshaft checks, 103, 121, 163
Crankshaft end play, 141
Cunmt, 37
Cylinder measurements, I1 I, 163
D
Dial indicator, 89
Diodes, 215,219
Disassembleprecautions, 93
E
Electrical terms, 37,39
Electronic ignition, 57,59

Engine identification. 7
Engine systems, 3
Exlraust stroke, 15
F
Feeler gauge, 8Y
Flywheel inspection, 47
Flywheel removal, 45
Four-stroke cycle, 9, I I, I;, I5
Fuel mixture. 5
Fuel pump, 7 I ~73
c
Gasket ren~oval. 97
Generator, 233,235
Generator circuits, 239
Governors, 7.5
H
Head gasket replacement, Y7
Head replace, 93, I45
I
Ignition circait, 35
Ignition, electronic, 57, 59
Ignition primary circuit, 41
Ignition timing, 55
Intake stroke, 9
L
Lubrication, 2Y
M
Magnetism. 3’J, 205, 207, 209
Main bearing, I25
iMeasuring devices, 89,91
Micrgmeter, 91
Model number. 7
0
Oil, 29
P
Piston checks, ! IS, 165
Piston pin, 119, 165, 169
Piston removal, 107
Piston rings, 137, 167, 169
Power stroke, I3
Principles of combustion, 5
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R
‘Reassembly 135, 141
Reed valve service, 15s
Ring ridge removal, 10,
Rings. I37

s
SCR, 57.5’)
SecondJry voltage, 43
Serial number. 7
Spa’k plq. 33
Spark plug gap. 33.X’)
Spark testing. 23
Speed contwls. 75
stuterr. electric, I’)3
Start~r.gellcr;ltirrs, 1’17
Starters. rewind, 1%). IYI
stimge. $3
T
Telescoping gauge. 80
Tests:
3lterIlator, 223
battery. 173. 183, 185. IN?
bearing. I25
camshaft, 125
compression. 2 I
connecting rod, 119
crankcase air leaks, I53
crankshaft, 193, 12 I
cylinder, 1I I
diode, 2 15,227

llywbeel magnet. 47
fuel. 77
gawator, 243, 245
piston. I IS, 167
piston pin. i 1Y
reed valve, 155
rings. I37
spark, 23
spark plug, 33
stilrrer, 1%
starter-geenerator,,!!y
two-stroke, 15.3
valve guide. I?7
wlve lifter, 117
valve seat. 129
Timing, 3 i , 55
Two-stro:c co~~~,>o,,mts.I 5 I
Two.strc ae cycle. I7
‘iwo-strt,ke <IYclllalll, I.57
V
Valve iidjust. I43
Valve g!l’ides, I i7
Valve illstBll, I43
Valve lifters. I27
Valve lelnovill, 103
Valve seats, 12’)
Valve sewice. I31
Venturi. 65
Vohge, 37
W
Winter storage. X3

